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Abstract 

One of the main threats to poultry is avian influenza virus (AIV), causing 

significant economic losses worldwide and threatening human populations due 

to its zoonotic potential. To reduce disease impact, vaccination of poultry is 

carried out; however, most of the vaccines are insufficient to induce sterile 

immunity, leading to enzootic disease prevalence worldwide. In addition, due 

to virus evolution, new virus variants continuously arise, further compromising 

vaccine effectiveness. The aim of this study was to assess if monoclonal 

antibodies could be used as prophylactic treatment to reduce avian influenza 

disease impact as an alternative to vaccination in emergency situations, and 

to investigate approaches which could be employed for delivery of antibodies 

as antiviral therapeutics for poultry.     

A panel of monoclonal antibodies, specific to the AIV H9N2 subtype 

(A/chicken/Pakistan/UDL-01/2008) (UDL-1/08) major antigenic surface 

glycoprotein hemagglutinin (HA), generated from mouse hybridomas, were 

gene sequenced for their variable domains that were subsequently used for 

recombinant antibody production in cultured cell supernatants. Functional 

activities (HA binding affinity and AIV neutralizing activity) of the recombinant 

antibodies were evaluated against homologous and heterologous viruses. 

Three antibodies retained functional activity matching that of the natural 

antibody isotype after conversion to single chain variable fragment (scFv) 

format, suggesting the antibody fragment crystallizable (Fc) region did not 

mediate function for these antibodies, but that function was dependent on 

direct antigen recognition. 

Next, scFv antibodies were chosen for passive immunization purposes in vivo 

due to their small molecule size and potentially reduced immunogenicity. 

scFvs were administered to birds intranasally 24 h before challenge with H9N2 

AIV representative UDL-1/08 and treatment was continued for seven days 

post-infection. Results indicated reduced morbidity and virus shedding in 

treated birds. Moreover, compared to non-treated birds, treated chickens also 

produced lower levels of IL-6, a known pro-inflammatory cytokine induced in 
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response to virus infection. This data suggests treated birds experienced 

overall reduced impact of disease. Nevertheless, like in vivo vaccine induced 

antibodies, the antibody treatment also provoked the virus to generate HA 

antibody escape mutants likely to overcome the neutralizing activity of 

therapeutic antibodies.  

Finally, this study investigated if herpesvirus of turkeys (HVT), which is used 

as a viral vaccine vector in poultry, could act as a vector for therapeutic 

antibody delivery to poultry. A recombinant virus encoding a transgene of a 

broadly AIV-neutralizing antibody was generated using a CRISPR/Cas9 

approach. It was found that antibody gene insertion into HVT altered 

recombinant virus growth kinetics, resulting in reduced replication when 

compared to a wildtype virus control. Antibody levels secreted in rHVT infected 

cell culture supernatant were retained after 20 virus passages. Next, to 

investigate antibody expression and tolerability in vivo, rHVT was administered 

to day-old birds; however, no detectable systemic antibody circulation was 

identified throughout 42-days post rHVT delivery. Instead, an anti-antibody 

response was generated, suggesting only a low level of expression occurred 

that was sufficient to act as an antigen. 

Taken together, this work has built a proof-of-concept suggesting that passive 

immunization for poultry can reduce weight loss in infected birds and overall 

disease burden, but selection of antibodies targeting different antigens and 

epitopes is crucial to avoid virus escape mutant formation. For the first time it 

was also demonstrated that HVT can act as an efficient vector for antigen but 

not antibody delivery. This information can be relevant not only to AIV but also 

other pathogens affecting poultry. 
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Lay Summary 

Ever growing demand in livestock products has resulted in expansion of the 

poultry sector, with the estimated number of birds culled annually reaching 60 

billion. In the UK alone, this translates to £3 billion market value. One of the 

main threats to the poultry industry is avian influenza virus (AIV), which causes 

significant economic losses worldwide and puts the human population at risk 

due to the virus’s ability to cause sporadic human infections that might result 

in a pandemic situation. To control virus circulation, vaccination regimes are 

carried out in poultry; however, continuous virus changes compromise vaccine 

efficiency. The aim of this study is to assess if monoclonal antibodies can be 

used in a therapeutic and prophylactic context during AIV infection of poultry 

and to investigate approaches that could serve for delivery of therapeutic 

antibodies. 

A panel of monoclonal antibodies, specific to the AIV A/chicken/Pakistan/UDL-

01/2008 (UDL-1/08) H9N2 subtype major antigenic surface glycoprotein 

haemagglutinin (HA) were generated after mice immunization, allowing 

subsequent harvesting and immortalization of the antibody producing cells, by 

previous lab members. During this project, commercial sequencing services 

were used to determine the nucleic acid sequences that encoded the antibody 

variable domains. Sequences retrieved were used for gene synthesis, inserted 

into expression vectors and used for antibody production in cultured cell 

supernatants. Functional activities (HA binding affinity and AIV neutralizing 

activity) of six recombinantly generated antibodies were evaluated against an 

array of different H9N2 AIV strains prevalent in poultry. Importantly, three 

antibodies retained functional activity when converted to smallest functional 

antibody fragment – a single chain variable fragment (scFv) composed of 

variable heavy and variable light chains (responsible for antigen recognition) 

but lacking a constant domain. This indicated antibody activity depended on 

direct interaction with virus. 

Next, the efficacy of scFv antibodies against H9N2 (UDL-1/08) virus was 

tested in birds following virus infection. The scFv antibodies were administered 
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to birds intranasally 24 hours before challenge and treatment was continued 

for seven days post-infection. Results indicated no reduced weight loss or 

release of virus progeny in treated, infected birds. However, treated chickens 

produced lower levels of IL-6, a known pro-inflammatory cytokine induced in 

response to virus infection. These data suggest treated birds experienced an 

overall reduced impact of disease. Sequencing of viruses from the treated 

chickens identified virus variants carrying three mutations in the HA protein 

located near predicted antibody binding sites. These changes in HA sequence 

were likely escape mutations that could have arisen due to the pressure from 

the antibodies used for therapy.  

Finally, this study investigated if herpesvirus of turkeys (HVT), which is used 

as a viral vaccine vector in poultry for delivery of various antigens, could act 

as a vector for therapeutic antibodies. Using a virus genome editing approach 

known as CRISPR-Cas9, a recombinant HVT virus (rHVT) encoding a 

transgene for a broadly AIV-neutralizing antibody was generated. rHVT 

infection of cells produced soluble antibodies in the culture supernatants. The 

rHVT vector also retained stable antibody expression after 20 virus passages. 

However, it was found that antibody gene insertion into HVT led to reduced 

virus replication when compared to a wildtype control virus. To investigate 

antibody expression and tolerability in chickens, rHVT was administered to 

day-old birds; however, no detectable systemic antibody circulation was 

identified at any point throughout 42-days post rHVT delivery. Instead, an anti-

antibody response was generated, suggesting an immune response was 

elicited against the therapeutic antibody could result in destruction of 

therapeutic antibody or that low levels of expression beyond the limit of 

detection were occurring initially.  

Taken together, this work has built a proof-of-concept suggesting that 

therapeutic antibodies for poultry can reduce morbidity in infected birds and 

their overall disease burden, but thorough selection of antibodies is crucial to 

avoid virus escape mutant formation. For the first time it was also 

demonstrated that HVT cannot act as an efficient vector for antibody delivery 
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or that further evaluation would be required. This information can be relevant 

not only to AIV, but also other pathogens affecting poultry. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

A plethora of viral and bacterial pathogens able to infect both humans and 

animals is continuously growing and threatening the entire earth ecosystem. 

The emergence of SARS Cov-2 illustrates an extreme example of the 

necessity to have appropriate control measures and approaches for disease 

mitigation. With regards to viral pathogens, this can be particularly ambiguous 

due to rapidly occurring changes within target antigens leading to vaccine and 

antiviral drug failure. A somewhat more recent approach focuses on the 

humoral immune response via employment of antibodies for disease control. 

Herein, naturally occurring antibodies, recombinant antibodies and antibody 

therapeutics in the context of influenza virus will be discussed. 

1.1 Antibody structure and function relationship 

Antibodies, also known as immunoglobulins (Ig), are antigen-binding proteins 

that function in pathogen elimination. Antibodies are one of the main serum 

constituents that mark the development of an immune response against an 

antigen. The first indication of a protective component present in serum was 

gained in 1890; however, it took another 50 years to attribute it to gamma 

globulins, - a class of globular proteins, generally serving as messengers, 

enzymes, transporters, or that carry out regulatory and structural roles (1, 2). 

Specificity of antibodies is generated during B-cell maturation when a fully 

mature immunocompetent B-cell commits to secretion of a single monoclonal 

antibody (mAb) that recognizes a single epitope within an antigen; a process 

prior to which every B-cell carries up to 105 different membrane bound 

antibodies (3). Overall reactivity to infection is generated by a global population 

of B-cells, resulting in a polyclonal humoral response. Interaction between 

antigen and antibody molecule works in a ‘lock and key’ principle and is based 

on a vast array of non-covalent bonds including hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, 

hydrophobic interactions and van der Waals interactions (4, 5).  
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Antibodies are classified according to the constant region of heavy chain 

isotype, determining the molecular properties and biological activities of 

immunoglobulin molecule. Five antibody classes: IgG, IgM, IgA, IgE and IgD 

are found in mammals including humans and mice, whilst birds carry only IgY, 

IgM and IgA class antibodies (6-8). Amongst many others, the main antibody 

effector functions include neutralization, agglutination, precipitation, 

opsonization, complement activation and antibody-dependent cell-mediated 

cytotoxicity (ADCC) (9). Valency, specificity, affinity and avidity defines the 

functional strength of immunoglobulin molecules (10-12). However, selection 

of the most potent antibodies might be counterintuitive, as in many instances 

lower affinity antibodies perform better than the ones having higher binding 

profile; a phenomenon mediated by the affinity threshold which, otherwise, 

might interfere with dissociation from the first antigen encountered (13). An 

ever-growing understanding of antibody organization and expression, their 

structure and function, and their interaction with antigens has allowed antibody 

harnessing as research tools as well as in diagnostic and therapeutic 

applications.  

1.1.1 Antibody structure 

Traditionally, antibody structure is represented by a Y-shaped heterodimer 

molecule containing identical heavy and light chains (50 kilodaltons (kDa) and 

25 kDa each, respectively) aligned vertically and joined by disulphide bridges 

to form a bivalent four-chain antibody molecule (Figure 1.1a).  
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Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram representative for a) IgG mammalian and b) IgY birds 

immunoglobulin molecules structures. The antibody molecule is made up of two identical 

heavy chains and two identical light chains bound by disulphide bonds. The amino terminal 

domain of the antibody recognizes antigen and is known as the Fv region, containing the most 

variable regions termed VH and VL for heavy and light chains, respectively. Variable regions 

are linked to more constant (C) domains CH1 and CL for heavy and light chains respectively, 

that together with the Fv region, constitute the Fab domain. Additional C regions constitute the 

Fc part of the antibody, which is responsible for engagement with cellular receptors, ensuring 

longer half-life and defining antibody isotype. 

Each of the heavy chains is further composed of three constant (CH) and one 

variable region (VH) whilst the light chain contains a single constant (CL) and 

single variable (VL) region. Each region is made up of 110-130 amino acids 

(aa), with molecular mass varying from 12 to 13 kDa, forming 7 (constant 

region) or 9 (variable region) antiparallel β-strands joined by loops and 

arranged in two β-sheets resulting in β sandwich with a hydrophobic core 

(Figure 1.2a) and Figure 1.2b).  
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Figure 1.2. Schematic diagram of antibody’s light chain fold. a) Cartoon representation of 

light chain variable and constant domains fold. β-strands of different colours comprise distinct 

β-sheets. Two β-sheets for each domain are joined by a disulphide bond and hydrophobic 

interactions. CDRs present within variable domain are depicted in red. b) opened out β-sheets 

demonstrating relationship between β-strands within each of the domains. 

The combination of VH and CH1 with VL and CL regions is known as the antigen 

binding domain (Fab); a region of ~ 50 kDa that can be separated by papain 

hydrolysis from another Fab and a fragment crystallizable region (Fc) 

containing two to three CH regions (14). Some antibodies contain a hinge 

region between CH1 and CH2 while others incorporate an additional CH region 

(15).  

Different antibody regions serve distinct biological functions. The CH1 and CL 

regions ensure variable domains are held in place, play a role in Fab arm 

rotation and contribute to overall immunoglobulin diversity (16). The hinge 

regions, rich in proline (P) and cysteine (C) residues, are present only in IgA, 

IgD and IgG (also IgY in birds (Figure 1.1b)) antibodies and provide an 

additional flexibility that facilitates interaction with antigen. The same role is 

substituted by the CH2 region of IgM and IgE antibodies (15). Unlike other 

domains, CH2s (in IgA, IgD and IgG but CH3s in IgM and IgE) cannot interact 

directly but instead engage oligosaccharide side chains positioned between 

them leading to facilitated complement activation (17). In addition, CH2 

sequences are responsible for the charge of the immunoglobulin molecule that 

can support higher affinity towards the antigen. The last CH region determines 

whether antibody is to be secreted or membrane bound, contributes to general 
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antibody structure and accommodates 18 aa C-terminal tail piece (tp) in IgA 

and IgM molecules that leads to their multimerization (18, 19).  

On the other hand, variable regions are composed of hypervariable parts 

termed as complementarity determining regions (CDR). CDRs define antigen 

specificity while the remaining residues in the variable region serve as a 

framework region (FR) (20-22). The ability of an antibody to access hidden, 

often well conserved, epitopes is thought to depend on the length of CDR 

loops. In particular,, CDR3 is known to be able to exhibit exceptional length in 

immunoglobulin molecules derived from cattle, camelids and cartilaginous 

fishes (23, 24). A proportion of chicken-derived antibodies also carry CDR3 

sequences longer than those present in humans or mice. In addition, CDRs 

derived from poultry antibodies are mainly composed of small amino acids, 

with cysteines also important in formation of noncanonical disulphide bonds 

and enhancement of antibody repertoire complexity (25).  

Immune system co-evolution with the host has led to the rise of antibodies that 

do not necessarily follow typical immunoglobulin molecule conformation. 

Representatives of such ‘unconventional’ antibodies are heavy chain 

immunoglobulin molecules (hcIg), ~70kDa in size, produced by camelids 

(alpacas, lamas) and immunoglobulin new antigen receptor (IgNAR) 

antibodies, ~150kDa in size, produced by cartilaginous fishes (sharks, rays) 

(Figure 1.3a), Figure 1.3b) (26-28).  
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Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram representative for heavy chain immunoglobulin 

molecules. a) hcIg is a representative of antibodies of ~70 kDa in size derived from camelids. 

hcIg is naturally devoid of light chains and a CH1 domain. b) IgNAR is an antibody molecule 

derived from cartilaginous fishes that lacks light chains but has five constant domains resulting 

in an ~150 kDa molecule. c) a recombinant VHH antibody of ~15 kDa in size consisting of only 

the variable heavy chain of the heavy chain only immunoglobulin molecule. 

Such antibodies, although they form Y-shaped structures, have completely 

abrogated light chains resulting from deletion of the CH1 domain taking place 

during mRNA splicing, due to a single guanine (G) to adenine (A) substitution 

in the immunoglobulin gene and other modifications in VH region (29). 

Recognition of antigen is mediated by the VH domain; something that has lately 

been harnessed for generation of recombinant heavy chain only (VHH) 

antibodies (otherwise, known as single domain antibody or nanobody) (Figure 
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1.3c). A few nucleotide changes upstream of the CDRH1, with respect to a 

traditional immunoglobulin gene, makes the motifs more permissible for 

somatic hypermutation and affinity maturation that facilitate remarkable 

antibody affinity and avidity (29). VHH antibodies also display high solubility 

leading to low aggregation, which is mediated by the VHH tetrad consisting of 

four residues at positions 37, 44, 45 and 47 (30, 31). Overall, a Y-shaped 

structure ensures the antibody’s ability to recognize antigen via variable 

regions and interact with receptors displayed on the surface of host immune 

cells via constant domains. 

1.1.2 Antibody classes 

Isotypic determinants are constant region determinants that define heavy 

chain class and subclass and light chain class. In humans, there are five heavy 

chain isotypes encoded by α, δ, γ, ε and μ genes giving rise to IgA, IgD, IgG, 

IgE and IgM antibodies respectively, while only two types (lambda (λ) and 

kappa (κ)) of light chain exist (7, 8) (Figure 1.4). Alternatively, in birds, the υ 

gene encodes for IgY antibodies. Overall, the heavy chain isotype dictates the 

class of the whole antibody molecule.  
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Figure 1.4. Schematic diagram of five main immunoglobulin classes. a) IgG is an ~150k 

Da molecule encoded by the γ gene. IgG contains two antigen binding sites and is the main 

antibody isotype found in serum. b) IgD isotype antibody resembles the IgG molecule in 

containing two antigen binding sites. It is an ~180 kDa molecule encoded by the δ gene with 

only ~1% of IgD present in serum. c) IgE is another monomer of ~200kDa in size encoded by 

the ε gene that carries two antigen binding sites. d) IgM is a pentameric molecule of ~900 kDa 

carrying ten antigen binding sites, encoded by the μ gene. e) IgA antibody usually forms dimers 

containing four antigen binding sites. IgA is encoded by the  α gene. 

IgA antibodies constitute three quarters of daily immunoglobulin production. 

The monomeric form of this antibody is exclusively found in serum, while 

dimeric and more rarely tetrameric IgA is secretory and often resides on 

mucosal surfaces (32). An additional joining (J) chain is present in multimers 

inducing polymerisation of the immunoglobulin molecules (33).Two IgA 

subclasses (IgA1 and IgA2) exist that differ in hinge region length and, 

therefore, their ability to interact with two antigens simultaneously (34).  

The secondary immune response is mediated by more refined IgG molecules 

that form the largest proportion (80%) of antibody isotype found in serum. 

Human IgGs can be classified into further subclasses of IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 and 
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IgG4, depending on the size of the hinge region and position of disulphide 

bonds between heavy chains (35). Different subclasses might be crucial for 

foetal development (IgG1, IgG3, IgG4), complement activation during infection 

(IgG1) or opsonization (IgG1, IgG3) (35). Differences in Fc regions lead to 

interaction with distinct Fc receptors (FcR) displayed on the host cell surface 

that can be either activating (FcγR) or inhibiting (FcγRIIB) (35).  

IgM antibodies are mostly pentameric and hexameric molecules that serve 

during a primary immune response, as they lack specificity but display rather 

strong affinity towards the antigen (36). As with IgA antibodies, IgM 

polymerisation is induced by J-chain molecules (33). In addition, proximity of 

the Fc regions in IgM antibodies enhances their complement activation 

potential (36). 

IgE and IgD antibodies are involved in allergies and homeostasis, respectively, 

and mostly form monomers (37, 38). 

IgY is found in birds, reptiles and lungfish and is homologous to mammalian 

IgG (39). Unlike IgG, IgY contains an additional CH region and displays a 

unique oligosaccharide structure. IgY also mediates anaphylactic reactions 

characteristic of mammalian IgE, suggesting it is the ancestral molecule to 

both IgG and IgE class antibodies (39). 

1.1.3 Antibody gene organization and expression 

In mammals such as humans or mice, antibody chains are encoded by several 

gene segments separated by non-coding regions (known as multigene 

families) that can rearrange during B-cell maturation to form a functional 

immunoglobulin gene (40-42). The antibody light chain gene is produced after 

recombination between variable (V) and joining (J) segments, whilst the heavy 

chain gene requires an additional diversity (D) segment (42, 43) (Figure 1.5).  
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Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of heavy chain gene rearrangement and mRNA 

processing mechanism. Joining of DH with JH joining is the first step during gene 

rearrangement followed by VH joining with DHJH. The rearranged heavy chain gene is then 

transcribed and further processed to form a mature mRNA which can be translated into a 

nascent peptide. The light chain undergoes slightly different processing involving only VL to JL 

rearrangements to form fully functional light chain gene. 

After VJ or VDJ rearrangement, a constant (C) gene segment is added, 

determining antibody isotype (42). This process also enables class switching 

whereupon VDJ recombination with new C segment, a new isotype antibody 

can be produced (42). VDJ rearrangement together with junctional flexibility, 

somatic hypermutation, and indel addition forms the basis of antibody diversity 

in many species (44, 45). On the other hand, rabbits, sheep, cattle, pigs, 

horses and birds have a very distinct mechanism for immunoglobulin 

diversification due to their limited number of functional V, D and J gene 

segments (46). In such instances, the antibody repertoire is expanded during 
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somatic gene conversion events dependent on pseudo VL and VH genes and 

mediated by the activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) enzyme (47).  

Translation of mature heavy chain and light chain mRNAs takes place at the 

rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) on separate polyribosomes (48). Newly 

synthesised chains translocate to the ER lumen where signal peptides are 

cleaved off and the antibody assembles in cisternae before moving to the Golgi 

apparatus for further post-translational modifications (48).  

The most frequently encountered post-translational modification (PTM) for an 

antibody molecule is N-linked glycosylation where sugars are attached via 

asparagine residues; however, O-linked glycosylation via serine (S) or 

threonine (T) can also occur (49, 50). Around 10% of N-linked glycans within 

IgG1 and more than 90% of IgA1 N-linked glycans contain sialic acid, 

contributing not only to longer serum retention times but also suggesting a 

possible antiviral role (51). For instance, the conserved N459 sialylated 

glycosylation site, conserved amongst IgG molecules, is recognised as a 

critical position involved in interference with attachment of sialic acid binding 

viruses, such as influenza virus or Newcastle disease virus (NDV) (51). Whilst 

glycosylation at position N297, ubiquitous to IgG Fc regions, functions in 

triggering complement activation (49, 52). 

Finally, once all PTMs are completed, secretory vesicles enclose antibody for 

transport and release outside the cell (53). Immunoglobulin molecules 

containing a transmembrane domain remain anchored to the plasma 

membrane during vesicle and cell membrane fusion and serve as membrane-

bound antibodies (53). 

1.2  Recombinant antibodies 

Recombinant antibodies are antibodies produced from synthetic DNA via the 

use of expression vectors that support mRNA translation and transcription. 

Both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems can be employed for recombinant 
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antibody production. Although recombinant antibodies are considered to be 

animal-free, their gene recovery often requires in vivo based methods (see 

1.4.1 Antibody gene recovery platforms). Nevertheless, synthesis of 

expression cassettes encoding for recombinant antibodies allows application-

dependent adjustments for the preferred antibody format for research, 

diagnostics, or therapeutics.  

1.2.1 Antibody gene recovery platforms 

Several strategies exist for isolation of antigen-specific antibody genes. 

These include hybridoma technology, in vitro display technologies and 

isolation of antibody genes directly from primary cells. 

1.2.1.1 Hybridoma technology 

The development of hybridoma technology in 1975 significantly accelerated 

research in the mAb field with the hope for production of immunoglobulins 

specific for desired antigens (54). Briefly, the process is based on mouse (or 

more rarely, other laboratory animals like rats, rabbits, etc.) immunization with 

antigen(s) of interest followed by isolation of the B cells from splenocytes and 

their co-culture with myeloma cells triggering two cell type fusion generating 

hybridomas (54) (Figure 1.6). Single immortalized cells producing distinct 

antibodies can then be chosen for further characterization and large-scale 

immunoglobulin generation. 

Figure 1.6. Workflow of hybridoma technology. Briefly, mice are immunized with an antigen 

of choice, after which splenocytes are harvested in order to fuse them with immortalized 

myeloma cells and to produce hybridomas. Each hybridoma generates unique monoclonal 

antibodies which are screened for specificity and functionality. Hybridomas can be expanded 

to obtain large amounts of the antibody of interest. 
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One of the main disadvantages for hybridoma technology is off-target binding 

of mAbs that results from heterogeneity in heavy and light chains encoded by 

a single hybridoma cell which results in expression of several different 

antibodies instead of the expected single mAb. Indeed, datasets from seven 

independent laboratories working on mAb generation found ~30% of the 

hybridomas to contain additional productive variable chain genes (55). Some 

of the reasons for the introduction of additional alleles in the hybridomas 

include simultaneous fusion of a myeloma partner to more than one spleen 

cell, the ability of a single splenocyte to encode multiple productive gene 

rearrangements, or post fusion modifications (55-57).  

Although hybridoma-derived antibodies are crucial for research and 

diagnostics, the main obstacle for their application in the therapeutic field 

comes from high antibody immunogenicity when used in different species. This 

requires more refined techniques to produce therapeutically relevant 

antibodies. 

1.2.1.2 In vitro display technology 

Yeast, bacteria, ribosome, mRNA and phage display formats are the main 

representatives of the in vitro display systems; all of which offer an advantage 

of defined selection conditions whilst screening a huge number of antibodies 

from naïve, immunized, semi-synthetic or synthetic repertoires (58). These 

technologies aid generation of an antibody library which is then used for 

panning against an immobilized target. Non-bound antibodies are washed off 

while recovered antibodies undergo another round of selection or are 

propagated for further characterization (Figure 1.7). 
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Figure 1.7. Workflow of antibody recovery using phage display. Firstly, an antibody library 

displayed on the surface of bacteriophage needs to be generated which then is incubated with 

immobilized antigen. Washing steps are performed to remove unbound material followed by 

the elution of phages carrying specific antibody fragments. Eluted phages are amplified in 

Escherichia coli with the workflow repeated until an enriched population of antibodies is 

obtained. Subsequently, antibodies can be screened for specificity and functionality and the 

ones meeting expected requirements can be generated in larger quantities for further 

characterization. 

The first in vitro display technology was developed in bacteriophage M13, 

belonging to the Ff filamentous phage family, allowing the protein of interest to 

be displayed on the virion surface after insertion of the gene of interest into the 

phage’s coat protein gene (59). As it is a powerful tool to study protein-protein, 

protein-peptide or protein-DNA interactions, phage display remains the most 

commonly used technology for recovery of antibodies (60). Yeast display 

technology creates somewhat smaller libraries but has the convenience of 

employing fluorescence or magnetic activated cell sorting (FACS/MACS) and 

is preferred for selection of antibody fragments (61). FACS is also used for 

bacterial display engaging gram-negative bacteria, due to the ease of 

transformation and relatively straightforward translocation of fusion proteins 

(62, 63). Mammalian cell display offers the advantages of accurate PTMs and 

is mostly utilised for recombinant antibody isolation and maturation (64, 65). In 

addition, several cell free display systems exist, including ribosome display 

which is employed for the selection of antibodies when secondary libraries 

need to be generated by error prone polymerase chain reaction (PCR), as 

each selection step requires PCR amplification (66). Another totally in vitro 
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display technology is based on mRNA display, creating slightly more stable 

complexes than those formed by ribosome display (67).  

In vitro display technologies can be combined to further increase efficacy in 

protein recovery. Several cross-reactive single domain antibodies specific for 

influenza B antigen have been recovered by employment of phage display, 

providing a panel of antigen-specific, high affinity antibodies, followed by yeast 

display enabling mutational screening (68). In addition, in vitro display 

technology can allow the generation of recombinant renewable polyclonal 

antibodies from naïve repertoires, thereby serving as a viable alternative to the 

traditional immunization and affinity purification techniques (69). This approach 

is based on isolation of a population of antigen-specific antibodies by several 

rounds of phage and yeast display selection in which renewability is achieved 

by growing the secretory yeast pool to saturation multiple times (69). 

Although in vitro display selects for the best affinity antibodies, it cannot ensure 

satisfactory expression levels in cell culture and does not necessarily 

represent the natural antibody repertoire. Nevertheless, advantages are self-

evident due to the ability to rapidly obtain selected antibody sequences that 

can be further altered to induce the desired characteristics. Importantly, in vitro 

display allows high-throughput selection of antibodies recognizing epitopes 

containing subtle differences of PTMs or proteins of different conformations.  

1.2.1.3 Isolation of antibodies and their genes from 
primary cells 

Donor-derived antibody recovery can be based either on isolation of memory 

B-cells or antibody secreting cells (ASC). The first approach allows evaluation 

of the total immune response formed over the years, whilst the latter technique 

relies on activated plasmablasts that are only available at the peak of the 

immune response.  
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One of the first techniques developed enabling the isolation of an antibody of 

interest from peripheral B-cells is based on memory B-cell immortalisation 

using Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)(70). Transformed cells can be used for stable 

B-cell line generation and subsequent recovery of immunoglobulin gene 

sequences by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR. However, low immortalisation 

efficiency and low levels of antibodies recovered has led to optimisation of 

conditions, including the fusion of EBV immortalised cells with mouse myeloma 

cells, infection with a retrovirus encoding ras oncogene and the addition of 

CpGs, ensuring more successful formation of clonal cell lines (71-73). 

Alternatively, similar results can be achieved by peripheral B-cell cultivation 

with irradiated thymoma cells (74). In addition, a strategy of genetic B-cell 

reprogramming by retroviral encoded antiapoptotic factors B-cell lymphoma 6 

protein (Bcl-6) and B-cell lymphoma-extra large (Bcl-xL) can increase the 

recovery of antibody secreting cells (ASCs) even further (75). Apart from 

retroviral transduction, this approach also requires the presence of stimulants 

such as recombinant interleukin 21 (IL-21) and CD40 ligand (CD40L) to 

activate B-cell expansion into longed lived ASCs (75). Single cell cloning by 

limiting dilution can also be performed to allow the assessment of single cells 

secreting the desired antibody. Yet another approach, applicable for ASCs, is 

based on single cell RT-PCR without the necessity to obtain single B-cell 

clones (76). Based on this approach, IgG secreting cells are isolated from 

whole blood by flow cytometry or antigen coated magnetic beads, prior to RT-

PCR featuring a cocktail of primers covering as many families of variable 

genes as possible (76). The heavy and light chain sequences from each cell 

are then cloned into appropriate vectors for transformation, sequencing and 

transfection of cell culture for antibody characterisation. Importantly, a similar 

workflow can be adapted to multiple species that are, otherwise, subject to 

poorly defined cellular markers or a need to establish sterile single cell cultures 

from non-sterile tissues (77).  
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1.2.2 Recombinant antibody formats 

Besides higher reproducibility between batches and shorter production times 

than those of mAbs, recombinant antibodies can also be formatted in a way 

such that only certain immunoglobulin molecule fragments are used. In 

addition, several antibody genes can be joined together to obtain a 

multispecific antibody format targeting several epitopes or /and antigens by a 

single molecule. Antibody formatting also allows changing of isotypes and 

adjustment for species specificity. 

1.2.2.1 Antibody fragments and unconventional 
antibodies 

The three main types of functional antibody fragments include Fab molecules 

(F(ab) and F(ab’)2), single chain variable fragment (scFv) antibodies derived 

from conventional antibodies and VHH molecules obtained from 

‘unconventional’ antibodies (Figure 1.3c). The smaller VHH format offers 

advantages including better tissue penetration, faster clearance, lower 

immunogenicity, ensures correct folding and ease during production stages, 

but comes with the lack of an Fc region which translates to an absence of 

effector functions (78).  

F(ab) and F(ab’)2 fragments are monovalent and bivalent molecules, 

respectively, produced by enzymatic (papain or pepsin) digestion of the whole 

immunoglobulin while scFvs are made upon linkage of VH and VL regions 

(Figure 1.8) (14, 78, 79).  

 

Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of antibody fragments. a) F(ab’)2 resembles a whole 

immunoglobulin molecule with two antigen binding sites. F(ab’)2 is ~110 kDa in size and can 

be generated recombinantly or after whole antibody digestion with pepsin. b) A Fab fragment 

is ~50 kDa in size and can be produced after antibody digestion by papain or in a recombinant 
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format. A Fab is a monovalent antibody fragment lacking Fc part. c) The scFv is the smallest 

antibody fragment that can retain antigen binding activity. An scFv is ~27 kDa recombinant 

antibody format made up of VH and VL chains linked by a short linker. 

A commonly used strategy for scFv joining is based on introduction of a flexible 

peptide sequence resistant to endopeptidases which can separate two 

domains by 35 angstroms, ensuring correct antibody fragment folding (80). 

Such linkers usually contain small non-polar or polar amino acids such as 

glycine (G), S, or T to ensure flexibility, whereas introduction of glutamic acid 

(E) and lysine (K) residues contributes to enhanced solubility (81). The most 

common linker used for scFvs formation is (G4S)n, but others such as 

KESGSVSSEQLAQFRSLD and EGKSSGSGSESKST are also used (81-83). 

Small antibody fragments including Fabs and scFvs are commonly used for 

diagnostic purposes or cancer therapeutics. 

A VHH antibody derived from the VH region of hcIg is 15 kDa in size and 

displays superior access to hidden targets within the antigen and a larger 

antigen-antibody interaction surface due to unusually long CDR loops (28, 29). 

In addition, VHH antibodies do not trigger an anti-antibody response when 

introduced into different species (28, 29). The small nanobody format also 

provides an advantage by allowing the multiplexing of several VHH molecules, 

leading to increased antibody potency and cross-reactivity. For example, the 

MD2407 molecule is a multidomain antibody generated by fusing four VHHs 

derived from a llama immunised with an  influenza antigen (84). Such a 

multidomain approach can induce not only greater breadth of reactivity than 
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that of any single VHH antibody but also carries higher neutralization activity 

and ability to cross link adjacent haemagglutinin (HA) trimers (84). 

Stability of antibody fragments is essential in order to retain functionality and 

prevent aggregation which can increase protein immunogenicity. Multiple 

strategies have been revised to ensure antibody stability. Nevertheless, if 

unfolding at the variable interface occurs, interaction of complementary 

immunoglobulin domains from adjacent molecules is likely to induce 

oligomerisation or formation of dimeric antibodies that can retain their original 

functionality in antigen recognition but have altered pharmacokinetic traits (85).  

1.2.2.2 Diabodies and bispecific antibodies 

The main difference between dimeric antibodies or diabodies and bispecific 

antibodies (bsAbs) is the ability of bsAbs to recognize distinct epitopes located 

either within the same or on different antigens, while diabodies are only able 

to recognize single antigenic determinants (Figure 1.9) (86, 87). Both types of 

recombinant antibodies benefit in immunotherapeutics with bsAbs being a 

potential alternative to combination therapy requiring a mAb cocktail. 

Figure 1.9. Schematic diagram of a) diabodies and b) bispecific scFvs. Diabodies are 

formed after a 3-10 residue linker introduction between VH and VL domains during generation 

of the scFv fragment, or by linking two identical scFv with an additional linker sequence. 

Bispecific scFvs are generated upon linkage of two scFvs carrying distinct specificities. 
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Diabodies are monospecific immunoglobulin molecules, derived from 

heterogeneous single-chain antibodies, which can act via cross linking multiple 

antigens. Diabodies are formed upon introduction of a 3-10 residue linker 

between the VH and VL domains; a process equivalent to scFv generation, with 

the short linker size forcing scFvs to form dimeric structures (88). In order to 

increase diabody stability, an interdomain disulphide bond might also be added 

(89, 90). Such immunoglobulin fragment structures are preferred due to their 

larger size than scFvs, ensuring a longer half-life and circulation in vivo (86). 

On the other hand, bsAbs exhibit increased valency by containing multiple 

binding sites for the antigen or for a host cell receptor and can be generated 

using scFvs, Fabs and whole immunoglobulin molecules. Minimalistic bsAbs 

are produced upon direct linkage of two scFv molecules carrying different 

antigen specificities, or by linkage of the VL region of one antibody with the VH 

domain of another immunoglobulin and vice versa, inducing the formation of 

more stable structures (86). The greatest advancements in the development 

of bsAbs from scFvs have been made in cancer research. Huge success has 

been brought by generation of bispecific T cell engagers (BiTEs) combining 

anti-CD19 and anti-CD3 scFvs into a single molecule, enabling formation of a 

link between tumour and cytotoxic T cells (91, 92). 

Dual targeting can also be facilitated by incorporation of Fab domains into the 

building blocks. For instance, two scFvs fused to the Fab molecule forms a 

F(ab)-scFv2 tribody, whereas introduction of the hinge region into the Fab 

molecule results in a fusion protein forming a tetravalent F(ab’)2-scFv2 

antibody (93, 94) (Figure 1.10).  
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Figure 1.10. Schematic diagram of a) Fab(scFv)2 and b) F(ab’)2-scFv2 molecules. A 

Fab(scFv)2 is a trimeric antibody of ~105 kDa in size generated upon fusion of two scFv 

molecules with different specificity to the Fab fragment. A F(ab’)2-scFv2 is an ~180 kDa 

molecule requiring fusion of two scFv molecules carrying different specificities with a F(ab’)2 

antibody fragment. A F(ab’)2-scFv2 can bind three antigens: two monovalently and one 

bivalently. 

Fusion of two Fab arms to an asymmetric Fab-like moiety at their C-termini via 

a (G4S)n linker instead of a hinge region induces formation of a TriFab with the 

overall structure featuring IgG, able to engage two antigens: one bivalently and 

another monovalently (95). CrossMab is another technology for bsAb 

generation by the exchange of different domains (Fab domains, VH and VL 

domains or CH1 and CL domains) within a Fab fragment (96). 

With regards to bsAbs containing Fc domains, several strategies have been 

implemented as well. Firstly, production of bispecific IgG molecules, with the 

potential to combine antibodies belonging to different isotypes or even those 

derived from different species, can be achieved by fusion of two hybridomas 

(97, 98). Alternatively, bispecific IgG formation can be driven by heavy chain 

heteromerization based on a ‘knobs-into-holes’ approach. This requires 

replacement of the small side chains in the CH3 part of the Fc region from the 

first antibody into larger ones representing the knob, along with contrary 

adjustments in the CH3 domain from the second antibody following the hole 
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pattern (99). An example of key substitutions triggering the intended 

interactions are T366Y in CH3 domain 1 and Y407T in CH3 domain 2 (99). 

Similarly, substitution of certain residues in the first CH3 domain with positively 

charged lysines and introduction of negatively charged glutamic or aspartic 

acid residues in the second CH3 domain results in electrostatic steering effects 

that trigger IgG heterodimerization (100). Other strategies for bsAb generation 

using whole immunoglobulin molecules are based on the natural IgG4 ability 

to exchange Fab arms, strand-exchange engineered domain (SEED) 

heterodimers design, as well as other variations (101, 102). 

Out of many approaches, the ‘knobs-into-holes’ technique works well not only 

with whole antibody molecules but is also applicable for scFv engineering into 

the Fc region. For instance, an scFv2-Fc antibody targeting human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) proteins gp41 and gp120 was generated by 

fusing two different specificity scFvs to human immunoglobulin CH domains 

(103). Another trispecific molecule targeting the HIV CD4 binding site, the 

membrane proximal external region and V1V2 glycan site was engineered 

based on the same approach (104).  

Although engineered bsAbs have remarkable improvements in functionality, it 

can also cause problems during production, resulting in low yields. Overall, the 

variety of antibody formats allows optimization of the desired functions and 

specificity with optimal expression levels driving the field towards generation 

of more therapeutically relevant antibodies. 

1.2.2.3 Chimeric antibodies and antibody species 
adaptation 

The availability of hybridoma technology to generate fully murine antibodies 

and a desire to use them for therapeutic purposes has led to the development 

of chimeric antibodies (ch-mAb) displaying reduced immunogenicity (105). 

One approach is based on variable regions, derived from hybridomas, fused 

with the constant region of an antibody matching the species of interest (106). 
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Such ch-mAbs can retain their original efficacy, as demonstrated after 

generation of a human-like antibody via substitution of a mouse Fc domain to 

the human Fc region in H5N1 neutralizing antibodies (107). The previously 

mentioned multidomain antibody approach composed of multiple VHHs 

(section 1.5.2.1) has also been taken forwards for species matching by 

introduction of a human IgG1 Fc region (84). 

However, the most commonly encountered antibody species matching 

approach is based on CDR grafting, with in some cases, transfer of one or 

more framework regions to enhance the overall binding affinity of the antibody. 

Several strategies for CDR grafting have been implemented based on FR 

homology, CDR homology, frequency of gene usage and structural stability, 

along with usage of germline genes as the FR source or replacement of 

uncommon FR residues (108-111). The 8A8 – H5 HA-specific antibody is one 

of the examples of how CDR grafting can ensure preservation of correct 

antigen specificity and dual activity (recognition of conformational and linear 

epitopes) while introducing human T cell epitopes onto a murine 

immunoglobulin molecule (112). CDR grafting has also been performed to give 

the mouse-derived 3D8 mAb, with ability to bind to and induce RNA/DNA 

hydrolysis, specificity of the chicken antibody framework (113). This 

“chickenized” antibody displayed similar structure and functional activity to that 

of the original mAb and was later used for generation of a transgenic chicken 

line (114, 115).  

Another strategy to obtain fully humanized antibodies derives from generation 

of transgenic animals (mainly rodents and bovines). Mouse strains encoding 

different isotypes of human immunoglobulin genes and carrying disrupted 

mouse immunoglobulin loci can produce antibodies suitable for use in humans, 

as illustrated by the epidermal growth factor receptor antibody panitumumab 

(116-118). In addition, genetically engineered cows can also successfully 

produce polyclonal neutralizing antibodies adapted for human use against 
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various antigens, including Ebola, Venezuelan equine encephalitis (VEE), 

Hanta and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) viruses (119-122). 

Overall, implementation of antibody species adaptation has had a major 

impact on development of immunotherapeutics relevant for use in different 

species. 

1.2.3 Recombinant therapeutic antibodies 

Therapeutic antiviral antibodies can function either via direct antigen 

recognition and neutralization by their antigen binding domain, or secondarily 

via Fc-domain interaction with Fc-binding molecules. Depending on the 

pathogen and its ability to arms race, monoclonal vs polyclonal antibody 

therapeutics must be considered. In addition, broadly reactive 

immunoglobulins are of the essence when multiple quasispecies of the same 

pathogen are prevalent. Nevertheless, timing (pre- or post-exposure) and 

delivery strategy, whether the antibody would be in a form of nucleic acid or 

purified protein, is of an equal importance for effective passive immunization.  

1.2.3.1 Polyclonal and monoclonal therapeutic 
antibodies 

An initial idea behind immunotherapeutics was based on a transfer of blood, 

plasma, serum or in some cases purified immunoglobulin containing polyclonal 

antibodies from immune donor into recipient (1, 123). Passive blood product 

transfer has been used during various outbreaks, including MERS, Ebola virus 

and even the coronavirus pandemic in 2020 (124-126).  

Generally, polyclonal antibody preparations consist of an immunoglobulin 

mixture carrying both neutralizing and non-neutralizing antibodies which are 

often of limited specificity (127, 128). However, a polyclonal response targets 

a broad range of epitopes; something that is crucial if therapeutics are used 

against rapidly evolving pathogens such as HIV, influenza or Lassa viruses, 

as it reduces  the chances for escape mutant generation (129). In addition, the 

minimal production costs and technical skills required advocates the use of 
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polyclonal antisera (129-131). The most commonly encountered approach for 

polyclonal antibody preparation involves donor vaccination or natural exposure 

to the antigen followed by immunoglobulin recovery (131). However, such a 

method of antisera generation carries a risk of blood-borne disease 

transmission, batch-to-batch variability, and scalability issues (132, 133). 

Some of these concerns can be overcome if the immunoglobulin produced is 

not intended to be used in humans. For instance, a polyclonal response 

against multiple pathogens can be achieved by chicken layer flocks 

hyperimmunization with multiple antigens (134). Subsequently, IgY is 

harvested from newly laid eggs and can be used for passive transfer into 1-

day-old chicks, resulting in antibody persistence in blood that overcomes the 

period of susceptibility in birds when maternal antibodies vanish but their own 

immunity is not yet formed (134). While high yields of IgY antibodies can be 

derived from a single egg, only few reports have shown its actual applicability, 

even in poultry. 

Low purity and lack of specificity in polyclonal immunoglobulin preparations 

has triggered a shift towards use of mAbs for immunotherapeutics. The 

development of recombinant antibody recovery platforms (discussed in section 

1.5.1) allows selection of mAbs with the highest specificity, while the ability to 

retain antibody sequences abolishes the need for repeated immunizations in 

order to produce new immunoglobulin batches (129). The change in approach 

is illustrated particularly well by the shift of therapeutics against respiratory 

syncytial virus (RSV). Use of the therapeutic hyperimmune globulin RespiGam 

has been overtaken by the mAb palivizumab, which targets the fusion protein 

of RSV with 50-100 times stronger potency (135, 136). 

As mAbs can only recognize a single epitope, limiting their therapeutic 

potential, an alternative solution combining the advantages of a polyclonal 

response and mAbs has been developed. The approach is based on pre-

selection of several mAbs which are combined during expression in stable cell 
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lines carrying single light and multiple heavy chains, or a mixture of multiple 

stable cell lines expressing single high quality antibodies, in essence resulting 

in recombinant polyclonal immunoglobulins (129). One such example is 

Rozrolimupab (Sym001), which contains a mixture of twenty-five mAbs and is 

undergoing phase 2 clinical trials to test its efficacy against haematological 

disorders (137, 138). A move towards generation of ‘universal’ antibodies with 

high cross reactivity and high potency seems to require either mAb cocktails 

or antibody formats that allow multiple specificity. 

1.2.3.2 Broadly cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies 

Broadly cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) are a class of 

antibodies particularly important for immunotherapeutics against rapidly 

evolving viral pathogens such as influenza virus or HIV. Discovery of bnAbs 

for influenza virus was significantly accelerated by development of techniques 

allowing immunoglobulin recovery from circulating B cells, as well as the 2009 

influenza pandemic that revealed HA stem-reactive antibodies (139). bnAbs 

typically target well conserved antigenic determinants, allowing recognition of 

diverse viral subtypes. For instance, bnAbs targeting influenza virus locate to 

the HA stem, which has lower immunogenicity than the HA head but is more 

conserved across viral subtypes, consequently with generation of escape 

mutants often costing viral fitness. A lack of appreciation for bnAbs is illustrated 

by the controversy surrounding the interpretation of classical influenza vaccine 

success based on the haemagglutination inhibition assay (HAI), which can 

only pick up antibodies binding to the HA head and misses ones specific for 

the stem (140, 141). A lot of effort has been put in to increase understanding 

of how such stem-binding antibodies can contribute to protection against the 

development of disease and what to identify the characteristic features that 

define bnAbs. 

The mechanism of action of bnAbs targeting the HA stem is based on 

interference with viral and endosomal membrane fusion; however, to achieve 
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protection against disease, very high concentrations of bnAbs are required 

(>10mg/kg) (142). Usually, antibody binding to the HA stem is mediated via 

the VH domain which gains access just below the trimeric head upon the 

formation of hydrophobic pockets within the antigen during HA0 cleavage 

(143). Even though the VL chain might not be directly involved in epitope-

paratope interaction, it plays a significant role by supporting overall antibody 

structure. The majority of bnAbs can only bind to group 1 (H1, H5, H9) but not 

group 2 (H3, H7) influenza virus HAs; something explained by structural 

epitope discrepancy. A critical residue abolishing binding to group 2 viruses is 

histidine (H) 111 which can induce a 90° rearrangement of the Tryptophan (W) 

21 side-chain, disrupting the antigen-antibody interface (144). In addition, 

group 2 viruses tend to display glycosylation patterns that can also interfere 

with antibody binding. Although a rather small array of antibodies exist that 

bind exclusively to group 2 influenza viruses, their light chains are involved in 

the binding process by inducing conformational changes in the CDRH3 loop 

within the VH chain (145). One example is CR8020, which binds to the base of 

the HA stem which is inaccessible on group 1 viruses due to N21 and a 

tendency for bulkier residues at position 34 on HA1 (146). Nevertheless, some 

bnAbs can bind both group 1 and 2 viruses, possibly resulting from unique 

angles of antibody approach as exemplified by 27F3 and CR9114 (147). 

Binding sites for CR9114 seem to be nearly identical with other bnAbs 

(CR6261 and F16); however, a slightly different conformation within the W21 

loop allows displacement of HA glycans and therefore increased cross-

reactivity (147). 

Another antibody effector function lying within the Fc part of the 

immunoglobulin molecule facilitates ADCC activity and supports the ‘SOS 

theory’ behind cross-reactive antibodies. Recovery of bnAb libraries from ‘non-

immune’ individuals has provoked a school of thought suggesting it to be a 

‘SOS’ component of the immune response (143, 148). In addition, a 

combination of distinct immunoglobulin isotypes with variable regions derived 
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from bnAbs, specific for influenza virus, shows the necessity of Fc-FcR 

interactions to ensure protection against a challenge virus through a 

compensatory mechanism activated if the original FcR becomes unavailable 

(149). The importance of Fc-FcR compatibility is also suggested by a complete 

loss of protective potential of bnAb F16, recovered from mouse, when used in 

a swine model of infection (150). Most bnAbs are encoded by the VH1-69 

germline, undergoing very minimal affinity maturation. Nine out of ten H5 HA-

specific antibodies were found to be able to bind the HA stem by a single 

tyrosine residue located on CDRH3, indicating the presence of a 

predetermined immune response when antibodies are readily accessible at 

the onset of infection (143, 151).  

1.2.3.2.1 VH1-69 and other germline derived broadly cross-reactive 
neutralizing antibodies 

The main features of antibodies encoded by the VH1-69 germline are a 

hydrophobic FR region and residues 53, 54 located at the tip of CDRH3 

occupied by Isoleucine (I) and P, respectively (151, 152). Ten out of seventeen 

alleles of germline VH1-69 encode P54 with the remaining seven encoding 

leucine (L) that leads to generation of weak or non-neutralizing antibodies, 

depicting the conservation level of critical residues (151). Antibodies produced 

from the VH1-69 germline require only minimal affinity maturation, with an 

average of 14 amino acid changes in the heavy chain which mediates 

interaction with antigen (152). Importantly, VH1-69 derived bnAbs can only bind 

antigen when expressed on the cell surface but not when in solution; 

suggesting the main antibody function to be recognition of antigen that triggers 

B-cell receptor stimulation and higher affinity antibody maturation rather than 

direct virus cycle blockage (152). However, only a fraction of individuals mount 

VH1-69 germline antibodies, indicating not everyone can fully establish the 

‘SOS immune response’. 
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Other commonly used germline genes in humans encoding bnAbs against 

influenza virus include VH6-1 and VH1-18. bnAbs generated by both these 

germlines, in contrast to VH1-69 germline-generated immunoglobulin 

molecules, employ both VH and VL chains for antigen binding. However, 

similarly to previously described antibodies, the main contact is mediated by 

CDRH3. MEDI8851 is a representative VH6-1 germline-derived antibody that 

has entered clinical trials for use against influenza virus (153). Activity of this 

antibody is mediated by ADCC as well as by antibody-dependent cellular 

phagocytosis (ADCP) and complement-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (CDC) 

(153). Superior cross-reactivity of MEDI8851 is achieved by recognition of 

epitopes within a hydrophobic pocket in HA2 (for group 1 viruses) as well as 

the fusion peptide (for group 2 viruses) (153). Overall, stem-binding bnAbs can 

neutralise virus and avoid escape mutant formation by targeting highly 

conserved residues but their activity often depends on effector functions. 

1.2.3.3 Broadly cross-reactive non-neutralizing 
antibodies 

Broadly cross-reactive non-neutralizing antibodies (non-NbAbs) have 

significantly lower affinity to the antigen compared to bnAbs but play an 

important role in induction of a protective inflammatory response. Current 

insights into the field suggests activity of non-NbAbs to be solely dependent 

on Fc-FcR interactions which can mediate complete protection against disease 

development (154). In addition, non-NbAbs display unique binding profiles as 

suggested by competition assays, as well as antigen exposure to low pH 

environments abrogating interaction with bnAbs but not non-NbAbs (155). 

During respiratory infections, like influenza, non-NbAbs have been shown to 

activate alveolar macrophages, natural killer cells or neutrophils that infiltrate 

lungs and cause an increase in cytokine and chemokine profiles (155). 

Subsequently, as a part of the immune response, enhanced cytokine levels 

trigger alveolar macrophages to shift into the phagocytic state (155). In 

addition, the protective profile and faster endogenous response is mediated by 
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the ability of non-NbAbs to form immune complexes (156). All in all, non-NAbs 

appear to have an improved ability to selectively recruit effector cells, which is 

particularly important for antigens that drive a poor humoral response. 

Traditional vaccination approaches elicit very limited if any at all cross-reactive 

bnAbs and non-NbAbs due to the accessibility and immunodominance of 

epitopes located in the HA head that overwhelm the humoral immune 

response. Alternative strategies have been trialled including vaccination with 

a head-stem chimeric HA protein, headless HA or hyperglycosylated HA head 

with limited success up to date (157-160). A complete understanding of the 

mechanism of action of bnAbs will facilitate more stringent antibody selection 

for therapeutic purposes; however, non-NAbs able to provide durable 

protection are of equal importance and must also be considered when 

developing immunotherapeutics.  

1.2.3.4 Therapeutic antibody delivery methods 

Sustained antibody release at the target site is one of the major limitations for 

antibody therapeutics. For instance, systemic antibody administration is highly 

disadvantageous for respiratory diseases, with the mAb concentration in target 

organs, including the lungs, being 500 – 10 000 times less than that available 

in the systemic circulation (161, 162).  

Several clinical trials have been started to test efficacy of intranasal and oral 

mAb administration (for example Foralumab), suggesting a shift towards less 

invasive, non-systemic administration methods (163, 164). Intranasal 

administration is particularly attractive due to an eliminated risk of fluid 

overload and reduced toxicity, as well as a lower anti-antibody response 

resulting from the lack of a systemically circulating foreign immunoglobulin 

molecule and constant exposure of the mucosa to foreign antigens (165, 166). 

Formulating mAbs into small particle aerosols can ensure substance 

bioavailability in the lungs; something particularly useful for treatment of 
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respiratory tract infections (165). Nevertheless, nasal administration might 

suffer from a short half-life due to the ciliary clearance of mucosal surfaces. 

thus requiring more frequent administration (167).  

In addition, intranasal and oral drug delivery methods are also applicable when 

mass administration is required. For instance, farmed animals, such as poultry 

present in large numbers, can greatly benefit from approaches based on 

sprays or incorporation of therapeutics and vaccines into water or feed (168). 

Formulating mAbs or other therapeutics into the spray enables droplet size 

adjustment, allowing better control of the aerosol trajectory as well as ensuring 

an extended uptake period after spray sedimentation onto the animals’ bodies 

due to natural behaviour (i.e. the tendency of birds to clean feathers). 

Furthermore, the therapeutic cargo can be formulated into liposomes, 

nanoparticles, microspheres, or dendrimers, allowing formation of the desired 

size of particles ranging from 10-1000 nm, to ensure sustained therapeutic 

agent release and increased exposure time as demonstrated with the scFv 

3D8 antibody in chickens (167, 169, 170). Alternatively, mAb administration 

via feed can be achieved by the generation of transgenic plants. Feed 

containing pea flour made from transgenic peas expressing anti-Eimeria scFv 

antibody has been shown to be an efficacious and cost-effective therapeutic 

antibody delivery strategy in chickens (171). Although the latter strategy 

cannot ensure uniform coverage and an exact dosage that each animal 

receives, it can provide the required levels of protection for a vast number of 

individuals. 

Gene expression in situ is yet another model gaining interest as an alternative 

route for therapeutic mAb administration. The approach is based on direct 

nucleic acid delivery into the host, ensuring continuous and sustained antibody 

expression. It overcomes the disadvantages of short serum half-life, high cost 

and supports the notion of targeted molecule delivery (172). This approach has 

been successfully tried in small rodents and human primates using adeno-
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associated viral vectors, whilst herpes virus of turkeys (HVT), NDV, duck 

enteritis virus (DEV) and fowlpox (FP) virus are being evaluated as an 

alternative vectors for poultry and other livestock (173-179). Furthermore, non-

viral vector nucleic acid delivery platforms, able to avoid long persistence and 

viral DNA integration, have been assessed, including lipid encapsulated 

nucleoside-modified mRNAs or DNA plasmids (180-185). Nucleic acid delivery 

without additional cargo seems as the most sensible approach, but the 

currently used electroporation technique requires immense improvements in 

order to be considered for scale up in animal models and humans. 

1.3 Influenza viruses 

Influenza A, B, C, D viruses together with Thogotovirus, Isavirus and 

Quaranjavirus are representatives of the Orthomyxoviridae family, causing 

infections in wide range of host species. Influenza A virus (IAV) is the only 

member of the family that is known to have led to several pandemics. IAV and 

influenza B virus still cause annual outbreaks in the human population during 

the cold season (186). In addition, several members of the IAV genus are 

extremely well adapted to domesticated animals, especially birds, resulting in 

endemic avian influenza virus (AIV) status in several countries around the 

world (187).  

IAV subtypes are defined by the major antigenic determinants HA and 

neuraminidase (NA) expressed on the surface of the virion at an approximate 

ratio of 10:1 (188, 189). 16 HA and 9 NA types are known that can in theory 

exist in any combination (e.g. H1N1, H3N2, H7N9). H17, H18, N10 and N11 

subtypes are unconventional and to date, have only been isolated from bat 

species (190, 191). However, not all combinations have been found in nature, 

suggesting that not every HA and NA match can result in viable and fit virus. 

The major reservoir of influenza A viruses is wild aquatic birds, where it infects 

and replicates in epithelial cells of the intestinal tract, facilitating spread of 

disease onto other species by the faecal-oral route (190, 192). Further 
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intraspecies spread is mostly dependent on aerosol transmission. Sustained 

IAV persistence in the human population is associated with, but not limited to 

H1N1, H2N2 and H3N2 subtypes with H1 and H3 viruses also endemic in 

swine. Three AIV subtypes circulating in poultry are H5, H7 and H9 viruses 

(190). IAV, especially H5 and H7 AIVs are further classified into low or high 

pathogenicity viruses (LPAI) and (HPAI) determined by HA susceptibility to 

cellular proteases; the difference arises by the insertion of a multi-basic 

cleavage site (for example PSIQSR/GLF vs PQRERRRKKR/GLF) into HA 

(193, 194). Although most H5 and H7 AIVs containing an HA polybasic 

cleavage site have an HPAIV phenotype in poultry, some retain a low 

pathogenicity profile and vice versa, showing that other markers affecting 

disease outcome also exist (195).  

IAV is an enveloped virus that predominantly forms spherical particles (80-

120nm in diameter) but filaments of several microns in length can also be 

encountered in clinical isolates (196, 197). Virus particles are shelled by a lipid 

bilayer derived from the host membrane with three proteins, HA, NA and the 

ion channel matrix 2 (M2) displayed on the surface of the virion (198). Matrix 

1 (M1) protein is found underneath the membrane and is the most abundant 

viral protein (198). The  centre of the virion is occupied by the polymerase 

complex and virus genome; the latter consisting of eight negative sense single 

stranded RNA segments encapsulated by nucleoprotein (NP) (199) (Figure 

1.11).  
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Figure 1.11. Schematic diagram of influenza A virus virion. A typical influenza A virus 

particle contains 8 RNA segments encapsidated by NP and forming panhandle like structure 

for polymerase complex association. On the surface of the virion HA and NA glycoproteins 

and M2 ion channel are displayed embedded within lipid bilayer derived from the host cell. M1 

protein is based beneath lipid bilayer. 

1.3.1 IAV genome and proteome 

Eight RNA segments within IAV encode ten core proteins and a varying 

number of accessory proteins. The mechanism behind multiple protein 

production from a limited number of segments depends on translation from 

alternative reading frames (PB1-F2 or PA-X) and mRNA splicing (producing 

M1 and M2 or non-structural proteins 1 and 2 (NS1 and NS2) (200). In addition, 

each of the segments contain untranslated regions (UTR) at their 3’ and 5’ 

ends that serve to form panhandle-like structures that allow viral polymerase 

association (201). Furthermore, multiple segments serve as one of the ways 

to increase virus diversity via reassortment, which  occurs upon co-infection of 

a single cell with two or more distinct viruses. 
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The first segment of ~2300 bases encodes the polymerase basic 2 (PB2) 

protein, responsible for transcription initiation. PB2 is associated with 

recognition of 5’-cap structures on host mRNA which are used for viral mRNA 

transcription (202, 203). An additional accessory protein PB2-S1 is also 

encoded by segment 1 but its significance remains unclear (204).  

The second segment encodes gene for the polymerase basic 1 (PB1) protein, 

which carries RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) function and is central 

to the virus ribonucleoprotein (vRNP) complex (203). The N-terminal region of 

PB1 is biased towards interaction with the polymerase acidic (PA) protein, 

whilst the C-terminal domain carries a propensity towards the PB2 protein 

(203). PB1 is responsible for elongation of primed nascent viral mRNAs (203). 

The non-essential proteins (PB1-F2 and PB1-N40), depending on viral strain 

are also encoded by segment 2, and are involved in altering viral virulence 

(205, 206). 

PA protein is encoded by the third segment. PA carries endonuclease activity 

and is involved in the generation of capped primers recognized by PB2 (203). 

An accessory protein PA-X is also expressed after a ribosomal frameshift on 

segment three and is implicated in degradation of host mRNAs (207). PA-N155 

and PA-N182 are translated from the 11th and 13th AUG codons respectively 

in the segment and  are known to interact with an array of host proteins but 

their precise role during virus life cycle is to be determined (208). 

The fourth segment encodes HA – a trimeric protein consisting of a globular 

head (HA1) containing the receptor binding site (RBS) and a stem (HA2). 

Overall, HA is the most antigenic viral protein (209). HA is involved in initial 

virus particle attachment to the cell and fusion with the host endosomal 

membrane (209). Although conserved residues and structure are retained 

within the HA2 domain, the remaining part of the protein is susceptible to rapid 

mutation, accounting for enormous structural plasticity. HA diversity is 
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represented by up to 9% sequence variation within a subtype and 20% - 74% 

divergence between subtypes, allowing partial escape from the humoral 

immune response and neutralizing antibodies (210). 

Nucleoprotein (NP) is encoded by the fifth segment and serves in vRNA 

encapsidation with one subunit of NP required per 24 bases of vRNA (211). It 

is also thought to be involved in regulating the switch from mRNA synthesis to 

complementary (c) RNA and vRNA production (212). An elongated form of NP 

NP (eNP) can be generated if a mutation in the 5’-UTR occurs that introduces 

an upstream AUG codon, which can affect viral pathogenicity (213).  

Segment six encodes the tetrameric glycoprotein NA, which forms patches and 

aggregates on the surface of virus particles (189). Like HA, NA also consists 

of a globular head and stalk. The enzymatic activity mediated by the NA head 

is involved in virus particle release from host cell receptors during newly 

formed virion release and spread (214). The length of the NA stalk is correlated 

with virus replication ability, possibly due to a reduced potential to cleave 

tethered substrates and penetrate through mucus barriers when the stalk 

domain is short (215). An accessory protein NA43 is thought to be a result of 

a ribosomal leaky scanning mechanism, but its function remains undefined 

(216). 

Segment seven encodes the M1 and M2 proteins which play a role in virion 

structure and serve as a proton channel during uncoating, respectively (217). 

Part of the M2 protein protrudes from the surface of the virion,  forming 

extracellular domain (M2e) (217). In addition, alternative splicing of segment 7 

mRNA can produce an accessory protein M42 which can compensate for loss 

of M2 expression if required (218). 

The last segment, number eight, encodes the so called non-structural proteins 

NS1 and NS2 (also known as NEP). NS1 protein plays a part in defence 

against the host immune response as an interferon antagonist, while NS2 has 
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a role in viral replication and nuclear vRNP transport (219, 220). A truncated 

version of NS1 can be generated -  tNS1, which contributes to interferon 

regulatory factor 3 (IRF3) inhibition (221). In addition, a rare splicing event on 

segment eight can produce NS3, a protein derived from NS1 and lacking a 

larger than normal intron (222). NS3 might be involved in the process of 

adaptation to a new host (222).  

1.3.2 IAV life cycle and species barrier 

The influenza virus life cycle begins with HA attachment to host cells via sialic 

acid residues. The affinity ratio of HA for α2,6 relative to α2,3 sialylated glycan 

receptors define the receptor binding preference. Mammalian-tropic viruses 

have a tendency for receptors terminated with α2,6-linked sialic acids found in 

upper respiratory tract (URT) of humans and other mammals (223, 224). On 

the other hand, receptors terminated with α2,3-linked sialic acids are prevalent 

in the avian gut or deeply in mammalian lungs and are preferred by AIVs (223, 

224). HA-binding preference is associated in part with hallmark sequence 

polymorphisms in the protein that identify avian-tropic viruses, including E190, 

Q226, G228, which reflect the different receptor conformations in the host; 

trans – avian, cis – mammalian known as ‘cone’ and ‘umbrella’ topologies, 

respectively (225-228). 

Following initial attachment, virus particles are internalized by clathrin-

dependent receptor-mediated endocytosis or macropinocytosis. Fusion of viral 

and endosomal membrane is the next step, mediated by low pH triggering a 

conformational change in HA (previously cleaved into HA1 (324aa) and HA2 

(222aa) domains by trypsin- or furin-like proteases) that inserts the fusion 

domain into the endosomal membrane (209). The optimal environment for HA 

conformational change for mammalian tropic IAV ranges between pH 5.0 - 5.5 

but is higher for avian viruses, especially HPAI (229-231). Therefore, even 

upon mildly acidic conditions, which can often be encountered outside of the 

host or outside of the host cell, AIVs are more likely to undergo irreversible 
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conformational changes causing an abortive viral life cycle. Contrarily, some 

HA molecules show extreme pH stability, resulting in virion progression into 

lysosomes where it gets gradually inactivated by proteases (209). A wide 

range of mutations, located in both HA1 and HA2 subunits, have been 

attributed to set HA stability in an acidic environment (232, 233).  

As the pH drop triggers the conformational change within HA, the proton 

channel M2 also gets activated, leading to virus particle acidification which 

promotes vRNP dissociation and release into cytoplasm. NP and the whole 

polymerase complex translocate to the nucleus where primary mRNA 

transcription begins. Transcription of the vRNA template is mediated by the 

RdRp after ‘cap-snatching’ and priming by the PB2 and PA subunits, and 

continues until the 5’ UTR is reached and a poly(A) tail is added, halting 

polymerase activity (203, 234, 235). Following nuclear export and translation 

of the viral mRNAs, the  accumulation of several components including soluble 

fractions of NP and/or the RdRp, short vRNA transcripts and nucleotide levels 

promote a switch from mRNA to vRNA synthesis (212, 236). Production of 

vRNA is a primer-independent process but requires an intermediate cRNA 

template (vRNA → cRNA → vRNA) (237, 238). Once nascent vRNPs are 

assembled in the nucleus, a CRM1-NS2-M1-vRNP complex is formed 

mediating nuclear export with CRM1 being responsible for exportin activity and 

NS2 with M1 blocking re-entry (239). 

The major limiting factor for AIVs entering a new host species is a polymerase 

requirement to overcome temperature differences within hosts, with avian virus 

polymerases accustomed to 41°C and mammalian ones to 33°C. Adaptations 

within the PB2 protein play a role in the initiation of the whole process, 

appearing to be more important than changes in other polymerase complex 

components. The identity of residues at PB2 positions 627, 271, 526, 590 and 

591 as well as 701, 702 and 714 variously regulate binding to the viral 

nucleoprotein, evasion of the RIG-I pathway, alter the surface charge of PB2 
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or influence nuclear export have been proposed to be determinants of viral 

adaptation success (240-245). Most importantly of all, IAV polymerase must 

be compatible with host proteins as has been demonstrated with ANP32A, lack 

of which might prevent virus replication when crossing species barriers(246, 

247). In addition, positions 85, 186 and 336 within PA can also increase AIV 

polymerase activity in human cells, while a PB1 signature position resides with 

residue 375 (248-250). Introduction of NP into a different virus background 

does not generally induce significant changes in viral replication capacity; 

however, NP phosphorylation patterns can act as a host range determinant to 

some extent (251). In addition, concurrent mutations in multiple polymerase 

subunits (i.e. PB2-E627K and PB1-H99Y) can further enhance replicase 

enzyme activity (252).  

Finally, new virion assembly and release follows. Upon translation surface 

glycoproteins (HA and NA) and matrix 2 protein are shuttled through the Golgi 

apparatus onto the cell surface sending a signal for the remaining protein and 

vRNP recruitment (253). Packaging signals carried by each segment ensure 

genome integration into the virion; however, due to imprecision in the 

packaging mechanism it is postulated that some of the virions remain defective 

due to an incorrectly packaged genome. Virion budding is highly co-dependent 

on the ability of M2 to induce membrane curvature and scission (254, 255). 

This process can also lead to virus like particle (VLP) production when initiated 

by HA (253). Nevertheless, exclusively spherical VLPs suggest the 

mechanism of infectious virus formation, able to produce filaments, might be 

different (253). At last, NA serves to cleave sialic acids on the cell surface, 

allowing virion release (253, 256). The final virus maturation is designated by 

cleavage of HA0 into HA1 and HA2 taking place extracellularly in LPAI and 

intracellularly for HPAI viruses.  

An NA role in host adaptation (especially for viruses jumping from wild birds 

into chickens) often results from deletions within the NA stalk coinciding with 
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the evolution of reduced HA affinity for cellular receptors (257-261). The non-

structural and matrix proteins seem to have a minimal role in host range 

determination; however, M16I in NS2 of the H5N1 virus has been shown to 

increase adaptation to mammalian cells by allowing vRNA amplification (262). 

Understanding the mechanisms behind the virus life cycle and host range can 

allow virus evolution prediction if species barriers are crossed. 

1.3.3 IAV evolution  

The two major mechanisms of antigenic drift and shift drive IAV evolution, with 

the latter in particular contributing to zoonotic virus potential and both playing 

a role in the virus’ ability to readily adapt to and avoid the host immune 

response. Antigenic drift results from small changes in the influenza virus 

genome that are generated by the error prone RdRp activity in conjunction with 

selective pressure (263). Two types of mutations can be selected for under 

immune pressure; changing the overall virus antigenicity or impacting only 

certain antigenic subregions. The first route leads to the acquisition of 

mutations introducing positively charged residues across HA at the same time 

as enhancing avidity towards negatively charged cellular receptors (264). Such 

mutations are also known as adsorptive amino acid substitutions that can 

decrease neutralizing efficacy of the whole serum (265, 266). However, 

inoculation of escape viruses, formed by this mechanism, into naïve animals 

promotes the re-emergence of new mutants with lower receptor binding 

preference, illustrating exceptional virus plasticity. Another type of mutation 

leading to antigenic drift are ones focused towards mAb escape virus formation 

via point mutations (267). This latter route introduces antigenic changes more 

gradually and requires longer times to bypass whole antiserum response.  

On the other hand, antigenic shift represents a major change to the virus 

genome that occur after a single cell becomes infected with at least two strains 

of viruses which can swap their segments during replication (268). Such big 

changes often lead to emergence of new viruses with pandemic potential as 
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illustrated by 2009/H1N1 (combination of swine, avian, and human influenza 

virus genes) (269, 270). Nevertheless, in some cases detection of such major 

changes is less obvious and might require sophisticated sequence analysis. 

Only maximum likelihood tree generation from more than 3000 H1N1 

sequences indicated the possible emergence of a new virus clade in Iran 

carrying an HA1 identical to the one which circulated in the 1930s and an HA2 

closely associated with 2009 pandemic virus (271). Alternatively, it is possible 

that the apparent recombination event is a laboratory artefact rather than a real 

world event. Overall, understanding of virus evolution is crucial for 

development of effective control measures for influenza virus. 

1.3.4 H9N2 viruses 

Amongst other influenza virus subtypes, the major H9N2 clade of AIVs does 

not cause typical HPAI; it therefore, often remains unappreciated as an 

important pathogen. Although H9 viruses do not contain a polybasic cleavage 

site in their HAs and, therefore, do not cause classical HPAI, some of the H9N2 

HAs possess di- or tri- basic cleavage sites (272). Additional residues allow 

HA cleavage by unconventional proteases (i.e. matriptase) but is not sufficient 

for the initiation of systemic infection (272). H9N2 infection can result in loss of 

egg production and high levels of morbidity and mortality, associated with 

mucus build-up leading to severe respiratory disease or increased 

susceptibility for secondary infections (273, 274). Although, a limited number 

of human infection cases have been recorded throughout the years, poultry 

workers from various parts of the world are known to carry H9N2-specific 

antibodies (275, 276).  

The first recorded case of H9N2 virus in poultry in China was in the 1960s, with 

the disease becoming widespread throughout the country by the late 1990s 

(277, 278). Currently, virus is enzootic in parts of Asia, the Middle East, and 

Africa. Historically, H9 viruses can be divided into several sublineages 

including American and Eurasian lineages. Ty/Wisconsin/1/66 is the main 
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representative of the North American viruses while the Eurasian lineage is 

divided into further three groups: G1, Y439 and G9, represented by 

Qa/HK/G1/97 and Dk/HK/Y439/97 for G1 and Y439 viruses, respectively 

(279). Three prototype viruses represent the G9 lineage, including 

Ck/HK/G9/97 (G9-like), Dk/HK/Y280/97 (Y280-like) and Ck/BJ/1/94 (BJ94-

like) (279). In addition, the lineages of internal genes for all of the viruses 

contain even greater diversity, suggesting frequent reassortment events (280, 

281). 

An important H9N2 virus characteristic is a proven record of its ability to donate 

and acquire new genes during reassortment events. For instance, the internal 

genes in the H7N9 and H10N8 viruses that emerged in China during 2013 

were found to originate from an H9N2 virus (282). This indicates an enhanced 

potential to contribute to new virus strain generation during reassortment that 

can cause difficult-to-control disease. 

 

1.3.5 Influenza virus control 

 

1.3.5.1 Vaccination 

Three main strategies of vaccination against AIV exist, with routine vaccination 

employed in countries with an enzootic situation (China, Israel, Egypt, Iran, 

Pakistan), preventative immunizations applied upon discovery of a probable 

risk and emergency vaccinations taking place after an outbreak has started 

(283-287). Most of the currently used vaccines for AIV contain inactivated, oil 

adjuvanted whole virus. Antigen propagation in eggs or cell culture followed by 

inactivation by formaldehyde makes the manufacturing step relatively easy 

(288). Nevertheless, administration of such vaccines requires IM or SC 

injections, making the process laborious. In addition, current vaccines do not 

provide the capacity for the differentiation between infected and vaccinated 
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animals (DIVA). Viral vectored vaccines carrying HA antigen are another form 

of vaccine that have been licensed in several countries. Administration of such 

vaccines can be automated; however, it often comes with the requirement of 

a cold chain supply. Stringent vaccination policies are followed for HPAI, 

however, only a few countries follow routine vaccination protocols for LPAI. In 

addition, broiler chickens with a lifespan of 5-7 weeks barely have enough time 

to build-up immunity and overcome a mandatory withdrawal time after 

vaccination before slaughter; therefore, these birds are often left without any 

protection. Importantly, H9N2 vaccines are not regularly assessed against 

drifted viruses, contributing to a lack of vaccination efficacy. 

The aim of achieving more broadly cross-reactive protection against AIV after 

immunization has led to the development and evaluation of novel vaccination 

approaches. Multiple strategies are being tested for immune response 

refocusing towards conserved parts of HA antigen. These include vaccination 

with heterologous strain viruses, removal of glycan masking on the HA head 

and computational optimisation of broadly reactive antigens (COBRA), with 

several strategies inducing protective immunity against subsequent virus 

challenge (157-160). Nevertheless, some evidence from porcine models 

suggests that vaccines inducing immunity against the HA stalk and M2e 

antigens can lead to enhancement of disease pathology (289). On the other 

hand, vaccination with VLPs in the presence of certain cargos can increase 

immune response efficacy. For instance, chemokines like CCL28 prompt 

antibody secreting cell migration to the mucosal tissues, ensuring prolonged 

circulation of high levels of IgA antibodies (290). Alternatively, delivery of 

antigens to antigen-presenting cells or vaccination with immune complexes 

can induce a heightened immune response. An example of the latter includes 

HA complexation with antibodies containing sialylated Fc regions that alter the 

threshold of BCR affinity and, therefore, replace lower affinity complexes (156). 

The notion of immune-complex vaccine improvement of the humoral response 

has also been supported by in silico modelling (291). Advancements in 
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understanding the generation of an immune response upon vaccination, the 

importance of Fc-FcR interactions and recognition of conserved epitopes leads 

to the design of not only improved vaccines but also other therapeutics that 

can provide more universal protection. 

1.3.5.2 Antivirals and defective interfering genes 

Three families of antiviral drugs against IAV are (or have been) approved for 

use in humans, but with none accepted for utilization against AIV in farmed 

animals. However, lack of effective control measures against AIV prevalence 

in poultry leads to misuse of widely accessible drugs, limiting their therapeutic 

potential (292-294). The first drug family are derivatives of adamantanes with 

representatives rimantadine and amantadine targeting the M2 mediated ion 

channel activity and interfering with vRNP entry into cytoplasm (295). 

Importantly, multiple virus strains resistant to this class of drugs have been 

found, making adamantanes irredeemable for therapeutic use (296, 297). The 

second family are neuraminidase inhibitors (NAIs) including oseltamivir, 

zanamivir, laninamivir and peramivir, all aiming to interfere with nascent virion 

release from infected cells (298-301). The most recent viral polymerase 

inhibitors undergoing clinical trials or approved only in certain countries 

(pimodivir, favipiravir and baloxavir acid) modulate viral RNA synthesis. For 

example, Pimodivir is a non-nucleoside influenza virus PB2 inhibitor while T-

705 acts a nucleotide analogue terminating viral replication (302, 303). Other 

antivirals being evaluated target host rather than viral proteins. DAS-181-

F03/F04 has sialidase activity which can interfere with virus attachment to the 

cells while Nitazoxanide produces active metabolites following deacetylation 

which can inhibit HA maturation (304, 305). Alternative compounds tested for 

antiviral activity include short-hairpin RNAs mimicking the conserved 3’- and 

5’- terminal sequences of virus genome that act as a binding site for the viral 

polymerase (306, 307). Similarly, defective interfering genes (DIG-3) can result 

in the formation of defective interfering virions (DIV) leading to abortive 

infection (308). Constant virus evolution and inappropriate use of drugs drives 
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rapid resistance to many of the currently available measures, showing a 

regular need for a new class of antivirals or new therapeutic approaches. 

1.3.5.3 Antibody therapeutics 

The main goals of passive immunotherapy, just like vaccination, include 

protection against disease development and mortality, a decreased duration 

of viral infection and amount of virus shed into the environment, and an 

increase in the  virus dose required to successfully enable infection. The ability 

to retrieve mAbs carrying explicit specificity for the desired HA antigens via in 

vitro display technologies (see subsection 1.5.1.2.) and then discovery of 

broadly cross-reactive antibodies has had a major impact in re-evaluating 

immunotherapeutic antibodies as a means to control infectious diseases. 

The majority of the mAbs considered for passive immunization are ones 

targeting the most antigenic part of the protein - HA1 - and that are able to 

neutralize virus by interference with its binding to cellular receptors. Antibodies 

against the HA head domain are of particularly high specificity but limited cross 

reactivity. Mab 62 is one of the antibodies targeting HA1 which was tested as 

a therapeutic immunoglobulin and demonstrated efficacy in reducing virus load 

and morbidity symptoms in mice (309). mAbs targeting conserved residues 

within the HA head are relatively rare, but examples of H3v-47, D1-8, 9F4 and 

others indicate that such immunoglobulins with broad antigen reactivity and 

neutralization potential do exist (310-312). On the other hand, antibodies 

displaying particularly high cross reactivity usually target the HA2 domain and 

can hinder virus fusion with the endosomal membrane. An important feature 

of broadly cross-reactive antibodies is the ability to mediate protection via Fc-

FcR interactions, but limited accessibility to the antigen results in relatively low 

levels of broadly cross-reactive antibodies arising post vaccination or natural 

infection (see subsections 1.5.3.2. and 1.5.3.3.) The second most 

immunogenic IAV protein – NA - also elicits a range of neutralizing antibodies 

that can be used for passive immunization. For example, 3c10-3 binding near 
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the NA active site and likely reducing new virion egress has shown protective 

potential in mice (166, 313). 1G04, 1E01, and 1G01 are also NA-targeting 

broadly protective antibodies capable of protecting against virus challenge, by 

direct inhibition of NA activity as well as via effector functions displayed by Fc-

FcR interactions (314). The third most immunogenic IAV protein eliciting an 

antibody response is the M2 protein. Bivalent immunoglobulins binding to this 

protein can alter the orientation or mobility of the cytoplasmic amphipathic 

alpha helix and interfere with virus filament formation; however, the major 

antiviral mechanism in vivo is driven by Fc-FcR interactions (315). In addition, 

nonNAbs against anti-M2e can shift alveolar macrophages to become 

phagocytic cells or induce ADCC and cytokine secretion via NK cells (316, 

317). Anti-M2e antibodies (TCN-032) have also been demonstrated to play a 

protective role in human infections (318). Whether mAbs against internal 

influenza proteins (NP, M1 and others) can provide protection remains elusive, 

with evidence present on both sides, but more studies are required to draw a 

definite conclusion (319, 320). 

Importantly not all the antibodies considered for therapeutic purposes against 

viral diseases are those targeting viral proteins. One such example is the 

nucleic acid-hydrolyzing antibody 3D8 (321-323). Formulated into an scFv 

fragment, 3D8 retained its activity to cleave the viral genome and/or transcripts 

within the cytosol (114). In addition, when scFv 3D8 was introduced into a 

transgenic chicken line, directly infected animals were not able to efficiently 

transmit a challenge H9N2 virus onto contact birds (114). Such an approach 

represents a built-in resistance concept and is yet another way of how 

antibodies and their fragments could successfully reduce disease burden.  

Nevertheless, current control measures available for AIV are not sufficient to 

protect poultry and farmers from the disease, and the global economy from 

constant financial losses. Therefore, there is a real need for i) evaluation of the 

ability of neutralizing antibody fragments to fight AIV, ii) assessment whether 
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neutralizing antibody fragments can serve as a therapeutic approach for 

poultry and iii) determination of efficacy of viral vectored mediated expression 

of antibody fragments. 
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Chapter 2 CAN ENGINEERED ANTIBODIES 
RETAIN FUNCTION OF 
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES 
PRODUCED FROM HYBRIDOMAS? 

Natural immunity components including antibodies raised during infection or 

vaccination have been attracting attention as a therapeutic means for chronic 

and infectious disease control (324-326). Antibodies able to prevent the 

influenza virus life cycle have also been explored and multiple studies have 

been performed to test their efficacy in animal models and even human 

populations (142, 327-329). However, limited information is available on the 

neutralizing antibody potency, when used in therapeutic context against avian 

influenza virus circulating in birds. Multiple approaches exist for antigen 

specific antibody gene sequence retrieval from infected/vaccinated donors 

(described in more detail in Chapter 1, section 1.4). Sequence information is 

crucial for the ability to produce recombinant antibodies in large scale which 

then can be used for further characterisation including but not limited to affinity, 

avidity, and activity parameters. In – depth analysis enables selection of most 

potent neutralizers that can be considered for therapeutic purposes. 

 

Previous work has generated mouse hybridomas providing a panel of 

monoclonal antibodies against UDL-1/08 HA from which six antibodies with 

virus neutralizing activity were chosen for this study. (330). In this study 

variable domain sequences for selected antibodies were obtained and 

antibody diversity was explored assigning mature antibodies to their germline 

genes and assessing degree of divergence. It was found that specific 

substitutions and codons targeted differed between germlines. Following 

sequence analysis, recombinant antibodies were generated and their ability to 

bind and to inhibit growth of homologous and heterologous H9N2 viruses was 

tested. This work has shown that at least three out of six recombinant 
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antibodies when converted to different formats, including scFv, retain their 

binding affinity towards homologous and heterologous HA protein and could 

effectively neutralize live virus in vitro. Lack of Fc region did not abolish 

functional antibody activity suggesting virus neutralization being mediated by 

direct antibody-antigen interaction during early infection stages. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

2.1.1. Influenza virus specific antibodies  

Avian influenza virus persists as a threat to the global poultry industry and 

worldwide economy. In addition, it carries a zoonotic risk for human population. 

Current AIV control measures do not provide sterile immunity and in case of 

epizootic pandemic ‘stamping out’ of entire farms is required to avoid further 

virus spread. Recent years has brought attention to antibody therapeutics as 

an alternative virus control measure. It is widely accepted that most of the 

functionally important antibodies elicited after exposure to influenza virus 

either by natural infection or vaccination target the major virus surface 

glycoprotein HA. Anti-HA antibodies with virus neutralization activity can be 

divided into three major sub-groups including: i) antibodies that bind to the HA 

head and are subtype and class specific, ii) antibodies that bind to the HA head 

and are cross-reactive amongst homologous viruses of the same subtype and 

iii) antibodies that bind to the HA stem and are broadly cross-neutralizing (331-

334). Such antibodies can prevent virus infection by direct interference of virus 

attachment to the host cell via hindering virus interactions with sialic acid, or 

by blocking structural HA changes needed to mediate viral-cell fusion (142, 

335, 336). In addition, non-neutralizing antibodies exist which activity is 

associated Fc-FcR interactions and downstream effector functions (154). 

Several monoclonal antibodies targeting IAV HA have been characterised and 

trialled for therapeutic use in humans (142, 337), however, studies suggesting 
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therapeutic antibody potency against AIV in avian hosts, especially endemic 

H9N2 strains are lacking. 

 

2.1.2. Antibody maturation contributes to antigen recognition 

Antibody maturation is a crucial determinant of immunoglobulin specificity, 

affinity, and avidity towards antigen. The whole process relies on changes 

within V(D)J gene segments encoding variable regions of the B-cell receptor 

(BCR) described in more detail in Chapter 1, section 1.3 (41, 42). Initial 

combination of V(D)J segments dictates antibody germline which affinity 

matures after a series of events resulting from V(D)J recombination and 

somatic hypermutation (42, 44). This leads to formation of distinct antibody 

lineages and later class switching to memory or plasma cells. It has been 

demonstrated that B-cells that have been in circulation for long periods of time 

experience a higher degree of somatic hypermutation that result in greater 

affinity maturation (338, 339). Such mutations play an important role in 

determining the tertiary structures of CDR loops that are involved in fine tuning 

of antibody affinity towards the antigen. Due to high level of diversity the CDR3 

of the immunoglobulin heavy chain has been shown to be one of the main 

(340) mediators of interaction with antigen in many antibodies; such specificity 

is also generated during affinity maturation as whole CDR3 derives from the 

V(D)J junctional region which is one of the main contributors to repertoire 

generation (341). Furthermore, antibody diversity is greatly enhanced by a 

range of precursor genes present for each V, D, J segment, with the mouse 

IgH locus containing 100s of VHs, 13 DHs and 4 JHs followed by CH exons, while 

IgL can be made by any one of 100s of Vĸs, 5 Jĸs and additional Vλs exons 

followed by CL, allowing more than 1013 BCR combinations (Chapter 1, Figure 

1.5) (342). A general tendency for more profound IgHV1-69, IgHV3-30, IgHV6-

1 germ-line lineage involvement in generation of HA-stem broadly cross-

neutralizing antibodies from human population has been observed (152, 153, 
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334, 343). However, analysis and antibodies available are insufficient to draw 

comparative conclusions for mice generated antibodies. 

 

2.1.3. Antibody format contribution to its function 

Antibody class and recombinant antibody format (described in more detail in 

Chapter 1 sections 1.2. and 1.4.2, respectively) is a significant contributor to 

overall antibody function and protection against disease. Three main antibody 

classes or isotypes induced after infection or vaccination with viral antigens 

are IgM, IgA and IgG in both humans and mice. IgM antibodies generally 

appear as the first class of immunoglobulins entering systemic circulation in 

high levels and have high potency due to their pentameric structure (36). IgAs 

are typically found in mucosal tissues whilst IgGs are circulating systemically 

and are further classified into subclasses (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, IgG4 in humans 

and IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgG2c, IgG3 in mice) (32, 35). The Fc region that 

determines the isotype of antibodies also regulates preference for activating 

or inhibitory FcRs which play crucial roles in downstream effects, including the 

induction of ADCC, ADCP and CDC functions. The most potent isotypes for 

activating Fc-domain dependent functions are IgG1 and IgG2a, for human and 

mouse, respectively, whilst human IgG4 and mouse IgG1 are poor inducers of 

effector functions and therefore are less preferable in a therapeutic context 

(344, 345).  

Multiple factors such as a form of an antigen (purified protein vs whole virus), 

delivery routes, adjuvants, previous infections can contribute to the antibody 

class induced and prevailing in circulation. For instance, in mice IgG2a has 

been shown to be the main antibody subclass and isotype found upon 

exposure to virus, followed by moderate levels of IgG2b and low levels of IgG1 

and IgG3 (346-348). Alternatively, immunization with purified protein 

preparations can induce high levels of IgG1 but not IgG2a, IgG2b or IgG3 

(348). Such antibody class distribution remains unchanged if secondary 
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exposure is to the same antigen delivered in the same format, however, it can 

change if prime and boost forms differ (348). In addition, different parts of an 

antigen can also drive differences in antibody response, as demonstrated with 

whole HA antigen inducing IgG1, IgG2 and IgG3 antibodies but only IgG1 and 

IgG3 responding to the HA stalk in humans (349).  

Recombinant antibodies are often made to tailor effector functions depending 

on the species of interest or an end-goal of antibody to be used. For example, 

removal of the Fc part might be beneficial if antibodies are to be used in 

different species, or if antibody function is mainly mediated by variable 

domains. The smallest format of an antibody that retains epitope-binding 

activity is scFv, which offers easier production due to the small size or allows 

generation of new antibody formats, exploiting combination of multiple 

antibody (91, 92) domains to generate ‘polyclonal’ molecules targeting multiple 

antigens and epitopes. 

2.1.1. Chapter objectives 

• Antibody sequence analysis and identification of potential residues 

involved in antigen recognition. 

• Generation of recombinant antibodies from sequences derived from 

hybridomas in mouse IgG1, mouse IgG2a and scFv formats 

• Characterisation and comparison of the ability of recombinant 

antibodies in various formats to bind to antigen 

• Evaluation of recombinant antibody ability to neutralize homologous 

and heterologous H9N2 viruses 
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2.2. Results 

 

2.2.1. Bioinformatic analysis of monoclonal antibody variable 
domain sequences and representative influenza viruses 

 

2.1.1.1 Analysis of monoclonal antibodies CDR 
domains reveals variation in antibody germline 
repertoire 

Monoclonal antibodies used in this study (ID2, JF7, EC12, HA9, CG12, JF8) 

were isolated from mouse hybridomas, checked for their specificity for H9N2 

UDL-1/08 virus and their variable domains were sequenced as discussed in 

section 6.2.1.1. Sequences retrieved were used for further analysis of CDR 

domains and assignment of allelic germlines for each heavy and light chain of 

all antibodies, using the publicly available NCBI IgBLAST tool  (350). All 

sequences were numbered using ImMunoGeneTics (IMGT) numbering 

system. 

Analysis of the heavy chains of chosen antibodies revealed the majority of 

diversifications occurring in the framework or CDRH3 region (Table 2.1.)  

 

Table 2.1 CDRH amino acid sequence analysis. All antibody sequences were analysed 

using NCBI IgBLAST tool. IMGT numbering was used to locate each of CDRs and to predict 

IGHV germline. 
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Out of six antibodies, three (EC12, HA9 and CG12) were found to carry 

identical CDRH1 and CDRH2 regions with only two amino acid differences; 

additional Thr and Arg residues, present in the CDRH3 domain of HA9 and 

CG12 antibodies but absent in CDRH3 of EC12. The CDRH2 sequences of 

ID2 and JF8 antibodies were also found to be identical. In general, all CDRH1s 

and CDRH2s were constituted of eight amino acids, while CDRH3s ranged 

between 7 to 15 amino acids in length.  JF7 had the longest CDRH3 region 

belonging to the IGHV1-53 germline, constituted of 15 residues. The IGHV1-

39 germline was assigned to ID2 and JF8, with the remaining three antibodies 

belonging to IGHV5-16 germline.  

Similarly, light chain CDRL regions were analysed, revealing antibodies falling 

into four different germlines for their IGKL chains (Table 2.2.). Generally, 

CDRL1s for all the antibodies (apart HA9) were found to be composed of six 

amino acids, CDRL2s made of three amino acids and CDRL3s of nine amino 

acids. EC12, HA9 and CG12 antibodies were found to belong to the same 

IGKL10-94 germline, informing on overall similarity for three antibodies. 

Interestingly, HA9 was identified to have only partial framework 1 and CDRL1 

regions, but was otherwise identical to EC12 and CG12 in CDRL2, and EC12 

in CDRL3 sequences. CG12 differed from the remaining two antibodies by a 

single amino acid substitution (Lys to Met) in its CDRL3 domain. The other 

three antibodies, ID2, JF7 and JF8, were determined to belong to IGKV12-41, 

IGKV6-20, and IGHV6-c germlines respectively, with minimal differences 

present in all three CDRLs. 
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Table 2.2 CDRL amino acid sequence analysis. All antibody sequences were analysed 

using NCBI IgBLAST tool. IMGT numbering was used to locate each of CDRs and to predict 

IGKV germline.  

In addition, some observations were made on general composition and amino 

acid prevalence in the antibody complementarity determining sequences. 

These included a noticeable preference for Gly and Ser residues, which 

constituted ≥ 13% of variable domain sequences. The next most common 

residues included Thr, Tyr, Leu and Lys, ranging from 5% to 9% amongst 

which Thr was the most ubiquitous residue (7% - 9%) in all sequences. Amino 

acids present at ≤ 2% incidence in all six antibodies included His, Cys, Met 

and Trp. Interestingly, antibodies derived from the IGHV5-16 germline had a 

higher overall preference for Leu, but a lower percentage of Val residues. To 

further assess if the same profiles were retained for heavy and light chains 

separately, additional analyses were performed. The light chains showed a 

similar pattern to overall antibody sequence, with only a slight increase in Ile 

incidence (≥ 6% vs ≤ 5%) in IGKL10-94 germline antibodies. Heavy chain 

analyses revealed a higher usage of Gln residues (≥ 6%) in all antibodies 

except HA9 (2%), as well as Val (≥ 5%) again except for HA9 (2%), and Ala (≥ 

5%) in all antibodies. A preference for Leu and Asp was also observed in 

IGHV5-16 germline derived antibodies.  

Overall, CDR sequence analysis informs that three antibodies (EC12, HA9, 

CG12) used in this study are derived from the same germline gene subgroups 
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for both variable chains, two of the antibodies (ID2, JF8) share the same 

germline for heavy but not light chain and one antibody (JF7) is unique in its 

heavy and light chain germline. In addition, a preference for specific amino 

acids in the variable regions of the antibody genes was found, as illustrated by 

a high incidence of Gly and Ser but low occurrence of His or Cys residues. 

Furthermore, analysis revealed some commonalities amongst antibodies 

derived from the same germlines; however, to confirm this, larger datasets 

should be analysed. 

 

2.1.1.2 Antibody diversification from germline occurs 
in both framework and complementarity 
determining regions 

To assess the degree of antibody diversification and somatic hypermutations, 

germline and mature antibody variable domain sequences were compared. 

The IMGT database was used for germline sequence retrieval and MEGA7 for 

subsequent alignment with corresponding antibodies, prior to sequence logo 

creation. Diversifications varied for each of the antibodies with mutations 

occurring in both framework and complementarity determining regions. Only 

three amino acid differences from IGHV1-53 germline were found in JF7 VH 

sequence, randomly distributed across the CDRH1, CDRH2 and FR3 regions, 

positions 27, 58 and 84 (Figure2.1a). With regards to IGHV5-16 and respective 

antibodies belonging to this germline different substitutions were distributed 

across FR and CDRH regions with the least changes observed in the EC12 

antibody, which had only two substitutions in the FR2 and CDRH2 regions at 

positions 8 and 50, respectively (Figure2.1b). On the other hand, both HA9 

and CG12 had six substitutions, three of which were found to reside in the FR3 

region (at positions 59, 75 and 89 for CG12, positions 74, 84 and 95 for HA9). 

Further two substitutions were found in FR2 region for CG12 (positions 48 and 

50), one of which corresponded with that located in EC12 (position 50; Asn to 

Thr). Position 50 was also found to be mutated in the HA9 sequence (Asn to 
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Ser). In addition, CG12 and HA9 were carrying an extra substitution (Ala to 

Thr) at the very beginning of CDRH3 (position 97). The HA9 antibody had an 

additional change in the FR1 region (position 16). Four substitutions were 

found in antibodies ID2 and JF8 when compared to germline sequences 

(Figure2.1c). Three out of four changes were located across framework 

regions for both antibodies, and one was attributed to CDRH1 at differential 

positions. This resulted in a 2-6% frequency of substitutions for variable heavy 

chains. 
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Figure 2.1. Comparison of germline and H9N2 specific antibody variable heavy sequences. Germline sequences were retrieved from the IMGT 

website and aligned with variable heavy domains of antibodies belonging to respective germlines a) IGHV1-53 and VH of JF7; b) IGHV5-16 and VH of 

EC12, HA9, CG12; c) IGHV1-39 and VH of ID2 and JF8. Logo plots were generated using the WebLogo online application. Amino acids were coloured 

depending on hydrophobicity. Only the first two amino acids of CDRH3 (Ala, Arg) were included in the analysis due to heterogeneity in CDRH3 lengths. 
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Nevertheless, IGKV chains were found to contain more substitutions ranging 

between 2 to 11% with the least mutations found in JF7 which had only two 

amino acid changes at FR2 and FR3 regions (positions 34 and 74, 

respectively) (Figure 2.2.b). IGKV of ID2 was found to have four amino acid 

differences distributed in FR2, CDRL2 and FR3 regions while JF8 had five 

substitutions across FR1 and FR3 regions (Figure 2.2.a and Figure 2.2.b). HA9 

IGKV was exceptional amongst the antibodies as it had a completely 

abrogated CDR1 domain with truncated FR1 and FR2 regions, also carrying a 

single substitution in each of them. In addition, HA9 had a Tyr to Phe 

substitution at CDRL2 (position 50), Ser to Arg in FR3 (position 53) as well as 

Lys to Arg and Val to Pro substitutions at the base of CDRL3 (positions 94 and 

96) (Figure 2.2.c). The aforementioned mutations in CDRL2, FR3 and CDRL3 

regions (positions 50, 53, 94 and 96) were carried by all three antibodies 

encoded by the IGKL10-94 germline (Figure 2.2.c). Additional substitutions in 

EC12 included mutations in FR1 and FR2 regions (positions 1 and 43, 

respectively). Amongst the three IGKL10-94 antibodies, CG12 was the most 

diversified with a total of eleven amino acid changes. Overall, out of all six 

antibodies analysed most of the mutations were found to have arisen in 

framework regions for both heavy and light chains, in 75% and 60% of cases, 

respectively, with higher number of mutations harboured in light chains.  
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Figure 2.2. 

Comparison of germline and H9N2 specific antibody variable light sequences. Germline sequences were retrieved from IMGT website and aligned 

with variable light domains of antibodies belonging to respective germlines a) IGKV12-41 and VL of ID2; b) IGKV6-20 and VL of JF7 c) IGKV10-94 and 

VL of EC12, HA9, CG12 d) IGHV6-c and VL of JF8. Logo plots were generated using WebLogo online application. Amino acids were coloured depending 

on hydrophobicity. Only first seven amino acids of CDRH3 starting at position 89 were included into analysis due to heterogeneity in CDRH3 lengths. 
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To further analyse the evolutionary relationship of the six antibodies, a 

phylogenetic tree was generated using their variable region sequences (Figure 

2.3). This confirmed that the antibodies fell into two main clusters; one made 

up of HA9, EC12 and CG12 and another of remaining three antibodies (JF7, 

JF8, ID2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Evolutionary relationship of single chain variable fragment antibodies used 

in this study. The evolutionary history was inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method (351). 

The optimal tree with a sum of branch length = 0.87387387 is shown. The percentage of 

replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 

replicates) are shown next to the branches (352). The tree is drawn to scale, with branch 

lengths in the same units as those of the evolutionary distances used to infer the phylogenetic 

tree. The evolutionary distances were computed using the p-distance method (353) and are in 

the units of the number of amino acid differences per site. The analysis involved 6 amino acid 

sequences. All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There was a total 

of 222 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7 (354). 
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Overall, these results indicate compilation of multiple substitutions in the 

variable regions of the antibodies, located throughout the FR and CDR 

domains. In addition, the antibody set analysed has shown that germline 

alleles can bias mutation rates, positions, and specificity. 

 

2.1.1.3 Antibody structure prediction shows overall 
similarity for the antibodies analysed 

To visualise the conformation of the antibody variable regions, framework 

regions and loops that might contribute towards epitope binding, modelling of 

the variable antibody domains was carried out using the publicly available 

abYmod tool (355). The deletions in FR1 and CDR1 of HA9 resulted in 

insufficient data for model prediction for this antibody. Model prediction of the 

remaining five antibodies revealed no major observable differences in the light 

chain framework structures (Figure 2.4).  
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Figure 2.4. scFv antibody structure modelling. Antibody structures were predicted using 

sequence data and the publicly available abYmod tool. a) ID2; b) JF7; c) EC12; d) CG12; e) 

JF8. Heavy chain framework regions 1-4 are annotated by black shadows; heavy chain CDRs 

depicted in different shades of blue (CDR1 – blizzard blue; CDR2 – blue grey; CDR3 – blue 

(pantone), light chain framework regions 1-4 are annotated by grey; heavy chain CDRs 

depicted in different shades of pink (CDR1 – schauss pink; CDR2 – barbie pink; CDR3 – pansy 

purple. 

With regards to the framework region of the variable heavy chain, overall 

similarity was retained for all but the JF7 antibody which had slightly adjusted 

positions for each of the regions (Figure 2.4. b). The same antibody had an 

observably longer loop formed by CDRH3 than those of ID2, EC12 and CG12, 

with an intermediate size CDRH3 of JF8. In addition, both JF7 and JF8 

antibodies were predicted to form a ‘kinked’ loop structure for the CDHR3 

region (Figure 2.4. b, f). Loops formed by the variable light chain appeared 

similar in all antibody structures, with the only difference in proximity to CDRH3 

mediated by the length of the latter region. Overall, in silico simulations allowed 

visualization of antibody structures which were found to be fairly conserved 

amongst five molecules.  
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2.1.1.4 2.2.1.4. Representative influenza A viruses 
selected for the study are antigenically diverse 

To assess the ability of antibody to recognize antigen and interfere with the 

virus life cycle, appropriate AIVs had to be chosen. The test viruses had to be 

i) antigenically similar to H9N2 UDL-1/08; ii) antigenically distant from H9N2 

UDL-1/08; iii) representatives of circulating strains in poultry. For this purpose, 

eight viruses previously rescued in the lab and fitting the aforementioned 

criteria were chosen with the majority of them belonging to the G1 lineage and 

a single virus from BJ94. Viruses chosen from the G1 lineage represented both 

the main phylogenetic ‘Western’ and ‘Eastern’ groups known to be 

antigenically different from each other (356). Sequences of representative 

viruses were downloaded from NCBI Influenza database and used for 

evolutionary analysis (Figure 2.5).  
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Figure 2.5. Evolutionary relationship of H9N2 viruses used in this study. The evolutionary 

history was inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method (351). The optimal tree with a sum of 

branch length = 0.3109654 is shown. The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated 

taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) are shown next to the branches 

(352). The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths in the same units as those of the 

evolutionary distances used to infer the phylogenetic tree. The evolutionary distances were 

computed using the p-distance method (353) and are in the units of the number of amino acid 

differences per site. The analysis involved 8 amino acid sequences. All positions containing 

gaps and missing data were eliminated. There was a total of 560 positions in the final dataset. 

Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7 (354). 

Altogether, the eight viruses chosen had ≥ 89 % similarity with UDL-1/08 in 

their HA gene sequences. The closest viruses were determined to carry ≥ 95% 

amino acid identity and included Egy/D7100 (97%), UDL-2/08 (96%) and 

Env/BD (95%) while India/WB had 94%, UAE/D1556 - 93%, VN/38 - 92% and 

WZ/606 - 89% similarity with UDL-1/08 HA. In addition, variations within the 

receptor binding domain (amino acids 98 – 229; inclusive) of HA were 4% for 

India/WB, 5% for UDL-2/08, 6% for Egy/D7100 and Env/BD. Antigenically 

distant viruses included UAE/D1556 with 89% amino acid conservation, VN/38 

- 83% and WZ/606 - 82% identity within the receptor binding site. All viruses 

chosen were rescued by previous lab members using reverse genetics 

systems and for the purposes of this study were propagated in eggs. 
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2.1.2 Antibody generation and evaluation of functional 
activity 

2.1.2.1 Antibody purification from cell culture 
supernatants 

To evaluate the antibodies’ functional characteristics, immunoglobulin 

molecules and their fragments had to be produced and purified from cell 

culture supernatants. The variable antibody fragments characterised in section 

2.2.1. were used for subcloning into vectors containing constant domains of 

mice IgG1 and IgG2a antibodies or for conversion into scFv molecules. 

ExpiCHO cells were transiently transfected with plasmids encoding full-size 

antibody genes and supernatants were harvested 10-days post transfection. 

Harvested supernatants were used for antibody purification via Protein A. scFv 

antibody genes were transfected into Drosophila melanogaster S2 cells, which 

were used for stable single cell line establishment after a 6-week selection with 

zeocin. Supernatants from stable cell lines were harvested and affinity purified 

via C-tag matrix. The purity of obtained proteins was evaluated via SDS - 

PAGE (Figure 2.6) after overnight dialysis in PBS. Two bands of ~25 kDa and 

~50 kDa molecular weight corresponding to light and heavy chain, 

respectively, were found in all antibodies carrying mouse IgG1 (Figure 2.6a) 

and mouse IgG2a (Figure 2.6b) Fc regions.  
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Figure 2.6. SDS-PAGE of recombinant antibodies produced in this study. a) antibodies 

purified from ExpiCHO cell supernatants converted to mouse IgG1 isotype; b) antibodies 

purified from ExpiCHO cell supernatants converted to mouse IgG2a isotype; c) antibodies 

purified from S2 cell supernatants converted to scFv format. All antibodies were dialysed into 

PBS pH 7.4 after purification. For SDS-PAGE analysis all antibodies were diluted to 5 µg, 

mixed with protein loading buffer, and denatured. When full length antibody samples were 

prepared 2% BME was added prior to boiling to ensure heavy (~50 kDa) and light (~25 kDa) 

chain separation. Proteins were run on either 8%, 10% or 12% Bis – Tris polyacrylamide 

resolving gel and visualised by Coomassie blue staining. 

Some impurities were found in IgG1 HA9 and JF8 antibodies appearing as a 

‘smudge’ at a higher molecular weight. Interestingly, IgG2a JF8 was found to 

have a clear additional band of ~55 kDa. Generally, the migration patterns for 

EC12, HA9 and CG12 antibodies were similar whilst the other three antibodies 

migrated at unique positions. 

On the other hand, all scFvs were found to form single polypeptide bands that 

migrated at the expected size of ~27 - 30 kDa, with the three antibodies (HA9, 

CG12, JF8) that contained a 5 amino acid shorter linker ((Gly4Ser)3 instead of 

(Gly4Ser)4) being observably smaller (Figure 2.6c). The protein concentration 

after purification varied depending on the method of production, with ExpiCHO 

cells showing substantially variable yields ranging from 1 mg to 200 mg of full-

length antibodies per litre of cell culture supernatant and S2 cells producing 

more uniform amounts averaging around 10 mg of protein per litre of cell 

culture supernatant. Thus, the recombinant antibodies and antibody fragments 
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were successfully produced in either mammalian or insect cell cultures using 

variable domain sequences and purified to high enough concentrations to 

perform functional assays.  

 

2.1.2.2 Recombinant antibodies bind to H9N2 viruses 
with differing affinity 

To investigate if recombinantly produced antibodies retained their ability to 

bind to virus antigens, a series of ELISAs were performed using the chosen 

H9N2 viruses (section 2.2.1.4) as targets. Experiments were done using 2-fold 

serially diluted live viruses at a starting concentration of 32 HAU to obtain 

plateauing binding curves. Viruses adsorbed to plates were probed with a 

constant concentration of either purified full length or scFv antibodies. A 

negative control of wR1a-28 VHH antibody (gifted from Dr Simon E. Hufton, 

NIBSC) specific to H7 HA but not UDL-1/08 HA was used. This negative 

control antibody showed no detectable binding to any of the viruses used in 

these experiments (Figure 2.7.). In general, the IgG1 antibodies were found to 

retain affinity towards UDL-1/08 and antigenically related viruses. A trend of 

IgG1 ID2 binding with highest affinity to most of the viral antigens was 

observed.  
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Figure 2.7. ELISA assessing monoclonal antibody carrying mouse IgG1 isotype binding to H9N2 viruses. a) UDL-1/08; b) Egy/D7100; c) UDL-

2/08; d) India/WB; e) Env/BD; f) UAE/1556; g) VN/38; h) WZ/606. 32 HAU units and subsequent 2-fold dilutions of each virus were used for plate coating. 

Purified antibodies were used at 1 µg mL
−1 

and detected by rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulins conjugated with HRP. The variable heavy chain of the 

heavy chain only antibody wR1a-28 specific to H7 HA was used as a negative control. Binding was measured in technical duplicate and the average OD 

450/630 nm values were plotted with error bars representing ±SD. Curve fitting was performed following a nonlinear regression model. 
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In addition, this antibody retained binding to more antigenically distinct viruses 

such as UAE/D1556 and VN/38, to which the other antibodies showed no or 

very limited binding (Figure 2.7.f, g). Another high affinity antibody binding 

UDL-1/08 and Egy/D7100 to a similar extent to that of ID2 was IgG1 JF8; 

however, this antibody’s specificity decreased with more distant viruses 

(Figure 2.7.a, b). Regardless of this, IgG1 JF8 maintained affinity towards 

Env/BD and to a certain extent, UEA/D1556 (Figure 2.7.e, f). IgG1 JF7 was 

specific to UDL-1/08 and the three genetically closest H9N2 viruses from the 

panel tested. A similar trend was observed with the remaining three antibodies 

(EC12, CG12, HA9), with HA9 being the weakest binder for all viruses while 

EC12 and CG12 retained almost identical specificity. Interestingly, all 

antibodies showed higher affinity towards Egy/D7100 than UDL-1/08 to which 

the mouse hybridomas were generated in the first place (Figure 2.6.b, a). In 

addition, no distinguishable binding was detected for any of the antibodies with 

the BJ94 lineage virus, WZ/606 (Figure 2.7.h).
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Figure 2.8. ELISA assessing monoclonal antibody carrying mouse IgG2a isotype binding to H9N2 viruses. a) UDL-1/08; b) Egy/D7100; c) UDL-

2/08; d) India/WB; e) Env/BD; f) UAE/1556; g) VN/38; h) WZ/606. 32 HAU units of each virus was used for coating and 2-fold dilutions. Purified antibodies 

were used at 1 µg mL
−1 

and probed by anti C-tag antibody conjugated to biotin which was detected using HRP-conjugated streptavidin. The variable heavy chain of 

the heavy chain only antibody wR1a-28 specific to H7 HA non-binding UDL-1/08 was used as a negative control. Binding was measured in technical duplicate and the 

average OD450/630 nM was plotted with error bar representing ±SD, curve fitting was performed following nonlinear regression model. 
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Antibody reformatting into mouse IgG2a isotype resulted in some relative 

affinity changes (Figure 2.8). Unexpectedly, IgG2a JF7 was found to have the 

highest binding capacity on ELISA surpassing that of IgG2a ID2. In addition, 

the overall affinity for all antibodies was exceptionally high towards India/WB 

becoming almost identical, and even surpassing that seen with UDL-1/08; the 

antigen against which antibodies were originally raised. (Figure 2.8d, a). IgG2a 

JF8 specificity for UDL-1/08 and Egy/D7100 decreased compared to its IgG1 

counterpart and was similar to that observed with the IgG2a EC12 antibody. 

Similarly to previous observations, IgG2a JF8 and ID2 retained specificity 

towards Env/BD and VN/38 (Figure 2.8e, g). Both UAE/D1556 and WZ/606 

gave a barely detectable signal for binding by IgG2a JF8 or IgG2a JF8 and 

ID2, respectively with OD 450/630 nm values ≤0.2 at even the highest virus 

concentrations (Figure 2.8f, h). In addition, the lowest binder for genetically 

closest viruses was IgG2a CG12, unlike IgG1 format where HA9 gave the 

poorest recognition. 

Next, scFv antibody ability to recognise the diverse viral antigens was 

explored. The data obtained had overall similarities with that from the 

antibodies in mouse IgG2a isotype, although the binding strength as 

determined by OD 450/630 nm values were lower for all antibodies and all 

viruses (Figure 2.9). Overall, scFv ID2 and scFv JF7 had the highest affinities, 

followed by scFv EC12 for UDL-1/08 and Egy/D7100, India/WB (Figure 2.9a, 

b, d). Binding of scFv EC12 was identical to that of scFv ID2 for UDL-2/08 

(Figure 2.9c), while only scFv ID2 and scFv JF7 retained binding to Env/BD 

(Figure 2.9e). The binding to VN/38 was maintained by scFv ID2 (Figure 2.9g), 

while none of the antibodies recognised UAE/D1556 or WZ/606 above the 

levels of the negative control antibody (Figure 2.9f, h). An additional negative 

control of H5N1 VN/OIE/2202 was also tested with the scFvs, indicating no 

affinity towards another subtype virus from the same group 1 influenza viruses 

(Figure 2.9i). In addition, conversion of JF8 into scFv format was found to have 

a negative impact on antigen recognition as illustrated with all eight viruses.
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Figure 2.9. ELISA assessing scFv antibody binding to H9N2 viruses. a) UDL-1/08; b) Egy/D7100; c) UDL-2/08; d) India/WB; e) Env/BD; f) UAE/1556; 

g) VN/38; h) WZ/606; i) VN/OIE/2202. 32 HAU units of each virus was used for coating and 2-fold dilutions. Purified antibodies were used at 1 µg mL
−1 

and probed by rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulins conjugated with HRP. The variable heavy chain of the heavy chain only antibody wR1a-28 specific to 

H7 HA non-binding UDL-1/08 was used as a negative control. Binding was measured in technical duplicate and the average OD450/630 nM was plotted 

with error bar representing ±SD, curve fitting was performed following nonlinear regression model.
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Overall, antibodies in all formats retained appreciable binding to viruses with 

HAs that were ≥ 94% amino acid similar to the UDL-1/08 HA. Only one 

antibody in all formats (ID2) was able to interact with more diverse viruses such 

as Env/BD, UAE/D1556, VN/38 and WZ/606. Interestingly, JF8 ability to 

interact with antigen was found to be dependent on antibody format. 

 

2.1.2.3 Recombinant antibodies can neutralize 
antigenically related H9N2 viruses 

Having tested antibody binding to live viruses in ELISA, their ability to interfere 

with the virus life cycle was determined. Microneutralization assays were 

performed with a starting concentration of 100 µg mL-1 of each antibody 

regardless of recombinant protein format and 150 TCID50 of virus. A negative 

control of the wR1a-28 VHH antibody always resulted in complete cell death, 

while serum raised against UDL-1/08 virus gave cell survival with homologous 

viruses and was used as a positive control (data not shown). 

The best neutralizers in IgG1 format were JF7, EC12 and CG12 antibodies 

followed by ID2 (Table 2.3, Figure 2.10).  
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Table 2.3. IgG1 antibody activity in virus microneutralization assay. To assess antibody 

functional activity assay was performed in technical and biological triplicates in MDCK cells. 

Values represented show antibody concentration required for complete virus neutralization. 

Average data are shown ± SD where applicable. -  indicates no activity found with the 

maximum antibody dose of 100 µg mL
−1

. 
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Figure 2.10. Microneutralization assay assessing functional recombinant antibody activity against H9N2 viruses in MDCK cells. a) UDL-1/08; b) 

Egy/D7100; c) UDL-2/08; d) India/WB; e) Env/BD. IgG1 antibodies are depicted as full circles; IgG2a antibodies are depicted as empty circles; scFv 

antibodies are depicted with triangles. Missing data indicates no functional activity found with the detection limit of 100 µg mL
−1

 per antibody. Data are 

presented as mean ± SD. A one-way ordinary ANOVA test was run for statistical analysis. p-values of P < 0.05 were considered significant (Nonsignificant 

(Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001. 
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All four antibodies were functional against five out of eight viruses, but with no 

activity detected against UAE/D1556, VN/38 and WZ/606. Both IgG1 HA9 and 

JF8 were not able to neutralize Env/BD, while JF8 also lacked functional 

activity against UDL-2/08. Interestingly, although IgG1 JF8 was shown to have 

good affinity towards multiple viruses including those more antigenically 

diverse, this antibody was not able to efficiently inhibit the virus life cycle. In 

agreement with the binding data, ID2, HA9 and CG12 neutralized Egy/D7100 

at lower concentrations than those required for UDL-1/08, while HA9, CG12 

and JF8 were better at neutralizing India/WB than the homologous UDL-1/08 

(Table 2.3). The antibody concentration required for complete virus 

neutralization did not depend on the overall HA similarity to UDL-1/08, but 

rather corresponded to receptor binding site sequence; with more divergent 

regions requiring higher concentrations of antibodies discussed in sub-section 

2.2.1.4. (Egy/D7100 was an exception). 

The same microneutralization assay was performed with IgG2a antibodies, 

which are generally expected to have higher activity than IgG1 due to their Fc 

domain binding activating Fc receptors in vivo or in vitro when using cell lines 

expressing Fc receptors (345, 357) . This was true for HA9 and JF8 antibodies 

against all viruses, JF7 and EC12 antibodies with seven out of eight viruses 

(Table 2.4, Figure 2.10). 
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Table 2.4. IgG2a antibody activity in virus microneutralization assay. To assess antibody 

functional activity, assays were performed in technical and biological triplicates in MDCK cells. 

Serum samples raised against UDL-1/08 were used as a positive control and non-binder 

wR1a-28 was used as a negative control alongside MOCK infected cells. Values represented 

show antibody concentration required for complete virus neutralization. Average data is shown 

with ± SD where applicable. -  indicates no activity found with detection limit 100 µg mL
−1 

. 

Only IgG2a ID2 was effective against Env/BD; however, the same antibody 

was not able to neutralize UDL-2/08. Another outlier was found with India/WB, 

which required substantially higher concentrations of IgG2a ID2 than IgG1 for 

neutralisation. JF7 and EC12 remained the best neutralizers followed by HA9 

and JF8 in this instance, corresponding to what was seen in ELISAs. Also 

reflecting the binding data, IgG2a CG12 was not able to neutralize any of the 

viruses efficiently, with concentrations as high as 15 - 50 µg mL-1 needed. 

Higher specificity to Egy/D7100 and India/WB than UDL-1/08 was observed 

with most of IgG2a antibodies. 

Lastly, scFv ability to neutralize each virus was assessed. A general trend of 

10-fold increases in the required antibody concentrations compared with full 

length antibodies was observed (Table 2.5, Figure 2.7); however significant 

differences as assessed by one-way ANOVA were found only between scFv 

HA9 and its full-length counterparts (p ≤ 0.0001) for UDL-1/08, UDL-2/08 and 

India/WB. On the other hand, when converted from a full-length antibody into 

scFv HA9 lost activity against Egy/D7100. Conversion to scFv format 
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completely abolished JF8 activity even against the homologous UDL-1/08 

(Table 2.5). Interestingly, ID2 when converted to scFv format was also required 

at substantially higher concentrations than full-length antibodies against UDL-

1/08 and Egy/D7100 viruses, but the opposite was noted with India/WB, 

suggesting changes in antibody structure might lead to differences in function. 

 

Table 2.5. scFv antibody activity in virus microneutralization assay. To assess antibody 

functional activity assay was performed in technical and biological triplicates in MDCK cells. 

Serum samples raised against UDL-1/08 were used as a positive control and non-binder 

wR1a-28 was used as a negative control alongside MOCK infected cells. Values represented 

show antibody concentration required for complete virus neutralization. Average data is shown 

with ± SD where applicable. -  indicates no activity found with detection limit 100 µg mL
−1 

. 

Only three antibodies in scFv form (JF7, CG12 and EC12) were able to 

efficiently neutralize antigenically similar viruses, agreeing with what was 

observed in IgG1 format and (except for CG12) in IgG2a format. Additionally, 

scFv JF7 was found to inhibit Env/BD, which suggested an enhanced antibody 

breadth not seen in the full-length form (Figure 2.7e). In general, comparison 

of scFv activity revealed no significant differences in JF7, EC12 and CG12 

activity with UDL-1/08, Egy/D7100, UDL-2/08 and India/WB. On the other 

hand, to neutralize UDL-1/08, both scFv ID2 and HA9 were required at higher 

concentrations than remaining antibodies, with the same profile retained for 

scFv ID2 and Egy/D7100 (scFv HA9 did not neutralize this virus), scFv HA9 
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and UDL-2/08 or India/WB. In addition, by observation scFvs were more 

effective against Egy/D7100 than any other virus, corresponding to data 

observed with other full-length antibodies in MNT assay as well as the ELISA 

results.  

 

To sum up, a trend of IgG2a antibodies requiring lower concentrations for 

neutralisation than IgG1 format ones was observed, with the exception of 

CG12. However, differences in antibody concentrations required were 

marginal, with no statistical significance. Conversion of the antibodies into 

scFv format retained their functional activity, apart from scFv JF8 which was 

not able to inhibit the virus life cycle at the concentrations tested. With the 

exception of HA9, most antibodies required marginally higher concentrations 

for neutralisation that were not statistically different from full length antibodies. 

None of the antibodies had identical neutralization titers, indicative of binding 

towards slightly different epitopes.  

 

2.1.2.4 scFvs retain functional activity when exposed 
to elevated temperatures for prolonged periods 

To evaluate if scFv molecules would remain stable and retain functional activity 

at elevated temperatures, resembling the environment that is likely to be found 

in nasal passages of birds, the MNT assay using UDL-1/08 as a representative 

virus was repeated with purified antibody fragments pre-incubated at 37 °C for 

96 h. All scFvs retained identical neutralization profiles to those reported in 

Table2.5 with UDL-1/08. This indicated thermal scFv stability and suggested 

no loss of activity should occur if purified antibodies were to be delivered to 

birds for therapeutic purposes. 

 

2.3 Discussion 

The focus of this chapter was H9 HA-specific antibody characterization in silico 

followed by recombinant antibody production in a form of full-length antibodies 
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and antibody fragments, allowing the testing of their functional activity and the 

evaluation of neutralisation efficacy against virus in vitro. Antibody genes were 

obtained from previously generated mouse hybridomas and their variable 

domains were sequenced. Analysis of variable domain sequences and CDR 

identification was based on IMGT numbering system. This revealed 

homogeneity in CDRH1, CDRH2, CDRL1, CDRL2 and CDRL3 lengths, with 

only CDRH3s presenting variability amongst the panel of six antibodies. It 

should be noted that the CDR definition used throughout this study is only 

indicative of approximate paratope location, as different numbering systems 

could potentially impact results and subsequent analyses. IMGT numbering 

was chosen on the basis of the system being standardized for multiple proteins 

within the immunoglobulin superfamily (358). Other commonly used antibody 

numbering systems include the Kabat scheme, - the initial method developed 

for antibody sequence annotation based on multiple sequence alignment, the 

Chothia scheme that takes into consideration not only sequence, but also 

structural antibody configuration and some other schemes developed more 

recently (20, 359, 360).  

Analysis of amino acid composition within the variable domains of the six 

antibodies used in this study revealed preference for Gly, Ser and Thr 

residues. Small amino acids such as Gly and Ser are commonly found within 

antibody sequences and are thought to provide structural flexibility that allows 

more efficient antigen binding (361). Other abundant residues within antibody 

variable regions reported in the literature include Thr, Tyr and Ala residues, 

which are especially prevalent within CDRH3 regions with some evidence 

suggesting they and in particular the Tyr side chains (in ~25% of the cases) 

mediate molecular recognition and antigen binding (362-364). In addition, 

evidence suggests that hydrophobic amino acids such as Ile, Tyr or Phe 

located at the tip of CDRs often mimic interactions formed between  

The HA RBS and sialic acid receptor via aromatic rings (365). Other common 

residues mimicking the same interaction include Asp or an Asp-hydrophobic 
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amino acid motif as demonstrated by several studies (336, 366). Most of these 

amino acids could also be found in the CDRH3 sequences of the antibodies 

analysed here; however, to determine if they are involved in mediating 

interaction with antigen, crystal structures would need to be resolved. 

Next, antibody diversification was assessed, focusing on individual germline 

genes. Three out of six antibodies were found to belong to the same germline 

for heavy and light chain and two antibodies shared the same germline for 

heavy chain only. In general, antibody diversification and affinity maturation 

was found to have occurred with all antibody sequences but to varying levels. 

Interestingly, some of the positions that were found to contain substitutions 

were shared between different germlines (i.e. positions 48 and 84 for heavy 

chain and positions 50, 55 for light chain). In addition, when two or more 

antibodies were found to belong to the same germline, substituted positions 

often matched between antibodies, indicating a certain degree of preference 

for those events. Different germline gene origins predisposing antibodies to 

obtain specific diversifications at a discrete rate has been described previously 

(367). Such phenomena can be explained by ‘hot-spot’ motifs, biased for 

mutation introduction encoded by some germlines (367, 368). 

In the panel of sequences analysed, mutations were otherwise randomly 

distributed across framework and complementarity determining regions, with 

a slightly higher incidence in framework regions agreeing with previous 

findings (369). Mutations harboured in framework regions are thought to 

contribute to the biophysical characteristics, the enhancement of paratope 

stability or even an increase in functional profile and neutralizing breadth, as 

illustrated with HIV-specific antibodies (339, 370). Due to the IMGT database 

lacking germline CDRH3 sequence data, this study could only consider 

deviations within the CDRH3 region amongst the six antibody sequences 

generated by this study, but not their original germline genes. Generally, 

CDRH3 loops are the most variable parts of antibody sequence, thought to be 

the main mediators for antigen binding with longer CDRH3 sequences often 
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forming more extended loops and, therefore, gaining access to more hidden 

and in many cases more conserved epitopes (21). The average CDRH3 length 

in mice has been reported to be ~12 amino acids in length but ranging 

anywhere between 4 to 26 residues (369). The antibodies in this study were 

no exception, with CDRH3 domains varying between 7 and 15 residues.  

Interestingly, one antibody (HA9) was found to carry partially missing FR1 and 

FR2 regions with a completely deficient CDR1 sequence within the light chain. 

Occasional deletions and insertions are yet another way to increase antibody 

repertoire, with multiple studies observing such changes to be common within 

CDR sites and in some cases leading to multiple codon elimination (371, 372). 

22 residues identified missing from HA9 VL chain when compared to the 

germline sequence suggested by IMGT database were later identified to 

support a functional antibody profile. Importantly, some of the conclusions 

made herein on sequence variability match with literature reports, although 

having a limited dataset of only six antibodies compared at one time might not 

be representative for the whole population of antibodies which could be 

generated using mouse hybridoma technology.  

Furthermore, to visualize differences between this study’s six antibodies, 

abYmod software was used to model possible protein structures. The overall 

antibody backbone confirmation was predicted to be similar amongst five 

antibodies, but the lack of CDR1 and parts of FR1 and FR2 resulted in 

insufficient data for HA9 structure prediction. Only the JF7 structure generated 

a well protruding loop from the CDRH3 region. A kinked CDRH3 loop 

structures were found for two antibodies, with the other three carrying an 

extended version forming a strand-turn-strand conformation. A C-terminal kink 

is thought to be an additional means for antibody diversification, allowing β-

strand disruption at the base of CDRH3 (373). The proximity of CDRH3 and 

CDRL3 loops was observed for all antibodies in the predicted models, 

suggesting all have canonical antibody structures. Understanding of antibody 

structural confirmation can be indicative of antigen binding sites, informing how 
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interactions are made, which epitopes are targeted, and how to obtain more 

specific, higher affinity interactions. Nevertheless, antibody structure modelling 

has limitations in its accuracy, as models are based on the most similar 

structures solved and minute, but important differences might not be reflected 

in the prediction. In addition, it has been demonstrated that antibody 

conformation might change upon interaction with antigen; something which 

cannot be predicted by currently available tools to best of this author’s 

knowledge (145, 153). Experimental immunoglobulin molecule structure 

determination in a complex with antigen would need to be obtained to identify 

residues involved in paratope and epitope formation, which was not in the 

scope of this project. In general, the sequence data collected and analysed 

suggests all six antibodies binding to the HA antigen slightly differently and, 

therefore, functional activity for antibodies was expected to vary. 

To test this hypothesis, antibodies were expressed as recombinant proteins 

carrying Fc regions from mouse IgG1 or IgG2a isotypes. Worth noting, most 

of the antibodies derived from hybridomas were originally of IgG2a isotype 

apart from ID2 which was carried an IgG2b Fc region (330). In addition, scFv 

molecules were generated, representing the smallest immunoglobulin format 

known to retain the specificity of the original antibodies. 

Multiple aspects, including the end goal of antibody administration to poultry, 

a preference for smaller structures allowing easier insertion into viral vectors, 

or even generation of ‘polyclonal antibodies’ through combining multiple scFvs 

targeting distinct epitopes were the main factors driving a preference for an 

antibody fragment missing its Fc part. Herein, VL-VH chain orientation was 

used for scFv generation. Various studies investigating efficacy of scFvs 

depending on variable chain direction have reported a preference for a VL-VH 

orientation not only for optimal activity but also for protein expression efficiency 

(374, 375). Nevertheless, some contradictory data, suggesting better function 

in scFvs formatted following VH-VL orientation, can also be found, with an 

additional set of studies indicating no difference in antibody activity based on 
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variable chain direction  (376, 377). If future projects are to follow this work’s 

concept, it is highly suggested to design scFvs in both orientations and 

compare their functional activity; especially for antibodies which did not retain 

specificity after scFv reformatting, as it is likely to be case - to - case 

dependent. Another important factor in scFv design is the choice of linker, with 

linkers composed of 15 - 20 amino acids used in this study. Three of the 

antibodies whose open reading frame was synthesised commercially had 

(Gly4Ser)4 linkers, while the other three which were subcloned via PCR 

contained a shorter (Gly4Ser)3 linker. This was reflected by SDS-PAGE 

showing a slightly lower molecular weight of antibodies containing shorter 

linkers estimated relying on the size of protein markers. Typically, Gly, Ser 

linkers are used for scFv as well as other fusion proteins because they provide 

flexibility for different domains and thus an advantage of correct folding, with 

linkers ≤ 15 residues long inducing multimerization and formation of higher 

order structures (375).  

Comparing functional activity and antibody binding to homologous and 

heterologous viruses, it was found that both binding and virus neutralization 

were isotype-dependent. Interestingly, the ELISA results in this study 

suggested altered relative affinities towards antigen when the antibody 

isotypes were changed. Although the exact reasons are not well understood, 

such differences are likely to occur due to changes in variable domain structure 

when constant regions are alternated, as observed in some previous studies 

(378, 379). Additionally, possibility of errors in antibody concentrations should 

be considered. In general, binding efficacy decreased with more antigenically 

distinct viruses for both full length and scFv antibodies. Both WZ/606 and 

VN/38 were known to have limited cross reactivity with UDL-1/08 antisera 

while viruses such as Egy/D7100 and UDL-2/08 were known to have high 

cross reactivity from previous work  (330), which was re-established herein. 

This work also noted that antibodies in all formats were highly specific to 

India/WB HA which carried overall 94% similarity with UDL-1/08 HA. 
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Conversion of antibodies to scFv format did seem to affect their ability to bind 

viruses, as OD 450/630 nm values were markedly lower in ELISA results. 

However, different secondary antibodies used for detection could also 

introduce additional variability, so the two different formats cannot necessarily 

be compared directly. Altogether, the dataset from the ELISA results 

categorized antibodies into two main groups: one of which were the better 

binders consisting of ID2, JF7 and JF8 antibodies, and a second group 

showing lower affinity which included the remaining antibodies (EC12, HA9 

and CG12). This corresponded to information obtained by a phylogenetic tree 

generation analysing the evolutionary relationship of antibodies (Figure 2.3). 

Furthermore, evaluation of antibody functional activity in MNT assays showed 

that affinity towards the antigen is not the sole contributor towards 

neutralization efficacy. This was evidenced by ID2 antibody which showed 

superior affinity in different formats towards a multitude of antigens but did not 

maintain the ability to neutralize virus as efficiently as JF7 or EC12 antibodies 

which were weaker binders in ELISA. Nevertheless, some binding is essential 

to retain any functional activity, as evidenced by tests against more diverged 

viruses such as WZ/606 and VN/38 to which antibodies were neither able to 

bind nor to neutralize.  

A slight preference for IgG2a and not IgG1 format was found, but the 

differences were not big enough to provide statistical significance, with the 

exception of IgG2a CG12 that for unknown reasons displayed reduced binding 

and neutralizing activity. In addition, it was observed that antibody reformatting 

into scFv significantly affected functional activity of HA9 and JF8 antibodies, 

with the remaining four antibodies requiring noticeably but non-significantly 

higher concentrations of scFv vs full-length immunoglobulin molecules for virus 

neutralization. This could be explained by lost bivalency and other structural 

changes within the scFvs. Importantly, this work has established that for at 

least four antibodies tested herein, function is not mediated by Fc-Fc receptor 

interactions inducing effector functions such as ADCC, ADCP, CDC, such as 
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has been observed for several broadly cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies 

(150, 153, 380). In addition, in combination with previous knowledge, it is 

expected that the set of antibodies analysed herein function via binding near 

the receptor binding site of HA and preventing virion attachment to the host 

cell surface (330). 

Overall, analysis of antibody sequences revealed a degree of diversification 

from original germline genes. Interestingly, antibodies with the least 

diversifications from original germline genes (JF7, EC12) were found to be 

most efficient against multiple H9 viruses when converted to different formats. 

Although binding avidity of scFvs, especially scFv JF7, to the antigen might 

have been impacted by lost antibody bivalence or other structural changes, 

scFv JF7 maintained superior neutralizing activity. Importantly, this study has 

established that antibody conversion to scFv format does retain functional 

activity, indicating antibody fragments could potentially be used for therapeutic 

purposes and hopefully achieving comparable effects to those obtained when 

using full length antibodies. In addition, the small size and lack of Fc region 

implies reduced immunogenicity, and overall, established a strong basis for 

future work and testing of scFv activity in vivo.  
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Chapter 3 CAN scFv ANTIBODIES PROVIDE 
PROTECTION AGAINST INFLUENZA 
VIRUS CHALLANEGE? 

Adapted and expanded from “Engineered Recombinant Single Chain Variable 

Fragment of Monoclonal Antibody Provides Protection to Chickens Infected 

with H9N2 Avian Influenza” Lukosaityte et al., 2020 (381). 

 

Avian influenza virus (AIV) poses a global health threat and a significant 

economic burden for poultry industry worldwide. Lack of effective control 

measures for avian influenza virus circulating in poultry requires the 

development of novel approaches that could limit virus spread in case of 

outbreaks or in animals whose lifespan is not long enough to gain protection 

after vaccinations. Chapter 2 has investigated a panel of monoclonal 

antibodies which were found to retain neutralizing activity in vitro when 

converted to scFv format. To test therapeutic scFv efficacy in vivo, two of the 

recombinantly produced scFv antibodies were chosen for prophylaxis and 

treatment of chickens infected with H9N2 UDL-1/08 virus. Birds treated with 

scFv antibody (200-300 µg/dose) showed reduced buccal shedding as 

opposed to non-treated controls during the peak of infection, indicating 

antibody therapy could be beneficial for controlling disease burden in some 

situations. Nevertheless, use of single antibody therapeutics led to changes in 

virus HA sequence due to potential escape mutant generation, indicating 

multiple antibodies targeting conserved epitopes should be combined for 

therapeutic purposes.  
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3.1 Introduction 

 

3.1.1 Poultry pathogens, prevalence, and control of avian 
influenza virus  

Viral and bacterial pathogens bring significant losses to the poultry industry 

and worldwide economy. Whilst the majority of the causative pathogens are 

restricted to avian hosts (e.g. infectious bursal disease virus (IBDV) and 

infectious bronchitis virus (IBV), others such as avian influenza virus, 

Salmonella or Campylobacter carry an additional risk of zoonosis (382-388). 

Further complications arise due to some of the pathogens, especially AIV, 

efficiently infecting migratory wild birds, facilitating virus spread across the 

globe (389, 390). Due to the low pathogenicity profile of H9N2 AIV, only 

causing signs of ruffled feathers and isolated behavioural changes, symptoms 

are often overlooked contributing to further virus spread (391). This has led to 

the H9N2 subtype becoming enzootic across Asia, Middle East, and Africa with 

an increasing threat of incursion into Europe (392, 393). In addition, occasional 

reports with a recent rise in cases indicate H9N2 AIV being able to infect 

humans leading to seroconversion; however, symptomatic disease 

manifestation remains unlikely (394). On the other hand, H7 and H5 AIVs with 

an intrinsic propensity for HPAI profile acquisition can infect both poultry and 

humans, resulting in a wide spectrum of symptoms and up to 100% or 40% 

mortality in these respective hosts (395). HPAI viruses like H5N1, H5N2 and 

H5N5, H5N6, H5N8 are also enzootic in parts of Asia, including Taiwan, China, 

the Middle East, and Africa, suggesting existing countermeasures are 

inadequate for both LPAI and HPAI viruses  (396-398). 

The current approaches used to tackle AIV are based on mass vaccination 

programs with whole inactivated virus vaccines, and, in some instances when 

sporadic disease outbreaks occur, a stamping out of poultry is implemented. 

One of the most successful preventative vaccination regimes to control AIV is 
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exemplified by H7N9 virus control in China (395). On the other hand, 

emergency vaccination against H5N1 in Hong Kong has also led to enhanced 

biosecurity and outbreak control (399). Unfortunately, regardless of the 

aforementioned examples, most of the vaccines for poultry are suboptimal, 

offering protection from clinical disease but not interfering with virus 

transmission and thus resulting in endemic AIV prevalence. Continuous virus 

evolution due to antigenic shifts and drifts results in vaccine strains becoming 

less antigenically relevant, requiring regular updates (400, 401). In addition, 

current use of whole virus vaccines grown in eggs does not allow easy 

differentiation between infected and vaccinated animals. It is also starting to 

raise ethical concerns and food supply reliability issues in panzootic and 

pandemic scenarios; hence, novel production systems, vaccine and 

therapeutic designs are being tested. Some of the main novel vaccine platform 

aims are: i) induction of the most broadly cross-reactive immune response that 

can be achieved by focusing on antigenicity of more conserved epitopes such 

as the HA stalk region, ii) induction of potent responses mediated not only by 

humoral but also by cellular immunity that could be harnessed by antigen 

delivery to antigen presenting cells, iii) induction of immune responses by the 

most antigenically relevant epitopes versus whole virus particles using 

recombinant protein vaccines or virus like particles that can incorporate 

multiple HA strains, iv) vaccines that allow differentiation between infected and 

vaccinated animals (DIVA) (159, 402-406). To further improve vaccine 

efficacy, novel delivery systems such as nanoparticles or virus vectored 

vaccines produced from cultured cells are considered (407, 408). Although 

well-matched and formulated vaccines remain superior control measures for 

preventative reasons, they have a major drawback of having a long immune 

response generation time, especially if vaccines need to be administered in 

case of outbreaks or in broiler flocks with a relatively short lifespan, suggesting 

a need for alternative countermeasures. 
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3.1.2 Antibody therapeutics against infectious pathogens 

To reduce the impact and limit influenza virus infections, novel therapeutic 

approaches are being developed, including new chemical and biological 

modalities amongst which antibody therapeutics are considered as one of the 

most promising concepts. Passive immunization unlike conventional vaccines 

offers advantages of safety in immunosuppressed individuals, does not 

dependent on maternally derived antibodies (a crucial consideration in poultry) 

and avoids handling of partially virulent pathogens. 

Depending on antibody ability to bind to specific antigens and their epitopes, 

the stage at which the virus life cycle will be halted and the mechanism of 

action does vary. For instance, HA-specific antibodies are most likely to 

interfere during the initial steps of infection, such as binding to host cell 

receptors or fusion, based on antibody affinity towards HA1 or HA2 domains, 

respectively, while anti-NA antibodies limit release of new virus particles 

(Figure 3.1) (166, 310). 

However, not all antibodies can induce direct virus neutralization, with some 

requiring Fc-region-dependent functions leading to cell-mediated immune 

responses such as ADCC; however, in some instances the presence of an Fc-

domain might also induce antibody dependent enhancement (ADE) (149, 150, 

153, 409). ADE can potentiate host cell infection and, therefore, more profound 

pathogenesis due to increased rate of virus entry into host cells following 

antibody-antigen complex formation (410). Although the concept has been 

proven, the majority of the evidence for ADE gathered is based on a whole 

pool of antibodies generated post-vaccination, rather than single antibody 

isolated and used for therapeutic purposes (411). In addition, ADE is also 

dependent on Fc-Fc receptor compatibility. Nevertheless, if an Fc-region 

derived from one species is to be used in another, this can increase therapeutic 

antibody immunogenicity, or lead to the loss of function if this depends on 

binding to Fc receptors which might be incompatible (150, 412). To avoid 
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inaccurate engagement of cellular pathways by Fc domains, various antibody 

formats retaining only antigen specificity and lacking a constant region have 

been developed. One of such formats is scFv antibodies offering advantages 

during production and reduced immunogenicity. 

Figure 3.1. Influenza virus life cycle and antibody interference. Upon influenza virus entry 

into the body, HA initiates attachment to the sialylated host cell receptor. Antibodies targeting 

the HA head can interfere with this process by binding near the receptor binding site on HA. 

Endocytosis occurs (if antibody response is not sufficient to inhibit receptor binding) followed 

by pH mediated fusion of endosomal and viral membranes; this latter step can be inhibited by 

HA stem-specific antibodies. If fusion is successful, the virus genome is released to enter the 

nucleus where genome amplification and mRNA production takes place followed by mRNA 

trafficking to cytoplasm for translation. Some of the newly synthesised virus proteins re-enter 

the nucleus to support viral RNA synthesis while other components start coming into close 

proximity with cell surface where immune response might be elicited. Newly formed virions 

egress by budding from the plasma membrane and are released from the cell by NA-mediated 

activity. This step can also be prevented if NA-specific antibodies block the enzyme active site. 

* Indicates stages at which monoclonal antibodies might interfere. 

It has been shown that passive immunization with antibodies against the most 

antigenically relevant virus proteins, delivered pre- or post- exposure to the 

virus via intravenous injection, intranasal inoculation or via virus vectors or in 
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a form of purified protein or nucleic acid can prevent disease and abort the 

virus life cycle in mice, non-human primates and even people (309, 318, 327). 

Currently, only limited information exists on whether antibody therapeutics 

would be a feasible approach for AIV control in poultry. Successful proof-of-

concept development supporting passive immunization effectiveness and 

benefits to poultry could provide a basis and direct further research efforts. 

 

3.1.3. Chapter objectives 

• To assess if scFv antibodies retain their functionality in vivo when 

administered intranasally to poultry 

• To evaluate if scFv antibodies can reduce infection in directly 

challenged birds for the proof-of-principle study 

•  To assess if scFv antibodies can reduce virus shedding into the 

environment and transmission to contact birds  

 

3.2 Results 

 

3.2.1 Intranasal antibody administration leads to reduced 
morbidity in birds 

In chapter 2 it was observed that three out of six anti-HA antibodies tested 

retained their functional activity when converted to scFv format. Out of the 

three useful antibodies, scFv JF7 displayed highest activity in a biologically 

relevant microneutralization assay. Both CG12 and EC12 antibodies had 

variable light and heavy chains belonging to the same germlines and 

maintained similar neutralization profiles when converted to scFvs. When 

converted to full-length immunoglobulins containing mouse Fc regions, EC12 

retained more uniform activity as opposed to CG12 which required much 

higher concentrations in an IgG2a format for a not well-established reason. 
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Therefore, for an assessment of scFv effect on disease manifestation, 

morbidity, and virus transmission in vivo scFvs JF7 and EC12 were chosen.   

In short, naïve, specified pathogen-free (SPF) chickens were divided into five 

groups, three of which contained 20 birds each which were further subdivided 

into subgroups of 10 that received UDL-1/08 virus directly (5 x 105 PFU) or via 

contact. Chickens in group 1 were non-treated and challenged, in group 2 

treated with scFv JF7 (200 µg/dose) and challenged, in group 3 treated with 

scFv EC12 (300 µg/dose) and challenged. Two additional groups were used 

for control purposes that were either scFv treated and non-challenged or non-

treated and non-challenged, with the overall experiment terminated 14 days 

post challenge (Figure 3.2). The two different treatment doses were based on 

slightly different scFv neutralization profiles in vitro and were tailored so that 

the dose would not dramatically exceed 1 mg kg-1 delivered during the initial 

administrations (averaged values for scFv JF7 were 0.666 mg kg-1 and for scFv 

EC12, 1.008 mg kg-1). 
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Figure 3.2. Summary of influenza virus infectivity, transmission, and pathogenicity in 

vivo study design. Two-day old (n=76) Rhode Island Red chickens were divided into five 

groups (n=20/group 1, 2, 3; n=6/group 4; n=10/group 5). All birds were swabbed at 19 days of 

age and birds from groups 1, 2, and 4 intranasally administered with scFv JF7 (group 1) or 

scFv EC12 (group 2 and 4) at day 20. Next day 10 birds from groups 1, 2 and 3 were 

intranasally challenged with 500, 000 PFU mL-1 of UDL-1/08. scFv treatment was continued 

for 7 days post-challenge in groups 1, 2, and 4. At day 4 post challenge 4 birds from groups 

1, 2, 3 and 5 were removed for tissue harvesting. The experiment was terminated at day 35. 

Virus infected birds did not demonstrate observable clinical signs (pale 

comb/wattles, nasal discharge, reddened eyes, snicking, ruffled feathers) in 

any of the groups throughout the length of study. However, differences in 

weight gain patterns on days 3 and 4 post challenge (coinciding with the peak 

of infection as defined by virus shedding), were observable. Amongst directly 

infected and non-treated birds 70% (7/10) and 30% (3/10) of directly infected 

and treated with scFv EC12 lost or did not gain weight on day 3 post-challenge 

(Figure 3.3a). On the other hand, all the birds treated with scFv JF7 were 

continuing to gain weight at day 3 post infection as were non-infected controls. 

This led to statistically significant differences between non-infected and 

infected, non-treated birds or infected, treated with scFv EC12 birds (Figure 

3.3b). In addition, non-treated birds lost weight at a significantly higher rate 

than the scFv JF7 treated group. Nonetheless, two chickens from the latter 
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group lost 7 g and 17 g of weight next day (day 4 post-infection) leading to an 

average of ~2.6% and ~5.2% body mass loss with none of the other directly 

challenged birds continuing to lose weight at this time point (Figure 3.3c).  

All birds serving as contacts that received either scFv JF7 or scFv EC12 were 

continuing to gain weight as opposed to non-treated challenged birds from 

which 30% (3/10) and 10% (1/10) lost or did not gain weight on days 3 and 4 

post-challenge, respectively (Figure 3.3d). In addition, on day 3 post challenge 

non-treated birds infected by contact have also shown body mass loss as 

opposed to non-infected birds or chickens that received scFv EC12 prior and 

during infection (Figure 3.3e). Similarly with directly infected birds, chickens 

infected by contact and treated with scFv JF7 were showing a lag period in 

recovering body weight (Figure 3.3f). 

Overall, weight changes indicated cease in weight gain of non-treated 

chickens infected either directly or by contact at day 3 post-challenge; 

however, all non-treated birds were starting to recover on day 4 post virus 

inoculation. In contrast, scFv JF7 or scFv EC12 treated birds infected directly 

or by sharing the same space, food and staying in proximity did not suffer from 

such a halt in weight gain when percentile average group weight was 

compared. To sum up, scFv prophylaxis and treatment against influenza virus 

ensured overall body mass increase at a steady rate in chickens. 
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Figure 3.3. Weight changes in birds after H92 UDL-01/08 challenge and scFv treatment. 

Birds received scFv JF7 (200 μg/dose) or scFv EC12 (300 μg/dose) by intranasal route 24 

hours before challenge with 5 × 10
5

 PFU of UDL-1/08 followed by daily treatment till day 7 

post virus inoculation. Body weight changes were recorded in grams with an average change 

recorded in a) directly infected and d) contact birds and more emphasis provided on days 3 b, 

e) and 4 c, f) post virus inoculation in b, c) directly infected and e, f) contact birds; non-infected 

and non-treated birds were used as a control with each dot representing an individual bird. 

Levels of significance were based on p-values from Kruskal–Wallis test (p-values of P ≤ 0.05 

were considered significant (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p 

≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001). Mean for each group ± SD indicated where applicable. 
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3.2.2 Intranasal scFv JF7 antibody therapy decreases 
infectious particle virus peak shedding 

Having observed weight differences in chickens receiving antibody 

therapeutics and, the next aim of this study was to test the effect of intranasal 

scFv administration on virus shedding levels. For this purpose, buccal and 

cloacal swabs were collected daily from challenged birds and used in plaque 

assays to determine live virus titers as well as RT- qPCR to identify presence 

of the virus genome.  

Virus recovery from buccal swabs of scFv JF7 treated birds indicated relatively 

similar virus titers for the first four days post-challenge (4600 - 19000 PFU mL-

1) followed by a sharp decline on day 5 post virus inoculation in the directly 

infected group (Figure 3.4a). On the other hand, non-treated birds had a more 

defined peak with higher virus titers on day 3 post-infection (~67500 ± 152101 

PFU mL-1), resulting in significant differences between the two groups (Figure 

3.4e). Virus titers in non-treated infected birds declined more gradually than in 

scFv JF7 treated birds with no more virus observed by day 5 post-challenge. 

Shedding from the cloacal cavity was found to be more sporadic and resulting 

in much lower titers, with virus found in scFv JF7 treated directly infected birds 

starting at day 2 post-infection (~350 ± 1166 PFU mL-1), peaking on day 3 

(~650 ± 1821 PFU mL-1) and gradually decreasing on day 4 (~11 ± 12 PFU 

mL-1) with no more virus found from day 5 post-challenge (Figure 3.4b). Non-

treated birds retained similar virus titers on days 3 (~335 ± 991 PFU mL-1) and 

4 (~23 ± 65 PFU mL-1) post-challenge with the only difference on day 2 when 

none of the swab samples yielded live virus. 

With regards to the contact birds, buccal swabs from those that received scFv 

JF7 indicated a reduced period of virus shedding, as all the birds in the group 

were able to clear virus by day 5 post-infection with the highest shedding 

recorded on days 2 (~9025 ± 10567 PFU mL-1) and 3 (~9100 ± 9328 PFU mL-

1) (Figure 3.4.c). The non- treated counterparts once again had more defined 

shedding peak at day 3 post-challenge (~116000 ± 201695 PFU mL-1) 
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resulting in significant differences (Figure 3.4.e). Although virus titers were 

starting to decrease on day 4 in non-treated chickens swabs, birds were 

continuing to shed virus on day 5 post-challenge (~1125 ± 2208 PFU mL-1) 

from buccal cavities leading to statistically relevant differences at this (Figure 

3.4.f). As with directly infected birds, contacts were also shedding virus 

sporadically from cloacal cavities with virus detected in the non-treated group 

only on day 4 (~20 ± 66 PFU mL-1) but in scFv JF7 treated birds on days 3 

(~50 ± 112 PFU mL-1) and 4 (~25 ± 66 PFU mL-1) post-challenge. Overall, 

these data suggest that intranasal delivery of scFv JF7 can partially limit virus 

replication and shorten the infectious virus shedding period in both directly 

infected and contact birds. 
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Figure 3.4. Virus shedding from buccal and cloacal cavity in scFv JF7 treated and non-

treated birds. Chickens were infected with 5 × 10
5

 PFU of UDL-1/08 and daily administered 

with 200 μg/dose of scFv JF7 by intranasal route starting at day -1 and continued until day 7 

post-challenge. Viral titers were determined by plaque forming assay. Mean infectious virus 

titers from a) buccal and b) cloacal cavities of directly infected birds; c) Mean infectious virus 

titers from buccal and d) cloacal cavities of contact birds; e) buccal shedding titers from directly 

infected and contact birds at day 3 and f) day 5 post-challenge with each dot representing 

individual bird. Levels of significance were based on p-values from Kruskal–Wallis test 

(Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001). 

Mean for each group ± SD indicated where applicable. 
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3.2.3 Intranasal scFv EC12 antibody therapy decreases 
peak virus shedding but prolongs its duration 

To evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of scFv EC12, a similar experiment was 

performed. As indicated in section 3.2.2, live virus recovery from buccal swabs 

of non-treated directly infected birds reached peak titers at day 3 post-

challenge, followed by a sharp decline and complete virus clearance by day 5 

post-infection (Figure 3.5.a). EC12 treated birds were found to contain 

marginally lower titers of infectious virus particles throughout the infection 

except from day 3 post-challenge (~5250 ± 4421 PFU mL-1) when differences 

between treated and non-treated directly infected birds differed by at least 10-

fold and were found to be significant. All virus in the scFv EC12 receiving group 

was cleared by day 5 (Figure 3.5.a). Next, virus titers were measured in cloacal 

swabs, indicating minimal shedding on day 3 and 4 post-infection in both 

groups with higher titers found on day 3 post virus inoculation, but with only 

marginal differences between two groups (Figure 3.5.b).  

In scFv EC12 treated birds infected by contact, virus titers remained lower than 

in non-treated birds until day 4 post-challenge, with significantly lower titers 

found only on day 3 post-infection (~2525 ± 6233 PFU mL-1) (Figure 3.5.c). 

Interestingly, some of the treated birds were found to have more persistent 

virus replication as indicated by continuous shedding till day 6 post-challenge 

(~120 ± 216 PFU mL-1). A similar virus shedding profile was also found after 

assessment of cloacal swabs, with birds that received scFv EC12 continuing 

to shed virus on days 4 (~700 ± 2213 PFU mL-1) and 5 (~2 ± 4 PFU mL-1) post-

challenge as opposed to non-treated birds which were only positive for live 

virus on day 4 (Figure 3.5.d). However, cloacal sampling was only sporadic 

with only 1 out of 10 and 1 out of 6 birds being positive in the treated group on 

respective days. In general, scFv EC12 was found to supress virus shedding 

during the peak of infection in both directly infected  
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and contact groups, but it potentially also contributed to more persistent 

infection in a fraction of the contact birds. 
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Figure 3.5. Virus shedding from buccal and cloacal cavity in scFv EC12 treated and non-

treated birds. Chickens were infected with 5 × 10
5

 PFU of UDL-1/08 and daily administered 

with 300 μg/dose of scFv EC12 by intranasal route staring at day -1 and continued until day 7 

post-challenge. Viral titers were determined by plaque forming assay. Mean infectious virus 

titers from a) buccal and b) cloacal cavities of directly infected birds; c) Mean infectious virus 

titers from buccal and d) cloacal cavities of contact birds; e) buccal shedding titers from directly 

infected and contact birds at day 3 post-challenge and f) day 6 post-challenge with each dot 

representing individual bird. Levels of significance were based on p-values from Kruskal–

Wallis test (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p 

≤ 0.0001). Mean for each group ± SD indicated where applicable. 
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3.2.4 Differences in virus titers in buccal swab samples 
can be seen by ELISA 

To further confirm differences seen by plaque assay, day 3 post-challenge 

swab samples were subjected to ELISA for viral antigen. Briefly, an assay was 

developed using swab samples for ELISA plate coating in duplicates and 

probing by anti-NP antibody for virus. OD 450/630 nm values were read and 

used for further analysis. The results, indeed, indicated statistically significant 

differences between scFv JF7 or EC12 treated and non-treated birds infected 

directly or by contact, and scFv EC12 treated and non-treated birds infected 

by contact (Figure 3.6.a, b). Nevertheless, this statistically significant 

difference was found to disappear between contact infected scFv JF7 treated 

and non-treated birds, reflecting the poor significance value (p=0.0222) 

observed previously by plaque forming assay (Figure 3.4.c). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Virus antigen levels in buccal swab samples measured by ELISA. Viral titers 

were determined by measuring levels of NP protein by  an anti-NP specific monoclonal 

antibody. OD450/630 values comparing a) scFv JF7 treated vs non-treated birds infected 

directly or by contact and b) scFv EC12 treated vs non-treated birds infected directly or by 

contact were assessed. Levels of significance were based on p-values from Kruskal–Wallis 

test (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 

0.0001). Mean for each group ± SD indicated where applicable.  
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Overall, this indicates that the NP ELISA could be used to measure virus levels 

for an initial analysis, providing a good indication for results, but another 

method of confirmation might be needed to check for assay-to-assay 

variability.  

3.2.5  Intranasal scFv administration does not affect the 
ability of virus to reach and replicate in internal 
organs 

The known tropism of avian inflluenza virus towards the respiratory tract and 

digestive system of poultry led us to investigate if scFvs could limit virus 

dissemination in vivo. For this purpose, some of the most susceptible tissues 

including nasal turbinates, trachea, lung, spleen and cecal tonsils were 

harvested at day 4 post-challenge and snap frozen prior to subsequent 

homogenisation and live virus titration by plaque assay. No infectious virus 

particles were found in lung, spleen or cecal tonsils (data not shown), however, 

low levels were recovered from nasal turbinates and trachea (Figure 3.7). With 

regards to nasal turbinates, virus was found in 1 out of 4 birds treated with 

scFv JF7 infected directly or by contact as opposed to 2 out of 4 and 3 out of 

4 birds that were non-treated and infected directly or by contact, respectively 

(Figure 3.7.a). On the other hand, none of the scFv EC12 treated birds that 

received virus inoculum were positive for infectious influenza particles in nasal 

turbinates whereas 3 out of 4 contacts had virus to an average level of ~112 ± 

159 PFU mL-1. Virus recovery from tracheas replicated the same situation of 

nasal turbinates within scFv JF7 treated groups and the non-treated directly 

infected group, while only 1 out of 4 birds from non-treated contacts was found 

to have virus in the trachea (Figure 3.7.b). As seen previously, none of the 

directly infected birds treated with scFv EC12 had virus in trachea and only 1 

out of 4 was positive in contacts group. To sum up, it appeared that virus 

dissemination was more profound in superficial tissues and primary sites of 

infection such as nasal turbinates rather than internal organs with fewer birds 
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testing positive if they were treated with scFv JF7 or scFv EC12 and infected 

directly. This effect was not large enough to conclude that scFv treatment had 

any major effect on virus dissemination in vivo however. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Virus detection in tissues from scFv JF7, scFv EC12 treated and non-treated 

birds. Chickens were infected with 5 × 10
5

 PFU of UDL-1/08 and daily administered with 200 

μg/dose of scFv JF7 by intranasal route starting at day -1 and continued until day 7 post-

challenge. Viral titers were determined by plaque forming assay in a) nasal turbinates and b) 

trachea collected at day 4 post challenge. Levels of significance were based on p-values from 

Kruskal–Wallis test with p-values of P ≤ 0.05 were considered significant (Nonsignificant (Ns) 

= p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001). Mean for each group 

± SD indicated where applicable. 

3.2.6 Virus genome measurement confirms differences in 
virus levels during the peak infection, and prolonged 
shedding in scFv EC12 treated birds infected by 
contact 

To further investigate if the differences in virus replication between treated and 

non-treated birds could be seen, RT-qPCR to measure M gene transcripts was 

performed on RNA extracted from buccal swab samples and compared to a 

segment standard curve to calculate genome copy numbers. M gene transcript 
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levels were found to remain similar throughout days 1 to 6 post challenge in 

scFv JF7 treated birds infected directly or by contact, while non-treated birds 

were found to have higher genome levels on day 1 post challenge that started 

to decrease from day 2 onwards (Figure 3.8 a, b). Importantly, agreeing with 

what was seen by plaque assays, statistically significant differences between 

challenged scFv JF7 treated and non-treated birds were found on day 3 post-

infection regardless of the route of infection. In addition, a significant difference 

was found on day 1 post-challenge in the directly infected group, with more M 

gene transcripts observed within non-treated birds. Conversely, the difference 

seen on day 5 post virus inoculation in the contact group was found to be 

insignificant by genome copy number assessment. Similarly, statistically 

significant differences on day 1 post-infection were found between non-treated 

and scFv EC12 treated birds infected directly or by contacts, which was not 

observed by live virus titration (Figure 3.8 c, d). On the other hand, differences 

on day 3 post-challenge between scFv EC12 treated and non-treated birds 

retained statistical significance in directly infected or contact birds. In addition, 

an increase of M gene transcripts in scFv EC12 treated birds was noted on 

day 5 post-infection. Overall, this indicates that both live virus and M gene 

transcripts levels were impacted by scFv treatment during the peak of 

infection. 
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Figure 3.8. Virus M gene transcript levels in buccal swab samples. RNA was extracted 

from buccal swab samples and RT-qPCR performed to measure M gene transcripts in a) scFv 

JF7 treated vs non treated birds infected directly; b) scFv JF7 treated vs non treated birds 

infected by contact; c) scFv EC12 treated vs non treated birds infected directly; d) scFv EC12 

treated vs non treated birds infected by contact. Kruskal–Wallis test with p-values of P ≤ 0.05 

were considered significant (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p 

≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001).  ± SD indicated where applicable. 

 

3.2.7 All birds become seroconverted after virus challenge 
regardless of scFv therapy 

Next, this study aimed to see if antibody therapeutics would not impede 

immune response generation in challenged birds, as the protective scFv 

efficacy was not sufficient to completely halt virus replication. Hemagglutinin 

inhibition (HAI) assays were performed using homologous UDL-1/08 virus with 
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pre-infection serum and serum collected on days 4 and 14 post-challenge. As 

expected, none of the birds before infection had antibodies able to bind to HA 

and, therefore, inhibit subsequent red blood cell agglutination (Figure 3.9.a). 

An immune response could be detected on day 4 post-infection, with relatively 

higher titers in directly infected groups than in contact birds regardless of 

whether scFv treatment was administered or not (Figure 3.9.b). Interestingly, 

higher HAI titers at day 4 post-infection (indicating earlier seroconversion) 

were found in chickens that had lower virus levels (as suggested from swab 

samples and tissues), such as scFv JF7 contact birds than scFv EC12 treated 

or non-treated birds that were previously found to contain higher infectious 

virus levels. Nevertheless, all birds had seroconverted (using a cut-off for 

seroconversion defined as HI > Log
2
4) by day 14 post-challenge, with HAI titers 

ranging between 256 and 4096 with no differences found between groups 

(Figure 3.9.c). These data suggest that scFv prophylaxis and therapy does not 

delay or interfere with immune response generation if therapy is not 100% 

efficient. 

 

Figure 3.9. HI titers of (non)challenged and scFv treated or non-treated birds. HI titers 

were measured to assess pre-infection levels and post-infection seroconversion at various 

time points including a) two days before challenge, b) 4 days post-challenge and c) 14 days 

post-challenge. HI > Log
2
4 was considered positive indicated by dotted line. Mean for each 

group ± SD indicated where applicable. 
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3.2.8 Higher inflammatory responses were formed within 
non-treated bird group 

The effect of scFv administration on cytokine induction during the virus 

infection was tested next. Levels of proinflammatory gene transcripts encoding 

IL-4, IL-6 and IFNγ were measured by RT-qPCR using RNA derived from 

tissue samples representing the main sites of infection or immune response, 

including nasal turbinates, trachea, lung, spleen and cecal tonsils harvested at 

day 4 post-challenge. 28S ribosomal RNA was used as a reference host 

transcript for data normalisation. No amplification was detected for IL-4 gene 

transcripts in any of the tissues; in addition, no amplification was found for IL-

6 cytokine transcripts in nasal turbinates (data not shown). Although, IFNγ 

gene transcripts were amplified successfully no differences were found in IFNγ 

response in any of the tissues for any of the birds over the background of 

controls as indicated in Figure 3.10. Comparison of 40 - ΔCT values in IL-6 

responses, correlating to T-cell differentiation and B-cell maturation, revealed 

no changes in respiratory tract organs (trachea and lung) over the background 

levels of non-infected birds (Figure 3.11 a, d). The same outcome was found 

when IL-6 transcripts were measured within cecal tonsils; however, patterns of 

IL-6 induction were significantly different within spleen tissue (Figure 3.11 b, 

c), which is considered to be a peripheral lymphoid organ in chickens (413). 

Differences in IL-6 responses were found between non-infected and non-

treated birds infected directly or by contact, as well as between non-treated 

and treated with scFv JF7 antibody groups infected either after direct virus 

inoculation or by space sharing and proximity (Figure 3.11 c). On the other 

hand, there were no significant differences between non-treated and scFv 

EC12 treated birds suggesting IL-6 induction in the latter group regardless of 

the route of infection (Figure 3.11 c). In conclusion, IL-6 transcript levels in 

spleen correlated with lower virus replication seen in swab samples and 
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suggests a more widespread inflammatory state in non-treated UDL-1/08 virus 

challenged birds. 

Figure 3.10. IFNγ mRNA expression in tissues of (non)challenged and scFv treated or 

non-treated birds. RNA was extracted from bird tissues a) spleen; b) cecal tonsils; c) lungs; 

d) trachea; e) nasal tissue and RT-qPCR performed for the IFNγ transcripts as well as 28S 

rRNA as a reference RNA. Values are represented as 40-ΔCT values after normalization to 

28S rRNA with means for each group indicated. A one-way ordinary ANOVA test was run for 

statistical analysis. p-values of P ≤ 0.05 were considered significant (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p 

> 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001). 
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Figure 3.11. IL-6 mRNA expression in tissues of (non)challenged and scFv treated or 

non-treated birds. RNA was extracted from bird tissues a) spleen; b) cecal tonsils; c) lungs; 

d) trachea and RT-qPCR performed for the IL-6 transcripts as well as 28S rRNA as a reference 

RNA. Values are represented as 40-ΔCT values after normalization to 28S rRNA with means 

for each group indicated. A one-way ordinary ANOVA test was run for statistical analysis. p-

values of P < 0.05 were considered significant (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** 

= p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001). 
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3.2.9 scFv therapeutics induce virus escape mutant 
formation 

The previously seen trend of prolonged infection in scFv EC12 treated 

chickens infected by contact led to the hypothesis that viral escape mutants 

might be formed after the challenge, following treatment of antibodies binding 

next to the HA RBS. This was tested by HA1 gene sequencing using nucleic 

acid recovered from day 4 post-infection swab samples from the birds 

confirmed to carry the highest virus loads from each group. This included 5 

samples (2 direct and 3 contacts) from the group treated with scFv JF7, 6 

samples (2 direct and 4 contacts) from scFv EC12-treated group and 4 (2 direct 

and 2 contacts) from the non-treated control group. The virus inoculum used 

to challenge birds served as a further control. All sequences were aligned with 

the UDL-1/08 HA gene sequence deposited in the NCBI database (accession 

number CY038466). No changes from the publicly available sequence were 

found in the virus that was used for inoculation or in the swab samples from 

non-treated birds, whether infected directly or by contact. Contrarily, some 

virus samples from birds that received scFv JF7 or EC12 treatment were found 

to carry three simultaneously occurring non-synonymous single point 

mutations causing the following amino acid changes: K147N, L212P, I217T 

(H9 numbering used throughout) (Figure 3.12 b, c, d). Mutations were found 

in 1 out of 5 samples from the scFv JF7 treated group in the swab belonging 

to a directly infected bird and in 2 out of 6 samples (1 directly infected and 1 

contact) from scFv EC12 treated birds. Importantly, mutations at positions 212 

and 217 are located near the HA RBS (Figure 3.12. a) and have been 

previously implicated in immune escape variant formation (together with other 

amino acid changes at positions 145, 183, 234) when UDL-1/08 was cultured 

in the presence of hybridoma derived antibodies in vitro (330). Position 147 is 

located outside of RBS. Overall, data – the data support the hypothesis that 

escape mutants were generated by the scFv treatment. 
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To analyse if the mutations found here were relevant only to this study or are 

present in already circulating H9 subtypes, HA gene sequences deposited to 

publicly available Influenza Research database were analysed to compare 

amino acid variation at residues 147, 212 and 217. Alignment of 6500 H9 HA 

sequences available and extracted from Influenza Research Database (no 

filter for date range or geographical restrictions for sequences was applied) 

showed the consensus amino acid at position 147 being Lys, followed by a 

small fraction of viruses containing Glu, Asn, Arg, Gln and Thr (Table 3.1). On 

the other hand, position 212 was dominated by Leu with the next most common 

residues being Ile, Arg, His, Pro and Phe, while Met was the most common 

amino acid at position 217 but with a high incidence of Gln, Ile and Thr. Thus 

all mutations that occurred in this study are substitutions to residues that are 

present in viruses naturally circulating in poultry.  
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Figure 3.12. Locations of mutant residues and sequencing traces. a) HA head is in grey, 

receptor binding site (RBS) in red with highlighted residues P92, G128, T129, S130, S131, 

A132, W143, N173, V180, L184, Y185, N214, G215, L216, G218 and R219. Mutations 

recorded in this study are in yellow at positions 147, 212 and 217. Mutations found previously 

with monoclonal antibodies derived from hybridoma clones F965-ID2, F965-JF7 and F965-

EC12 are in blue. Numbering and figure is based on mature H9 protein (PDB ID 1JSD), and 

figure generated using PyMOL software. b) K147N resulting from one nucleotide substitution; 

c) L212P resulting from one nucleotide substitution; d) I217T resulting from one nucleotide 

substitution 

Table 3.1. Analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms within the H9 HA gene. 6500 H9 

HA sequences were downloaded from the Influenza Research Database and the incidence of 

each amino acid at positions 147, 212 and 217 assessed. 

 

In general, even though scFv can limit virus replication to some extent, 

identification of virus mutants formed following scFv treatment suggests single 

antibody administration is likely to induce faster antigenic drift due to pressure 
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generated only towards a single antigenic epitope. This indicates a need for 

careful selection of therapeutic antibodies. 

3.3 Discussion 

The assessment of the therapeutic potency in vivo of two HA1 targeting 

antibodies performed herein is a follow up from Chapter 2, where monoclonal 

antibodies and their scFvs were generated recombinantly using hybridoma 

derived immunoglobulin variable domain sequences and characterised for 

specificity against an array of H9N2 viruses (330). On the basis that passive 

immunization would be aimed at poultry, chickens, being economically and 

epidemiologically important hosts of AIV (406, 414, 415), were selected as an 

animal model for this study. In short, after assessment of live virus titers 

measured by plaque assays and M gene transcript levels measured by RT-

qPCR, it was found that scFv prophylaxis and treatment led to lower virus titers 

in buccal swabs during the critical stages of infection (more specifically day 3 

post-challenge) when compared to non-treated controls. In addition, scFv JF7 

treated birds infected by contact had a reduced virus shedding period while 

scFv EC12 treated, directly infected birds had a slightly earlier infection peak. 

This also affected weight gain patterns, indicating a lower disease burden in 

birds that received passive immunization. This could be an important factor 

considering the impact and value of each gram lost per bird and the total 

amount it would contribute to if the whole poultry chain was affected.  

Interestingly, estimation of M gene transcript levels showed higher amounts of 

virus genome in non-treated birds at day 1 post-infection that was not 

observable by plaque assay, suggesting either a higher level of non-infectious 

particles containing genome generated during this initial stage post-challenge 

in non-treated birds, or perhaps the result of non-standardised RNA 

concentrations used for RT-qPCR. In addition, it was noted that scFv 

administration did not impact natural immune response formation after 
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intranasal challenge as assessed by seroconversion levels, also agreeing with 

previous reports that indicate day 4 post-infection as a starting point for positive 

HI titers in chickens (416). As all birds became seroconverted after the 

challenge it would be interesting to investigate if scFv treatment and induction 

of virus escape mutants has led to generation of potentially more cross-

reactive serum with heterologous HA antigens. In this instance, this was 

outside the scope of the project. 

Several similar studies investigating monoclonal antibody efficacy against HA 

of influenza virus have been performed in other species including but not 

limited to mice, ferrets, non-human primates, swine and even humans, 

demonstrating the potential for this approach (150, 155, 327, 417). Although a 

few studies tried to assess the effect of antibodies targeting other virus 

antigens such as NA, NP or M, with some demonstrated success, the major 

focus remains on HA due to high antigen exposure and easy access for 

monoclonal antibodies that can support a robust inhibitory effect (417-419). 

However, the limitation of anti-HA antibodies often comes at a cost of antigenic 

flexibility allowing virus escape mutant formation (327, 420), as also likely seen 

in this study. To avoid this, HA2 subunit specific antibodies are preferred over 

HA1 targeting immunoglobulins for two major reasons: i) higher HA2 

conservation amongst heterologous viruses increases antibody breadth; ii) 

higher conservation comes at greater fitness costs for the virus to form immune 

escape mutants (143, 332, 334). Such broadly neutralizing antibodies can be 

exemplified by MEDI8852, CR6261 or F16 that are more likely to interfere with 

virion and endosomal membrane fusion rather than initial attachment to the 

host receptor(153, 332, 334). Nevertheless, in several instances the activity of 

broadly neutralizing antibodies has been demonstrated to depend on Fc-

region function, restricting the species in which a particular immunoglobulin 

would remain functional (149, 150, 229). In addition, although HA is the major 

antigenic determinant of influenza virus, epitopes located within the HA stem 
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are often of limited accessibility, partially compromising usage of such 

antibodies and potentially necessitating increase in dosages for administration 

and thus associated costs for antibody production. It is expected that 

antibodies in this study were inhibitory during initial virus attachment rather 

than later stages. 

scFv antibody format was chosen for passive immunization purposes after it 

was shown to be as effective at neutralising virus as full-length monoclonal 

antibody in vitro in Chapter 2, with the anticipation that the scFv functional 

profile would remain similar in vivo. Obtaining proof-of-principle that scFv 

antibodies can retain functionality in vivo was aimed to establish a future 

premise to generate a ‘polyclonal’ antibody format containing several scFvs 

targeting different virus epitopes and, therefore, increasing the breadth and 

versatility of antibody therapeutics. Such multivalent molecule generation 

would aid not only in targeting multiple epitopes but would also contribute to 

higher stability and pharmokinetical profile due to an increased molecule size. 

Similar concepts have been looked at with single domain antibodies, as 

illustrated by the generation of multivalent MD3606 antibody and its 

subsequent linkage to a human IgG1 Fc-region, or by generation of FLU BiTE 

by fusing two different specificity antibodies (421, 422). The short in vivo half-

life of scFvs is one of the main reasons this antibody format is rarely chosen 

for therapeutic purposes (423). This study did not investigate the half-life of 

scFvs in chickens after intranasal delivery, although it could be a rate limiting 

step that decreases treatment efficacy.  

Intranasal antibody administration was chosen as it has previously been 

demonstrated to be superior to systemic delivery in mice models, providing 

complete protection against lethal challenge (166, 424, 425). Such high 

potency with intranasal delivery can be explained by interference with the 

virus-cycle at the primary site of infection. In this study, 200 µg/dose and 300 
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µg/dose of scFv JF7 and EC12 were chosen, respectively, so as not to exceed 

1 mg kg-1 dosage at any time point during infection. Alternative delivery 

measures to be considered should be aerosols, that would significantly reduce 

labour costs, and which might ensure better distribution into the target organs 

such as lungs (328, 426). Mass vaccination of chickens using aerosols is an 

approved method in large poultry flocks. Alternatively, antibody incorporation 

into the food pellets could be considered, as LPAI H9N2 infection has a tropism 

for the gastrointestinal tract (GI) in poultry as has been demonstrated by 

several studies (427, 428) and suggested by the cloacal virus shedding seen 

in this study. Although a similar approach has been developed and shown to 

be effective using genetically transgenic pea shred expressing antibody 

against Eimeria (171), the feasibility of such approach for treatment of AIV 

remains to be investigated. Specifically, the questions of antibody levels 

generated and subsequent stability during food processing and storage need 

to be addressed, in addition to antibody stability in the low pH of the GI. 

However, while both approaches benefit mass vaccination, they have the 

major drawback of uncontrollable dosage, which might be crucial for antibody 

therapeutics to avoid virus mutant formation. This study has shown that 

intranasal antibody delivery to birds led to altered virus shedding kinetics 

possibly due to antibody starting to act in nasal passages where the virus 

naturally replicates, but it remains to be analysed which administration route 

would be the most advantageous for passive immunization in farmed animals. 

In addition, having observed virus mutant formation in the first four days of 

infection and virus clearance within five to six days, for the future it might be 

beneficial to use the highest antibody concentration possible for the shortest 

amount of time (preferably only first two to three days post challenge) - such 

precise timing, however, might become challenging in natural ‘field’ conditions. 

Nevertheless, antibody therapeutics can be delivered not only in a purified 

protein format, but also as a nucleic acid with multiple studies reporting efficient 

protection and high levels of long-term antibody secretion systemically using 
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this approach (175, 429, 430). In addition, this can significantly reduce 

production costs. Viral vectored immunoprophylaxis using viral vectors that are 

already administered to poultry at early age, such as herpesvirus of turkeys or 

Newcastle disease virus encoding an antibody gene that gets expressed in 

vivo could be yet another approach which would provide extra layer of 

protection from an early age, when maternal antibodies are present at low 

levels but the bird’s immunity is not fully formed (177, 431). Success with a 

persistently expressed scFv antibody carrying hydrolytic activity towards RNA 

and DNA viruses has been demonstrated by generating a transgenic chicken 

line (114).  

To investigate if scFv administration would interfere with cellular immune 

response formation and to assess any underlaying signs of infection, pro-

inflammatory cytokine transcripts levels were assessed by RT-qPCR. Results 

indicated IL-6 upregulation in challenged, non-treated or infected, scFv EC12 

treated birds’ spleens, indicating more widespread inflammation status in 

those animals. Elevated IL-6 levels in internal organs including the spleen in 

H9N2 infected birds or serum samples of influenza virus infected primates has 

been observed previously (327, 432). No changes in IFNγ response over the 

background of non-infected animal samples was observed here. Similar 

outcomes measuring IFNγ transcript upregulation in peripheral blood 

lymphocytes were reported previously, with cytotoxicity-associated gene 

induction after 7 days post-infection (433). In addition, when day 4 post-

challenge samples were assessed for IL4, another pro-inflammatory cytokine 

IL-4 corresponding to T helper 2 response induction, levels were undetectable, 

agreeing with what has been demonstrated previously from primate serum 

samples  (327). Furthermore, no changes in IL-4 expression in chickens 

following H9N2 infection has also been described elsewhere (433). 
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Analysing virus shedding results, it was observed that scFv EC12 treated 

chickens had a prolonged shedding profile which was hypothesised to be 

caused by virus escape mutant formation. This was supported by Sanger 

sequencing of the HA1 domain from these virus samples. Interestingly, three 

mutations identified (K147N, L212P, I217T) were found in both scFv EC12 and 

scFv JF7 treated birds, suggesting similar binding epitopes by both antibodies. 

Escape mutant formation at day 5 post influenza virus infection in monoclonal 

antibody treated animals has been demonstrated by Itoh et al (327). From the 

samples analysed here, all mutations were found to occur simultaneously, 

indicating that potentially some of the sites, in particular 147 might represent a 

compensatory mutation rather than being induced due to direct interaction with 

antibody. Any effect of the mutations’ impact on virus fitness remains to be 

addressed (as well as a direct test that they affect scFv-binding); however, it 

would not be expected to result in higher pathogenicity as all scFv JF7 and 

scFv EC12 treated birds cleared virus infection successfully. From the data 

gathered, it appears that the mutations arose soon after infection, as both 

directly infected and contact birds were found to harbour virus with the 

substitutions within HA1. It is not expected that the escape mutations 

increased virus transmission, as treated contact birds had virus titers similar 

and to some extent lower than non-treated chickens. To address whether the 

mutations introduced would significantly affect virus replication, it would be 

beneficial to rescue the presumed virus escape mutants and characterise them 

in cell culture. In addition, NGS sequencing could be performed to detect if any 

further minor virus populations were present. It is possible to predict and 

reduce the likelihood of such phenomenon by standard in vitro techniques 

allowing selection of the antibody combination least likely to generate escape 

mutants. Indeed, analogous mutations at positions 212 and 217 have been 

reported to occur in vitro using full length monoclonal antibodies; however, 

those mutations coincided with changes in other positions such as 145, 183 or 

234, which were not found to change in vivo after the first round of infection 
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(330). In addition, position 147 was found only to change in vivo here, but not 

in vitro in the published study (330).  

Having analysed single nucleotide polymorphisms of H9N2 viruses detected 

in nature it was found that all three mutations can occur naturally, and this 

study did not generate mutations that have not been previously circulating in 

poultry, based on 6500 H9 HA sequences submitted to the Influenza Research 

Database. Noteworthy, positions 217 was much more permissive to variation 

than positions 147 and 212, indicating a higher likelihood of this position to be 

involved in natural virus antigenic repertoire formation. In addition, previous 

work has demonstrated that all three mutations are involved in antigenic 

residue formation which when occurring separately, were proven to not induce 

significant changes in HAI assays with UDL-1/08 antisera (330, 434, 435). A 

literature analysis of mutated residue contribution to HA function revealed 

position 217 as being involved in receptor binding and mammalian adaptation 

in multiple subtypes, suggesting a change from Met to Thr might have led to 

differences in preference for sialylated receptors, although the exact role of 

Met at this position remains to be determined (436, 437). Less evidence exists 

on how the amino acid side chains at positions 147 and 212 contribution to 

virus antigenicity, virulence, or immunogenicity.  

To sum up, as a proof-of-concept, this chapter has shown that antibody 

therapeutics against HA could be used to tackle avian influenza virus, 

suggesting similar strategy could also be applicable for other virus pathogens 

affecting poultry. Although, HA head targeting antibodies might induce virus 

evolution, it is anticipated that the combination of several such antibodies 

would reduce level of antigenic changes or would result in fitness impairment 

of progeny virus.  
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Chapter 4 WOULD HERPESVIRUS OF 
TURKEYS ACT AS AN EFFICIENT 
VIRAL VECTOR FOR THERAPEUTIC 
ANTIBODY EXPRESSION IN VITRO 
AND IN VIVO? 

Current control measures for avian influenza virus in poultry include 

vaccination with the antigen of choice. Previously, this study has shown that 

passive immunization with scFv antibodies targeting HA head can limit virus 

replication in birds but induce virus escape mutant generation. Herein, 

herpesvirus of turkeys (HVT) was investigated as a potential vector for delivery 

of encoded protective antibodies in poultry. For this purpose, an alpaca derived 

VHH antibody known to bind to HA stem and to cross neutralize multiple virus 

subtypes was chosen and converted to bivalent format. Antibody was 

produced in S2 cell culture and assessed for functional activity prior to 

targeted, CRISPR-Cas9 based, insertion into the HVT vector. Virus was 

rescued in CEF cells and passaged for 20 times to assess insert stability and 

recombinant virus growth kinetics. Antibody expression levels remained 

sufficient after multiple passages, but virus growth kinetics were altered. 

Nevertheless, rHVT was used to observe if virus could replicate in ovo and in 

vivo and express sufficient antibody titers in birds. A tolerability study 

performed in hatched birds revealed antibody not being secreted to detectable 

levels at a time points when samples were obtained but an anti-antibody 

response was found to be mounted. These data indicate that HVT virus can 

be used for antibody production purposes in vitro but it cannot act as sufficient 

means of antibody gene delivery to birds to the best of this work knowledge. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

4.1.1 Vectored antibody gene transfer 

One of the solutions for high production cost and a need of repeated 

administrations for recombinant therapeutic antibodies is viral mediated 

antibody gene transfer also referred as vectored immunoprophylaxis (VIP). 

This approach can ensure continuous release of desired antibodies into target 

tissues or systemically. Nevertheless, pre-existing immunity towards the virus 

vector and its possible immunogenicity are amongst possible issues (438). 

Currently adeno-associated virus (AAV) is preferred means for the 

development of gene therapy strategies against multiple chronic illnesses and 

some acute infectious diseases affecting humans (439-441). Numerous 

studies in mice and non-human primates have shown recombinant AAV 

(rAAV) vectors providing long term, high level expression of transgenes in vivo  

(175, 442, 443). In addition, with regards to rAAV use for VIP purposes 

challenge models have been established and shown that therapeutic 

antibodies against viral pathogens such as HIV or influenza viruses, can 

protect animals against disease development and limit its further spread (173, 

175, 185, 442). Despite these findings, the veterinary field prefers and has 

approved the use for distinct viral vectors.  

 

4.1.2 Avian viral vectors 

Poxvirus vectors represented by fowlpox, herpesvirus vectors including avian 

infectious laryngotracheitis virus, herpesvirus of turkeys and duck enteritis 

virus, paramyxovirus and adenovirus vector families exemplified by Newcastle 

disease virus and avian adenovirus respectively, - have all been used as viral 

vectors against heterologous avian pathogens (177, 178, 444-446). Amongst 
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all herpesvirus of turkeys (HVT) also known as maleagrid herpesvirus 1 has 

shown an exceptional potential in development of viral vectored poultry 

vaccines as illustrated by licensing and commercialisation of Vaxxitex HVT + 

IBD, Poulvac Procerta HVT ND and Vectormune® AI (447-449). Being 

genetically and antigenically related to Marek’s disease virus (MDV) that 

causes persistent, apathogenic infections in chickens HVT provides protection 

against MD (450). HVT, similarly to other herpesviruses, contains double 

stranded DNA genome that is divided into unique short (US) and unique long 

(UL) regions encoding nearly 100 proteins (450). Some of the sites within HVT 

genome are classified as ‘non – essential’ (i.e., US1, US2, US10, UL3/4, 

UL45/46, and thymidine kinase (TK) loci) which, therefore, can sustain 

insertion of foreign genes and facilitate production of viral vectored vaccines 

offering synergistic effect and simultaneous protection against MD and antigen 

of choice (431, 451). 

 

4.1.3 Approaches for viral vector generation 

Strategies for recombinant HVT generation employed in the past include 

homologous recombination, bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) or fosmid 

vectors (452, 453). However, development of clustered regularly interspaced 

short polindromic repeat (CRISPR) – CRISPR associated protein 9 (Cas9) 

technology allows to achieve more precise genome editing in a time and labour 

efficient manner (454). It is based on Streptococcus pyogenes immune system 

mechanism wherein all foreign sequences are memorized by CRISPR DNA 

family which later facilitates exogenous DNA recognition by guide RNA (gRNA) 

and its cleavage by DNA endonuclease enzyme – Cas9 (455-457). Design of 

gRNA complimentary to the sequence of interest and its insertion into an 

expression plasmid carrying Cas9 enzyme ensures targeted introduction of 

double stranded DNA breaks in transfected cells. Deletions or insertions can 
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be generated within the target genome mediated via non-homologous end 

joining (NHEJ) or homology directed repair (HDR) (458). NHEJ is an error 

prone mechanism of direct broken ends ligation leading to high rates of 

unspecific changes (insertions or deletions) which often have detrimental 

effects (459). On the other hand, HDR-dependent CRIPR/Cas9 requires 

homology arms which facilitate accurate repair allowing more specific genome 

modifications (460). 

 

4.1.4 Chapter objectives 

• Production of broadly neutralising antibody and its characterization in 

vitro. 

• Generation of recombinant HVT viral vector carrying broadly 

neutralising antibody using a CRISPR/Cas9 approach. 

• Characterisation of a recombinant HVT virus ability to express the 

transgene in vitro and investigate how this affects viral replication. 

• Evaluation of recombinant HVT as viral vector for vectored 

immunoprophylaxis purposes in ovo and in vivo. 

 

4.2  Results 

 

4.2.1 R1aB6 bivalent antibody generation as purified 
protein 

Having observed HA head binding scFvs promoting virus escape mutant 

generation it was sought to replace antibody fragments derived from 

hybridomas with HA stem region (HA2) binding VHH antibodies carrying higher 

cross-reactivity with diverse AI viruses and potentially having reduced impact 

on virus escape mutant formation due to interaction with more conserved 
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epitopes. For this purpose, bivalent R1aB6 antibody was chosen which was 

previously described as potent broad cross-subtype neutralizing antibody 

recovered from 2009 A(H1N1) HA immunized alpacas and which sequence 

was kindly obtained from Simon E. Hufton, NIBSC (461). As described in 

section 2.1.2 bivalent R1aB6 antibody was produced in S2 cell culture 

supernatant and its purity was assessed by SDS-PAGE. A single band 

observed at ~30 kDa indicated no contaminants present in eluted and dialysed 

protein (Figure 2.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. SDS-PAGE of R1aB6 bivalent VHH antibody. Antibody was purified from S2 cell 

culture supernatant and dialysed into PBS pH 7.4 after purification. 5 µg of purified protein 

was mixed with protein loading buffer, and denatured. Purified nanobody was run on 12% Bis 

– Tris polyacrylamide resolving gel and visualised by Coomassie blue staining 

4.2.2 R1aB6 bivalent antibody shows binding to H9N2 and 
cross-reactive neutralization profile  

Following the overall focus of the study in generation of therapeutic 

approaches for AIV purified bivalent R1aB6 antibody affinity towards the panel 

of H9N2 and H5N1 viruses was assessed. Six H5N1 viruses chosen were 

representatives of major H5 HA clades while H9N2 viruses remained same as 
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in Chapter 2. ELISAs were performed as described previously (section 

2.1.2.2.). Results indicated the antibody’s ability to cross-react with a range of 

H9N2 viruses (Figure 4.2.a). The highest binding profile was determined to be 

towards Egy/D7100 and Env/BD, an intermediate binding profile towards UDL-

1/08, UDL-2/08, India/WB, UAE/D1556 and VN/38 and limited binding towards 

WZ/606 (Figure 4.2.a). On the other hand, none of the H5N1 viruses tested 

were able to bind to bivalent R1aB6 antibody efficiently during this study with 

only Egy/137 found to yield signal slightly over the background levels (Figure 

4.2.b). Assessment of the purified bivalent R1aB6 function in MNT assay and 

a panel of H9N2 viruses tested indicated only India/WB maintaining functional 

activity and ability to inhibit virus growth with the concentration as high as 25 

µg mL -1 required (Table 4.1). Although, no binding to H5N1 was observed by 

ELISA R1aB6 was able to neutralize VN/OIE/6022 showing broad neutralizing 

activity. Positive control of heat-inactivated serum raised against UDL-1/08 or 

VN/OIE/6022 for H9N2 and H5N1 viruses were used, respectively. Negative 

control of wR1a-28 VHH antibody (gifted from Dr Simon E. Hufton, NIBSC) 

specific to H7 HA was used to examine and confirm the assay’s reliability. 

Overall, these results indicate that bivalent R1aB6 antibody has strong affinity 

towards multiple H9N2 viruses and very limited to H5N1 but it can efficiently 

neutralize India/WB and VN/OIE/6022 viruses representing this antibody’s 

potential against multiple AIVs. 
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Figure 4.2. ELISA assessing R1aB6 bivalent VHH antibody binding to a) H9N2 viruses; 

b) H5N1 viruses. 32 HAU units of each virus was used for coating and 2-fold dilutions. Purified 

antibodies were used at 1 µg mL−1 and probed by an anti C-tag antibody conjugated to biotin 

which was detected using HRP-conjugated streptavidin. The variable heavy chain of the heavy 

chain only antibody wR1a-28 specific to H7 HA non-binding UDL-1/08 was used as a negative 

control. Binding was measured in technical duplicate and the average OD 450/630 nM was 

plotted with error bar representing ±SD, curve fitting was performed following a nonlinear 

regression model. 
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Table 4.1. R1aB6 bivalent VHH antibody activity in virus microneutralization assay. To 

assess antibody functional activity assay was performed in technical and biological triplicates. 

Values represented show antibody concentration required for complete virus neutralization. 

Serum samples raised against UDL-1/08 or VN/OIE/6022 were used as a positive control. 

Average data is shown with ± SD where applicable. -  indicates no activity found with detection 

limit 100 µg mL−1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Bivalent R1aB6 can be used to generate rHVT using 
CRISPR-Cas9 knock-in approach 

In Chapter 3, it was demonstrated that intranasal delivery of purified scFv 

antibodies binding to hemagglutinin head region (HA1) can reduce virus peak 

shedding in vivo. However, costs of antibody purification and a need of 

repeated administrations makes such strategy unattainable for use in poultry. 
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To assess further means of therapeutic antibody delivery recombinant HVT 

virus carrying therapeutic antibody was generated and tested in vitro, in ovo 

and in vivo.  

To generate recombinant HVT virus expressing therapeutic antibody, plasmid 

otherwise identical to pUC18 backbone, was modified to allow introduction of 

expression cassette containing i) murine cytomegalovirus immediate-early 

promoter adjacent to synthetically generated ii) SV40 poly(A) polyadenylation 

site located between partial (HVT087) SORF3 and partial (HVT088) US2 

sequences homologous to HVT genome. Resulting plasmid was used for ORF 

encoding CD33 secretion signal, bivalent VHH antibody and V5/C-tag 

sequence insertion via restriction enzyme dependent cloning. To engineer 

bivalent nanobody format, VHH sequence specific for R1aB6 was repeated 

twice and linked by (Gly4Ser)6 linker as described previously. 

DNA of resultant plasmid was co-transfected with pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro 

(PX459) V2.0 (Addgene plasmid #62988) carrying green fluorescent protein 

(GFP) specific sgRNA and expressing S.pyogenes Cas9 protein into chicken 

embryo fibroblast (CEF) cells. Subsequently, cells were infected with 

HVT_GFP virus, derived from the FC-126 strain, to facilitate targeted cleavage 

and HDR repair of viral genome (Figure 4. 3.).  
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Figure 4.3. Homology dependent repair mediated knock-in of R1Ab6 VHH antibody 

expression cassette into Herpesvirus of turkeys (HVT) genome. Unique short locus of 

HVT genome encoding 10 genes (numbered 83 – 92) was used for foreign gene insertion. 

Specifically, gene 88, also known as the US2 gene site, already carrying GFP expression 

cassette was targeted by gRNA as indicated by a scissor icon. gRNA induced double stranded 

break was repaired in the presence of donor plasmid carrying homology arms for US2 site and 

a transgene cassette containing mCMV IE2 promoter, transgene R1aB6 and BGH 

polyadenylation signal.  

Transfected/infected cells were passed 3 days post infection and left in the cell 

culture until visible plaques were noted to form. Recombinant virus plaques 

without GFP signal had comparable size and morphology with HVT - GFP virus 

and were isolated for DNA extraction (Figure 4.4.).  
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Figure 4.4. Cytopathic effect and plaque formation in CEF cells. a) Cells transfected and 

infected with HVT – GFP virus displaying GFP signal indicating no genome editing events. 

Plaque (left panel) morphology observed under UV excitation and in phase contrast (right 

panel). b) Cells transfected and infected with HVT – GFP virus which has undergone genome 

editing. Plaque (left panel) morphology observed under UV excitation and in phase contrast 

(right panel). c) Transfected, non-infected cells displaying no fluorescence signal (plaques) 

under UV excitation (left panel) and no CPE under brightfield microscopy (right panel). Scale 

bar at the left corner of each panel is representative for 100 µm. 
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The presence of nanobody expression cassette at US2 locus was confirmed 

by PCR analysis using site - and gene - specific primers (Figure 4.5.). WT HVT 

(Fc-126) was used as negative control for site - and gene - specific PCRs with 

no product obtained in either of the reactions, HVT-GFP and plasmid used for 

transfection served as positive controls with bands seen at the expected sizes 

of ~1500 bp and ~600 bp for site - and gene - specific PCRs, respectively 

(Figure 4.5.). From a panel of 24 plaques picked and tested ~54% (13/24) were 

found to have amplicon within US2 site while ~33% (8/24) had amplicon 

corresponding to the size of gene specific product. Only ~16% efficiency rate 

(4/24) was determined for successful knock-in events that were double positive 

using site - and gene - specific primers. These were then subjected to another 

two rounds of purification and PCR confirmation to obtain pure recombinant 

virus (Figure 4.5.).  
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v 

Figure 4.5. PCR analysis of DNA from HVT virus infected CEF cells. a) DNA from CEF 

cells infected with HVT virus was amplified using primers flanking insertion sites. Upper bands 

~1500 bp (for rHVT – R1aB6 and HVT - GFP) show the presence of foreign gene cassettes, 

lower band for WT HVT (~260 bp) indicates absence of a transgene at the US2 site. b) DNA 

from CEF cells infected with HVT virus or the plasmid used for CEF transfection was amplified 

using gene specific primers. Amplification was confirmed in positive control sample and rHVT 

(~600 bp) but not WT HVT infected CEF cells. PCR products were run on 1% agarose gels at 

50V for 2 hours. 

Overall, this indicates that, antibody gene can be integrated into HVT genome 

via CRISPR-Cas9 HDR mechanism but multiple plaques corresponding to 

different clones must be picked and carried out for at least few rounds of 

purification to obtain pure recombinant virus stocks. 

 

4.2.3.1 rHVT – mediated expression of HA targeting 
antibodies in cell culture 

Having confirmed antibody gene integration into HVT genome the expression 

of the transgene was investigated. CEF cells were used for virus growth and 

the secretion of R1aB6 nanobody was assessed by western blot and ELISA 

using the supernatant of cells infected with WT HVT or rHVT – R1aB6 virus. A 

Following protein transfer onto a nitrocellulose membrane nanobody was 
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probed by CaptureSelect™ Biotin Anti-C-tag Conjugate and virus detected by 

an HVT-vNr-13-specific monoclonal antibody. Distinct bands at expected sizes 

(~33 kDa) for rHVT-R1aB6 and a purified protein used as a positive control 

were observed corresponding to the bivalent VHH antibody. This was absent 

in sample containing the supernatant of WT HVT infected CEF cells and the 

non – infected control (Figure 4.6.). Both, rHVT-R1aB6 and WT HVT samples 

were positive for HVT-vNr-13 (~15 kDa) which was absent in mock infected 

and purified protein samples, serving as the control of infection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. WB analysis of R1aB6 expression by rHVT infected CEF cells. Supernatant of 

infected cells were harvested and mixed with protein loading buffer and denatured prior to 

loading onto 12% Bis – Tris polyacrylamide resolving gel. After the run proteins were 

transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane for Western blotting with anti-C-tag specific antibody 

to detect recombinant R1aB6 production (~33kDa) whilst HVT-encoded Bcl-2 homolog vNr-

13 (~18 kDa) serving as the control of infection. 

Similarly, CaptureSelect™ Biotin Anti-C-tag Conjugate was used to probe the 

supernatants from CEF cells infected with rHVT-R1aB6 and WT HVT and used 

for ELISA plate coating. Nine clones were tested for their ability to secrete 

R1aB6 nanobody that represented two main clone families (2 and 11) obtained 
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during first selection step. However, at this stage the virus used to infect CEF 

cells was not titrated (data is from P2 virus after the rescue), therefore, 

differences in transgene secretion levels might also account for differences in 

virus growth kinetics. In general, levels of nanobody secreted were similar 

between different clones, however, significantly lower expression was noted 

for clones 11.1.3, 11.1.6 and 11.1.10 (Figure 4.7.). Two of the highest 

expressing clones, from different clone families, 11.1.2 and 2.2.4 as 

determined by ELISA (OD450/630 = 1.4 ± 0.02 and OD450/630 = 1.4 ± 0.18, 

respectively) were chosen for further virus characterisation and virus stability 

assessment in vitro. 

These results indicate that antibodies can be expressed by rHVT growing in 

infected primary cells, but transgene expression levels might vary between 

different clones.  
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Figure 4.7. R1aB6 expression levels from different HVT clones. ELISA was performed on 

CEF cells culture supernatants infected with nine different clones of rHVT virus at passage 2. 

Transgene secretion levels were assessed by probing C-tag presence via anti C-tag antibody. 

Purified R1aB6 antibody was used as a positive control at 1 µg/well. Non - infected cell 

supernatant was used as a negative control. Binding was measured in technical duplicate and 

the average OD450/630 nM was plotted with error bar representing +/-SD. Levels of 

significance were based on P – values from ordinary one - way ANOVA with multiple 

comparisons test (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; 

**** = p ≤ 0.0001). 

4.2.3.2 rHVT carrying antibody expression cassette 
stability in vitro 

 

Next, the genetic stability of both rHVT – R1aB6 clones was assessed. For this 

purpose, rHVT alongside WT HVT was sequentially passaged for 20 times in 

primary CEF cells. Viral DNA was extracted after every 5 passages and 

analysed using R1aB6 gene - and US2 site - specific PCRs. No changes were 
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observed in the size and amount of R1aB6 gene product indicating stable 

transgene insertion into the HVT genome, WT HVT DNA was used as a 

negative control with no amplification observed in the reaction while plasmid 

used for initial transfection served as a positive control indicating size of 

expected band from rHVT DNA (Figure 4.8.a). As expected, the same results 

of no knock-out events were confirmed by site- specific PCRs where controls 

of WT HVT and HVT-GFP were used (Figure 4.8.b). 
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Figure 4.8. Analysis of rHVT - R1aB6 stability by PCR. a) DNA from CEF cells infected with 

rHVT or WT HVT virus was harvested every 5 passages and amplified using gene specific 

primers. The plasmid used for CEF transfection served as a positive control. Amplification was 

confirmed in positive control sample and rHVT (~600 bp) but not WT HVT infected CEF cells; 

b) DNA from CEF cells infected with HVT virus was harvested every 5 passages and amplified 

using primers flanking insertion sites. Upper bands ~1500 bp for rHVT – R1aA5 show the 

presence of foreign gene cassettes, lower bands for WT HVT (~260 bp) indicates absence of 

the transgene at the US2 site. HVT – GFP DNA served as a positive control. PCR products 

were run on 1% agarose gels at 50V for 2 hours. 

To further confirm rHVT stability and nanobody expression plaque 

immunostaining was performed (Figure 4.9.). Briefly, cells were infected with 

P20 rHVT - R1aB6, P20 WT HVT or mock infected and left for 72h to allow 
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plaque formation before fixation with methanol: acetone and immunostaining 

with Odyssey compatible antibodies. HVT specific chicken serum was used to 

detect virus specific plaques under the red channel and anti – C – tag antibody 

was used to probe plaques expressing recombinant nanobody under the green 

channel. WT HVT served as a control and was positive when probed with 

chicken antisera but not anti – C – tag antibody, mock infected cells showed 

no staining with either of the antibodies. Most of rHVT plaques double stained 

for both virus and insert specific antibodies, however, a proportion of plaques 

was found to have the phenotype of WT HVT virus. Clone 11.1.2 had slightly 

higher recombinant and wildtype HVT ratio with 34 out of 250 plaques probed 

by antiserum but not C-tag antibody. Clone 2.2.4 had 29 out of 250 plaques 

which were lacking transgene expression.  There were no observable 

differences in plaque morphology between wildtype and recombinant HVT 

viruses. 

These results suggested that stability of antibody expression cassette was 

affected by recombinant virus passaging in primary CEF cells after 20 

passages with up to 15 % of plaques (~14 % for clone 11.1.2 and ~11 % for 

clone 2.2.4) reverting to wildtype. In addition, the immunostaining experiment 

appeared to be more sensitive method for the assessment of rHVT stability in 

vitro than conventional PCR. 
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Figure 4.9. Analysis of passage 20 rHVT - R1aB6 stability by immunofluorescence staining. CEF cells were infected with P20 virus for 72h and 

fixed with methanol: acetone prior to staining with anti – HVT chicken serum (red) and anti C-tag antibody (green). Merged images of double stained cells 

were obtained by scanning 6 – well plates using Odyssey CLx. a) rHVT – R1aB6 clone 11.1.2; b) rHVT – R1aB6 clone 2.2.4; c) WT HVT; d) MOCK – 

infected cells. 
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4.2.3.3 Insertion of therapeutic antibody expression 
cassette does alter HVT growth kinetics  

To assess whether recombinant viruses were attenuated or had identical 

replication with wildtype HVT low multiplicity of infection (MOI) growth curves 

in CEF cells were performed with 20 times passaged viruses which were 

previously confirmed to contain antibody transgene. DNA was extracted at 6 

h, 12 h and then every 24 h post infection until 144 h time point was reached. 

The viral genome copy numbers per 10 000 cells were used for qPCR to 

determine virus replication rates. An ovotransferin gene transcript amplification 

was used as an internal control and for the purposes of DNA quality 

assessment. Differences between wildtype and recombinant HVT as well as 

between two clones expressing same nanobody were observed (Figure 

4.10.a).  
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Figure 4.10. Replication kinetics of rHVT – R1aB6 viruses in CEF cells. a) In vitro growth 

rates of passage 20 rHVT viruses were measured by TaqMan qPCR. DNA samples were 

extracted from infected CEF cells harvested at various time points over a 144h period (shown 

on the x axis) to and the viral genome copy numbers per 10 000 cells (shown on the y axis) 

were assessed. The growth curve experiment was run in technical triplicates and biological 

duplicates, the qPCR was run in technical triplicates. Levels of significance were based on P 

– values from two - way ANOVA with multiple comparisons test (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 

0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001); b) In vitro growth rates of 

passage 20 rHVT viruses as measured by plaque assay. CEF cells were infected with P20 

rHVT or WT HVT (MOI of 0.0001) and left for 24h or 72h before harvesting. Harvested viruses 

were titrated on fresh CEF cells that were fixed and stained probing virus by an HVT specific 

chicken serum. The growth curve experiment was run in technical triplicates and biological 

duplicates, plaque assay was run in a single replicate. Levels of significance were based on P 

– values from two - way ANOVA with multiple comparisons test (Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 

0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001). 
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The early time point of infection (6 h post infection) indicated no statistically 

significant difference between clone 2.2.4 and WT HVT virus genome copy 

number. At the same time point clone 11.1.2 appeared to produce much higher 

genome copy titers (p < 0.0001) indicating higher replication potential lasting 

until 48 h post infection. Starting at 24 h post infection clone 2.2.4 was 

indicated to have reduced replication potential when compared to WT HVT. 

This was maintained till the end of experiment (144 h post infection) with 

varying degrees of significance (p = 0.0068 at 24 h; p ≤ 0.0001 at remaining 

time points). On the other hand, clone 11.1.2 was also noted to produce lower 

amount of genome copies, starting at 48 h post infection with differences 

ranging between ~20 000 and ~ 200 000 00 virus genome copies per 10 000 

cells at 48 h and 144 h time points, respectively (variation of p ≤ 0.0011 - 

0.0001). There were also statistically significant differences between clones 

2.2.4 and 11.1.2 at most of the time points with clone 11.1.2 having slight 

fitness advantage as determined by higher virus genome copy numbers.  

The qPCR results were further confirmed by plaque assays with 24 h and 72 

h post infection time points chosen for live virus quantification. Briefly, pre-

seeded CEF cells were infected with cell - associated an HVT samples 

harvested during the growth curves and left for 72 h for plaques to develop. 

These were fixed and probed by HVT specific chicken serum and secondary 

anti-chicken HRP antibody visualised by DAB + Substrate Chromogen System 

(Figure 4.10.b). Although observed plaques numbers at 24 h post infection 

showed non-significant differences for both clone 2.2.4 (1000 ± 670 PFU mL-

1) and clone 11.1.2 (1667 ± 701 PFU mL-1) compared to the wildtype HVT 

(2792 ± 620 PFU mL-1). However, the 72 h time point reflected qPCR data with 

a statistically higher replication rate of wildtype virus (51667 ± 16020 PFU mL-

1) versus two recombinant HVT clones (33333 ± 13662 PFU mL-1 for clone 

2.2.4 and 34167 ± 17151 PFU mL-1 for clone 11.1.2) (Figure 4.10.b). Overall, 
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this indicates that nanobody insertion at US2 site does affect virus growth 

kinetics with wildtype virus displaying higher genome copy numbers and higher 

rates of live virus replication. Differences seen were also noticed to depend on 

clone-to-clone variability with higher replication rates observed in a less stable 

clone 11.1.2 carrying higher wildtype to recombinant virus ratio as previously 

examined by immunostaining. 

 

4.2.3.4 Therapeutic antibody secretion into the cell 
culture supernatant coincides with viral 
replication but changes with virus passages  

Having observed differences in growth kinetics between two rHVT clones 

tested, the supernatant of infected CEF cells was harvested and used for 

ELISA to determine nanobody release throughout the infection. The same time 

points were used, as per growth curves described previously, with P20 viruses. 

Regardless of a slightly lower replication potential clone 2.2.4 was able to 

produce almost twice as much protein as clone 11.1.2 with differences starting 

to appear 72 h post infection (Figure 4.11.a). The peak protein expression for 

both clones was reached at 120 h post infection with levels plateauing or even 

slightly decreasing afterwards. 
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Figure 4.11. R1aB6 secretion to cell culture supernatant. a) R1aB6 levels were measured 

at a 24 h intervals throughout 144 h period post CEF infection. Infection experiments were 

performed in triplicates and ELISAs were based on R1aB6 detection via C-tag. Levels of 

significance were based on P – values from two - way ANOVA with multiple comparisons test 

(Nonsignificant (Ns) = p > 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001); 

b) R1aB6 levels were compared in supernatant samples of CEF cells infected with P5 and 

P20 rHVT – R1aB6 or WT HVT viruses as described previously. 

Next, to investigate whether different passages have an impact on nanobody 

release, CEF cells were infected with recombinant or wildtype virus and 

supernatant was harvested after 48 h for analysis (Figure 4.11b). Nanobody 

levels for both clones remained similar at both P5 and P20 viruses infected 

cells revealing transgene expression remaining stable 
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All in all, this and previous data suggest that recombinant HVT virus retains its 

ability to produce protein throughout passaging in cell culture. As expected, 

higher levels of transgene were found in a relatively more stable clone. In 

addition, variation in protein production by different passage viruses should be 

taken into consideration if recombinant virus is to be used for further evaluation 

in vivo. 

 

4.2.4 Characterisation of rHVT expressing therapeutic 
antibody in ovo  

To determine whether HVT virus can replicate and express transgene not only 

in cell culture but also in ovo short study in eggs was performed. For this 

purpose, embryonation day 10 eggs were divided into three groups receiving 

either rHVT – R1aB6 clone 2.2.4, clone 11.1.2 or WT HVT at 20, 000 PFU into 

the allantoic cavity. Eggs were chilled at 24h or 72h post infection (five mock 

infected eggs were also included at the later time point). Embryo’s limbs were 

used for DNA extraction and subsequent qPCR to evaluate HVT potential to 

reach and replicate in the chicks’ embryos body. None of the main organs 

(spleen, lungs, bursa) were developed enough for differentiation at these time 

points. 24h post infection HVT genome was detected in one out of five embryos 

infected with clone 2.2.4 or clone 11.1.2 and three out of five embryos infected 

with WT HVT (Figure 4.12a).  
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Figure 4.12. HVT replication in ovo. In ovo growth rates of passage 5 rHVT or WT viruses 

were measured by TaqMan qPCR with primers specific to virus at a) 24h and b) 72h time 

points post infection. Alternatively, TaqMan qPCR was performed with primers specific to 

insert at c) 24h and d) 72h time points post infection DNA samples were extracted from leg 

muscle tissue and the viral genome copy numbers per 10 000 cells (shown on the y axis) were 

assessed. qPCR was run in technical triplicates.  

All embryos were positive for amplification of ovotransferin gene indicating 

satisfactory DNA quality. At 24 post-infection HVT mean titers in positive 

samples varied between ~136±346 to ~191±396 viral genome copy numbers 

per 10 000 cells for clones 2.2.4 and 11.1.2, respectively. On the other hand, 

~699±789 viral genome copy numbers per 10 000 cells was detected for WT 

HVT in positive samples resulting in no statistically significant differences 
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between three viruses as assessed by one – way ANOVA. Although, levels of 

genome copy numbers were similar between recombinant and wildtype 

viruses at 24h post-infection significant differences in replication were 

observed at later time point (72h post - infection) (Figure 4.12b). Data analysis 

revealed four out of five (rHVT – R1aB6 clone 2.2.4), three out of five (rHVT – 

R1aB6 clone 11.1.2) and five out of five (WT HVT) embryos positive for HVT 

genome at 72h post – infection. Importantly, mean genome copy number titers 

varied between ~597±577, 650±683 and ~1775±814 per 10 000 cells 

suggesting a higher replication potential of WT HVT virus. Mock-infected eggs 

contained no detectable virus.  

Moreover, alternative primers specific for nanobody DNA were designed to test 

recombinant virus levels. No amplification was found for wildtype or mock 

infected eggs at 24h and 72h post-infection time point (Figure 4.12.c, d). 

Recombinant virus titers detected were lower than those found using gene 

specific primers averaging to ~4±3 for clone 11.1.2 at 24h post-infection and a 

further increase to ~53±75 or ~112±127 per 10 000 cells at 72h time-point for 

clones 11.1.2 and 2.2.4, respectively. 

Overall, qPCR data obtained suggests that both rHVT and WT HVT were able 

to infect and replicate in embryos but rHVT showed attenuated profiles as 

previously observed in growth kinetics profile assessed in primary cell tissue 

culture. 

 

4.2.5 Characterisation of rHVT expressing therapeutic 
antibody in vivo 

Following rHVT ability to replicate in vitro and in ovo enabling nanobody 

release into cell culture supernatant it was aimed to assess if this could be an 

efficient strategy of therapeutic antibody delivery to hatched chickens. rHVT – 
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R1aB6 clone 2.2.4 with higher antibody production titers was selected to 

determine its infectivity, ability to generate recombinant antibody and 

tolerability in birds. Briefly, two groups of nine naïve, specific – pathogen free 

(spf) chickens were administered with maximum virus titers attained after stock 

propagation resulting in either 37600 PFU/dose of rHVT at P5 or 27200 

PFU/dose of WT HVT at P5 (Figure 4.13). 

 

Figure 4.13. Summary of HVT tolerability study design in vivo. One day old (n=22) Dekalb 

White leghorn chickens were divided into two groups (n=11/group) and subcutaneously 

administered with 2.2.4 rHVT – R1aB6 or WT HVT at a dose of ~40, 000 PFU mL-1. Two birds 

per group were sacrificed at day 1, 2 and 3 post vaccination for tissue harvesting. A booster 

dose of ~40, 000 PFU mL-1 of 2.2.4 rHVT – R1aB6 or WT HVT for remaining five birds per 

group was administered at day 7 post first vaccination. Blood samples were collected prior to 

booster vaccination and then weekly starting at day 14 with the experiment terminated at day 

42. 

The viral vector was delivered via subcutaneous inoculation at day 1 post hatch 

with repeated administration given at day 7 post hatch. Birds from each group 

were humanely culled at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h post primary vaccination and 

tissues were analysed for live virus quantification. PBMCs were extracted from 
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whole spleen samples and co-cultured with pre-seeded primary CEF cells for 

seven days with no virus detected by microscopical evaluation and lack of 

visible cytopathic effect which was further confirmed after immunostaining of 

cells. The remaining birds were bled at weekly intervals with the experiment 

terminated at day 42 post primary vaccination when tissue samples were 

harvested for further analysis. As previously, no live virus could be detected 

under co-culture conditions from day 42 samples by immunostaining.  

To assess if genome of HVT virus can be found in vaccinated birds, tissue 

samples collected were subjected to DNA extraction and qPCR analysis. Due 

to HVT tropism towards PBMCs, feather and skin tissues, these in addition to 

lung samples were tested from day 42 post vaccination. There was no virus 

genome detected in lung or PBMCs (Ct ≥30). Three out of five birds vaccinated 

with rHVT -R1aB6 displayed a positive signal in feather samples and all birds 

from both groups, administered with rHVT -R1B6 or WT HVT, were positive 

when skin was subjected for HVT genome quantification (Figure 4.14). In this 

instance DNA amount was not sufficient to repeat the same experiment using 

gene specific primers. 

An internal control of ovotransferrin and successful amplification of this gene 

in all the tissues for all the birds suggested satisfactory DNA quality. An 

additional negative and positive control of primary CEF cells uninfected or 

infected with WT HVT, respectively, were run alongside with amplification seen 

as expected. 
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Figure 4.14. HVT genome detection in vivo. Tissues samples a) feather and b) skin were 

harvested and snap frozen at the end of experiment. 20mg of each tissue from individual birds 

was used for DNA extraction and qPCR analysis to measure HVT virus genome copy numbers 

normalised to 10, 000 cells (shown on the y axis). The experiment was run in triplicates. 

4.2.5.1 rHVT viral vector does not express detectable 
protein levels systemically 

Next, recombinant HVT virus ability to express detectable levels of antibodies 

systemically was assessed. Blood samples collected at weekly intervals were 

subjected for serum preparation which then was used for previously described 

ELISA protocol allowing transgene detection. In this instance, no signal above 

the background controls of WT HVT inoculated birds was found for any of 

samples derived from birds (Figure 4.15.). A positive control of recombinantly 

expressed and purified protein indicated assay working with the detection limit 

of ~7.66 ng mL-1. No further antibody detection in any other tissues was 

performed based on the lack of data obtained by qPCR supporting virus 

presence there. 
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Figure 4.15. R1aB6 antibody detection in serum samples. R1aB6 antibody levels were 

assessed by ELISA. The plate was coated with serum samples from individual birds and 

probed by anti-C-tag conjugated antibody and streptavidin conjugated HRP. Antibody levels 

were assessed daily for the first three days after HVT administration and on day 6 post hatch, 

antibody levels were measured at weekly intervals after the booster dose. Responses in 

individual birds were measured in duplicates and are shown as OD450/630 nM, purified 

R1aB6 was used as positive control. 

4.2.5.2 rHVT vectored antibody induces anti – antibody 
response in vivo 

Finally, serum samples were subjected to test if anti-idiotypic antibodies have 

been generated. To detect chicken antibodies against camelid derived R1aB6 

encoded and delivered by rHVT virus vector serum samples were diluted 1 in 

1000 and used for probing of ELISA plates coated with a bivalent form of 

purified R1aB6. Chicken anti – antibodies were detected in rHVT vaccinated 

birds starting at day 21 post vaccination with levels slightly decreasing at days 

35 and 42 post vaccination (Figure 4.16). Anti – idiotypic antibodies were 
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recorded in three out of five birds, two of which were also positive for rHVT 

genome in feather samples by qPCR. 

These data suggest rHVT ability to deliver transgene in vivo and mediate its 

expression to the levels that can induce an immune response. However, such 

induction of a humoral immune response and idiotypic antibodies shows a 

limitation in HVT use for therapeutic antibody gene transfer. Further analysis 

will be needed in future to better understand if this vector can serve for 

vectored immunoprophylaxis purposes. 

 

Figure 4.16. Anti – antibody response in vivo. Anti – R1aB6 antibodies were assessed by 

ELISA. The plate was coated with purified R1aB6 and serum samples from individual birds 

were probed by HRP conjugated anti – chicken IgY. Immune response was assessed daily for 

the first three days after HVT administration and on day 6 post hatch, antibody levels were 

measured at weekly intervals after booster dose. Responses in individual birds were measured 

in triplicates and are shown as OD450/630 nM. 
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4.3 Discussion 

In this chapter the bivalent R1aB6 antibody was produced and characterized 

in vitro followed by generation of recombinant herpesvirus of turkeys 

expressing this antibody. The sequence used for bivalent antibody generation 

was kindly shared by Simon E.Hufton (NIBSC) who has previously indicated 

bivalent format being more cross-reactive with more diverse antigens (461). 

Antibody was purified from S2 cell culture supernatant resulting in elution of 

~30 kDa protein corresponding to the size of the bivalent antibody. When 

assessed for affinity towards H9N2 and H5N1 viruses R1aB6 remained more 

cross-reactive with H9N2 viruses but not H5N1 viruses tested. This was 

somewhat unexpected as previous data suggest antibody to have cross 

reactivity with H5N1 in particular clades 1 and 2.1.3.2 (461). Several 

explanations for differences observed include i) monovalent vs bivalent 

antibody being characterised in Hufton et al publication and this study; ii) 

inconsistent antigen concentrations used for coating; iii) insufficient 

concentrations of R1aB6 used in this study; iv) H5N1 antigens chosen had 

distinct epitopes resulting in a loss of antibody binding. Although, out of eight 

H9N2 viruses tested all except WZ/606 were able to bind bivalent R1aB6 in 

ELISA only one was neutralized in the presence of R1aB6 at a concentration 

of 25 µg mL-1. The concentration required for functional activity in this study 

was much higher than published data indicating H9N2 neutralization in the 

presence of ~0.6 ng mL-1 of R1aB6 (461). Differences in viruses used is the 

most reasonable explanation for this. Interestingly, neutralizing activity against 

VN/OIE/2202 belonging to clade 2.3.2.1c was observed at this study with 

higher concentration of antibody required again. To confirm this ELISAs should 

be repeated using 30 µg of purified antibody instead of 1 µg used. Overall, this 

study was able to identify two new antigens which were not previously 
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identified, combining this and published data R1aB6 becomes a promising 

model for antibody therapeutics against AIVs. 

Generation of recombinant virus vector was based on an established 

CRISPR/Cas9 approach frequently used for the development of HVT vectored 

poultry vaccines (454). A multitude of studies has investigated HVT potential 

to carry foreign heterologous antigens and induce protective antibody levels 

against transgene with the vector being licensed for veterinary use in multiple 

countries (178, 408, 462). This work is the first to incorporate therapeutic 

antibody gene into the virus genome and assess HVT as vector for 

immunoprophylactic purposes.  

Advantages of HVT for the use as viral vector include lack of maternally 

derived antibodies in chickens providing early - life vaccination ability, 

persistence of virus in birds and ability to accommodate multiple inserts due to 

large genome size (408, 463). Another important HVT feature is ability to 

produce cell - associated or cell - free form of viral vector (65). In this study 

cell-associated virus was used. Some studies imply on viral vector form ability 

to impact on vaccine efficacy and immunogenicity whilst others demonstrated 

no effect on transgene expression and levels of protection when two different 

forms of HVT has been administered to birds (462, 464). Generally, cell – 

associated form is easier to prepare and handle whilst cell- free form provides 

additional benefits during storage and transportation (462). 

Herein, it was found that a nanobody gene cassette can be inserted into US2 

site of HVT genome with around one in ten plaques displaying phenotypic 

changes (loss of GFP signal) from which ~16% of the plaques were confirmed 

to be positive for gene - and site - specific insertion as assessed by PCR. The 

percentage of HDR efficiency for targeted knock-in into US2 site of HVT 

genome has not been previously characterised. However, some evidence 

suggests that the same strategy can result in ~6% insertion efficiency when 
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the intergenic region located between UL45 and UL46 loci is targeted (465). 

Different insertion success rates are likely to be mediated by a variety of factors 

including but not limited to site of expression cassette integration (US2 vs 

UL45/46), size of cassette to be inserted, gRNA and protocol variations such 

as dose and timing of cell transfection and infection. Relatively low efficiency 

of HDR mediated insertion results from this pathway being engaged only in 

synthesis (S) and growth 2 (G2) phases of cell cycle as opposed to NHEJ 

which can take place throughout the cell division (460). Although no side-by-

side comparison of two repair mechanisms being employed for recombinant 

HVT generation has been performed to the best of this study knowledge; NHEJ 

is still considered as a more efficient genome editing mechanism. 

Nevertheless, lack of homologous arms representing a higher risk of 

unintended indel mutations or bi-directional transgene cassette insertion has 

led to HDR approach being adopted herein (459). In this study, for the 

comparative purposes two clones (clone 2.2.4 and 11.1.2) of rHVT – R1aB6 

were selected and their ability to produce recombinant antibody, to remain 

stable under continuous viral passages and to replicate in vitro were assessed. 

In general, both clones were able to produce recombinant antibody as seen by 

ELISA. Multiple factors are contributing to transgene expression efficiency 

from rHVT virus vector. For example, US2 site has been previously shown to 

potentially mediate higher transgene expression than that of US10 (431). In 

addition, a crucial role is played by promoter used for transcription initiation 

with CMV/β-actin chimera promoter (Pec) promoter demonstrated to be higher 

inducer than CMV (466). In this study mCMV ie2 promoter was used which is 

known to drive high level protein expression across multiple cell subtypes and 

species. Interestingly, herein variation in transgene production levels was seen 

during the initial screening which remained prominent in subsequent analysis 

at later virus passages. Such differences at early time points could be 
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explained by differences in virus growth kinetics as titre at that stage for the 

recombinant virus was not possible to determine due to virus just being 

rescued and not expanded enough. For the proof-of-concept study there was 

also limited capacity of resources to carry multiple clones into the next stage, 

therefore, a high likelihood that the best producer was also the best replicating 

virus remains. Variation in transgene levels produced at the later passages 

could be a true reflection of clonal differences in combination to stability and 

reversion to wildtype phenotype which was more prominent with 11.1.2 also 

coinciding with lower antibody expression. This is the first report investigating 

recombinant HVT virus clonal differences. On the other hand, it must be noted 

that traditional incorporation of antigens serving an immunogen role has in 

essence a completely different purpose of immune response induction where 

levels of transgene produced might be lower to those expected to be found 

when transgene is used for immunoprophylactic purposes. 

In addition to inter-clonal differences, herein, significant variation in 

recombinant and wildtype virus growth kinetics were found. Such differences 

were likely to account on transgene interference with virus life cycle. Such 

hypothesis can be further strengthened by higher replication observed by 

clone 11.1.2 which was shown to have higher wildtype: recombinant virus ratio 

at P20 and induced lower levels of protein production. Nevertheless, multiple 

genomic loci have been deemed to be able to facilitate transgene insertion with 

no effect on virus replication including US2 site (451, 466). Moreover, other 

studies have shown that rHVT carrying up to three distinct expression 

cassettes integrated in multiple positions within the virus genome retain growth 

kinetics identical to wildtype HVT (408). The hypothesis of R1aB6 toxicity and 

interference with virus replication can also explain emergence of a small 

population of WT HVT after serial passages which could only be picked up by 

immunostaining allowing to track each plaque separately. It is not expected 
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that a sub-population of wildtype virus was present since the initial virus rescue 

as multiple rounds of selection in a 96 - well plate containing single plaques 

was performed. In addition, although there is not much evidence in literature 

personal communication has suggested knock-out events occurring regularly 

independently from the insert. Reversion to the wildtype is one of the main 

limitations if recombinant virus is to be used in ovo and in vivo and is one of 

the reasons why the earliest passages possible were used for further 

experiments. 

Overall, based on in vitro work it was concluded that different clones should 

be evaluated against a wide range of factors to allow selection of the most 

stable clone, secreting highest levels of protein of interest. Although such 

analysis is likely to be performed by industry prior to vaccine approval, clone 

screening for the proof-of-principle studies is rare. 

To further investigate if rHVT can replicate not only in vitro but also in eggs a 

short study was performed. HVT vaccines are typically suitable for in ovo 

inoculation at ED18 that does result in immune response generation at an early 

life of vaccinated birds (467-469). Egg susceptibility to HVT at an earlier 

embryonic development has been demonstrated by several studies. 

Interestingly, HVT has been noted to be pathogenic causing lesion formation 

if delivered to ED10-12 eggs with this effect disappearing from ED16 onwards 

(470, 471). Adherent lung cells are known to be the primary cell population 

infected in developing embryos with virus starting to replicate at day 1 post 

inoculation and its titers peaking at day 3 (472). Following in ovo virus 

replication it was decided to assess if rHVT – R1aB6 can sustain antibody 

production in birds. It is established that primary infection sites for MDV and 

vaccine strains (CVI988; HVT) against MD are lymphoid organs such as a 

bursa of Fabricius, thymus and spleen where it can also persist for several 
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weeks. Although it is known that HVT levels peak 2-3 weeks after inoculation 

it is not clear when virus starts replicating and spreads to different tissues 

which is crucial for passive immunization purposes (178). For this reason, 

splenocytes of vaccinated birds have been extracted 24 h, 48 h and 72 h post 

– inoculation and co-cultured with CEF cells. No virus was recovered in this 

instance indicating suboptimal sampling timing and suggesting limited 

recombinant virus replication and spread for at least first three days post 

vaccination. 

Next, virus levels were assessed at the end of experiment at day 42 post 

vaccination. Feather samples were chosen as one of the tissues to analyse as 

epithelium of feather follicles is known to sustain persistent HVT infection. 

Three out of five birds vaccinated with recombinant HVT form were positive for 

virus genome by qPCR and had a median of viral load equivalent to 105 

genome copies per million cells. This finding is somewhat different to what has 

been previously reported suggesting lower virus titers reaching only up to 104 

genome copy numbers in a million cells in several chicken lines including those 

carrying maternally derived antibodies (473). Such differences are likely to 

depend on the rHVT dose delivered upon vaccine inoculation with standard 

practises indicating ~10-fold lower virus titers being used only at day 1 post 

hatch whilst here higher dose was given twice to make sure vaccination has 

been successful. A lack of amplification of HVT genome from some of the bird 

feather follicle samples could be an indication of either truly negative samples 

due to cleared HVT infection or limitations in sampling procedures when only 

several feathers are representing totality of thousands of feathers covering 

bird. A trend of irregularity for genome amplification from feathers taken from 

the same bird throughout animal experiment has been observed previously 

which could also be explained by infection being cleared up in some feathers 

but continuing to persist or re-infect others. No amplification of HVT genome 
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in other tissue samples tested (lung, PBMCs) most likely indicated lack of virus 

in those organs, however, a presence of HVT below the threshold of qPCR 

sensitivity must be taken into consideration. Overall, timings of tissue 

harvesting chosen in this experiment might be outside the optimal HVT 

replication period and further experiments with larger number of birds should 

be performed. 

This study was not able to provide evidence that rHVT encoded antibody is 

produced systemically at the detectable levels. Whether this was due to the 

low protein expression by virus itself or was a result of rapid clearance due to 

the low molecular weight (~30 kDa) of the molecule needs to be yet 

established. However, no evidence supporting systemic transgene expression 

from rHVT virus has been found in literature suggesting its limitations to enter 

circulation in the first place. On the other hand, limited stability of low molecular 

weight molecules in vivo is undeniable (442, 474). This has been illustrated by 

monovalent nanobody incorporation into AAV vector which when administered 

to mice did result in serum concentrations of 0.36 µg mL-1 as opposed to 560 

µg mL-1 - 1100 µg mL-1 when antibody was formatted into mouse IgG1 or IgG2a 

isotypes (442). Interestingly, even the lowest concentration could delay 

infection in challenged animals suggesting challenge model might be crucial 

for further studies (442). Even though several reports have indicated Fc 

addition interfering with tissue penetration and reduced pharmacokinetics, Fc-

domain incorporation should be considered before the next step as it could not 

only benefit in half-life extension but can also potentially enhance antibody 

function by mediating ADCC, ADCP, or CDC response as reported by others 

(475-479). In this study, high anti-antibody response was observed starting at 

day 21 post virus inoculation. This coincides with typical immune response 

generation to the antigen delivered by rHVT vector (178). These data suggest 

antibody acting a role of antigen when delivered by HVT with further analysis 
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required to evaluate limit to which humoral response against transgene can 

contribute to its expression. Interestingly, anti-antibody response generation 

during VIP is often associated with low levels of transgene generated by viral 

vector (480). This can rely on both B and T - cell specific immunity against 

foreign proteins. Strategies to reduce anti-idiotypic antibody generation include 

codon optimisation or other approaches aiming to diminish immune response 

against vector itself rely on vector genome modifications such as CpG 

dinucleotide depletion, addition of Toll-like receptor inhibitory sequences or 

immunosuppressive therapy course following VIP administration (481-484). 

However, this would not be plausible with HVT which purpose is to act as 

immunogen and to provide protection against MDV. 

Based on the results generated in this chapter for future work alternative virus 

vectors should be considered. As it was mentioned previously, up to date most 

promising viral vector for VIP is AAV which can successfully express 

therapeutic antibodies in mice and non-human primates for up to 11 months 

or longer (175, 485). AAV tropism towards multiple muscle types is thought to 

contribute to extended transgene expression due to limited cell renewal and 

division. In addition, AAV can also be delivered intranasally which is especially 

relevant for respiratory tract infections (486). However, inter-species variation 

towards AAV susceptibility exists with a limited understanding of poultry 

permissiveness to AAV. Nevertheless, some evidence exists supporting 

poultry specific avian adeno associated virus as viral vector for transgene 

expression in chick embryos (487). Other viral vectors that could be 

considered for passive immunization purposes in poultry include NDV, FPV or 

fowl adenovirus vector (FAdV). In particular, FAdV has been shown to be a 

potent vector for delivery of heterologous antigens as well as for VIP purposes 

delivering antibody fragments that were reaching protective levels against 

IBDV in ovo (430). In addition, adenovirus serotype 5 has been used in 
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chickens and shown to induce protective response against the target antigen 

(488). However, some of these vectors are susceptible to maternally derived 

antibodies which might become rate limiting if vaccination must be done in ovo 

or at early age. Therefore, a range of alternative viral vectors for 

immunoprophylactic purposes in birds should be tested. 
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Chapter 5 FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND 
DISCUSSION 

5.1 Conclusions 

The objective of this study was to develop and evaluate feasibility of passive 

immunization, using recombinantly produced neutralizing antibody fragments, 

in poultry based on avian influenza virus H9N2 subtype 

(A/chicken/Pakistan/UDL-01/2008) as a disease model. As a proof-of-principle 

this work set the basis and directions for future work focusing on the antibody 

choice, production systems, routes, and dosages of therapeutic antibody 

delivery to poultry in a form of recombinant protein or nucleic acid whilst 

utilizing recombinant viral vectors. 

The primary focus of Chapter 2 was sequence analysis of a panel of six 

antibodies produced from mouse hybridomas specific to AIV H9 HA protein 

(330). CDR comparison with well described, publicly deposited allelic germline 

sequences revealed diversity in the antibody repertoire for both variable heavy 

and light chains. Furthermore, assessment of antibody sequence 

diversification from assigned germline sequences indicated most of the 

mutations were harboured within framework rather than complementarity 

determining regions suggesting an effect on overall antibody structure and 

confirmation. Interestingly, one of the antibodies (HA9) was found to have a 

completely abrogated FR1 region resulting in insufficient data for variable 

domain model prediction. On the other hand, remaining antibodies retained 

structural similarity with only two antibodies JF7 and JF8 having observably 

more defined, longer CDRH3 loops reflecting on longer sequences. To follow 

on, all six antibodies were recombinantly produced in mouse IgG1, IgG2a and 

scFv format and purified from cultured cell supernatants for affinity and activity 

comparison using ELISAs and functionally relevant virus microneutralization 

assays with homologous and heterologous H9N2 viruses. Briefly, antibodies 
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retained binding and neutralizing profile with least diverged antigens such as 

Egy/D7100 or UDL-02/08 which was gradually lost upon testing with 

antigenically distinct viruses including VN/38 or WZ/606. In general, binding to 

antigens was slightly lower by antibodies in an scFv format (as demonstrated 

by OD450/630 results) than full length mouse IgG1 or IgG2a subclasses 

potentially due to structural changes likewise lost bivalency. Similar results 

were also found in MNT assay with slightly higher concentrations of scFvs 

required for virus neutralization, however, the increase in concentration for 

three antibodies was not statistically significant.  In addition, HA9 which was 

previously shown to lack one of the framework regions was able to efficiently 

neutralize an array of viruses in all formats while some antibodies (i.e., JF8) 

lost functional relevance after format change. Overall, this work has shown that 

engineered antibody fragments can maintain functional activity comparable 

with full-length monoclonal immunoglobulin molecules in vitro. 

Next, in chapter 3 it was explored if scFvs which were found to have superior 

neutralizing profiles in vitro could serve for therapeutic purposes to 

homologous virus challenged birds when delivered intranasally in vivo. Data 

obtained indicated that scFv delivery as a prophylaxis before challenge and as 

a treatment after infection can partially reduce morbidity levels and virus peak 

infection titers. This was further confirmed after cytokine, specifically IL-6, 

transcript level analysis in spleen tissues, indicating more widespread 

inflammation in non-treated birds. However, immune pressure applied to a 

highly variably HA head has led to virus escape mutant generation. In this 

instance, three mutations were found to occur near HA receptor binding site 

with all three changes identified as naturally occurring in other virus strains 

after publicly deposited sequence analysis. In general, this work has served 

as a proof-of-concept that intranasal neutralizing antibody delivery to chickens 

can limit virus infection to a certain extent, but several limiting factors such as 

antibody propensity to provoke virus evolution, presumably short life of scFvs, 
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requirement of each bird handling for antibody administration daily in addition 

to several other factors must be overcome to progress this work further. 

For this reason, it was hypothesised that a previously described alpaca derived 

broadly neutralizing R1aB6 antibody targeting HA stem would be the best 

choice for next part of work described in chapter 4 (461). In this chapter it was 

asked if a vaccine vector – herpesvirus of turkeys could act as an efficient viral 

vector for therapeutic antibody gene transfer and continuous high-level 

antibody expression in vivo as has been widely demonstrated with adeno 

associated virus in other species (175, 439, 440). To answer this question 

recombinant virus vectors carrying bivalent R1aB6 antibody gene was 

generated based on the CRISPR/Cas9 approach. Characterization of two 

separate recombinant HVT clones has shown that presence of antibody 

expression cassette interfered and led to reduced virus growth kinetics as 

opposed to wildtype control, however, antibody expression and secretion into 

the supernatant remained sufficient. In addition, it was found that after multiple 

passages a tendency for reversion into the wildtype was established. A similar 

profile was also seen after recombinant virus delivery into 10-day old embryos 

via the allantoic cavity. To further investigate if HVT could serve as a viral 

vector for therapeutic antibody delivery in vivo small tolerability study was 

performed where 1-day old chickens were administered with either 

recombinant or wildtype virus. Bivalent R1aB6 antibody production levels were 

undetectable systemically, however, anti-antibody response was found to form 

in birds that have received recombinant HVT indicating virus was successfully 

delivered and some antibody expression was occurring. The data obtained in 

this chapter implies that alternative virus vectors should be explored for use in 

poultry in combination with alternative antibody formats.  

5.2 Limitations and future work directions 

Several of the key areas remain in each chapter that were not addressed in 

this study due to the time constrains but would contribute to fundamental 
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knowledge if investigated further. In general the work described and data 

generated herein should be considered as a proof-of-concept contributing to a 

general understanding and providing a basis for certain hypotheses and 

conclusions to be drawn about antibody therapeutics feasibility in poultry. 

Follow-up work would be required to gain more in-depth knowledge and to 

further optimise each of the aspects analysed here. 

To begin with, herein, functional antibody characterisation in vitro was mainly 

based on two assays ELISA and MNT. Although, virus neutralization assay is 

the most reliable assay that could be performed to evaluate if influenza virus 

life cycle can be halted in the presence of antibodies alternatively plaque 

reduction neutralization test (PRNT) could be incorporated. PRNT unlike MNT 

can provide further information beyond antibody neutralizing titre informing if 

antibody presence at sub-neutralizing levels would lead to changes in plaque 

sizes. Previously it has been shown that whole serum as well as individual 

monoclonal antibodies can lead to decrease in both plaque numbers and size. 

However, such a phenomenon is more often associated with NA, M2e 

targeting antibodies or HA specific immunoglobulins that do not contain 

neutralization activity and are involved in interfering with new virus particle 

release (489-492). In addition, it has been shown that presence of antibodies 

can also impact newly generated virion morphology decreasing the likelihood 

of filamentous particle formation in vitro (315). Another aspect that could be 

improved in chapter 2 was characterisation of antibody affinity towards various 

antigens. In multiple recent studies the ELISA assay is being replaced by bio-

layer interferometry or surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy technologies 

allowing more precise measurement of antigen-antibody binding kinetics which 

was not used in this instance but would be beneficial addition in future studies 

(461, 493). In addition, the combination of any two antibodies was not fully 

tested using the whole panel of six antibodies based on some preliminary data 

form previous work and results prepared for publication suggesting that 

antibody activity for some of the antibody pairs when combined resulted in 
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either no changes observed or led to decrease of activity possibly due to 

binding to nearby epitopes and competing profiles (330, 381). However, lack 

of these data restrict generation of more definite conclusions. 

Nevertheless, the most crucial factor playing key role in successful regime of 

passive immunization is choice of monoclonal antibodies. In this study H9 HA 

head targeting antibodies derived from mice hybridomas were used that 

inevitably resulted in virus escape mutant generation in vivo, described in 

chapter 3. Such a phenomenon has been observed before and, therefore, 

efforts are put towards antibody recovery that would be targeting more 

conserved epitopes providing additional hurdles for virus escape formation and 

increasing breadth of antibodies enabling recognition of more diverse viral 

antigens. Nonetheless, continuous arms race with virus has revealed its ability 

to overcome and create resistance even in the presence of broadly cross-

neutralizing HA stalk-binding antibodies (494). Further investigations indicated 

higher predisposition for such mutation acquisition by certain influenza 

subtypes (495). Taken together, in the eyes of this thesis, such evidence 

suggests discovery of new epitopes should be continued and if taken forwards 

it is likely to become a process similar to yearly vaccine candidate matching. 

Therefore, to increase antibody therapeutics success rates combination of 

several immunoglobulins targeting multiple virus antigens (ie. HA, NA, M2e, 

NP) delivered as an antibody ’cocktail’ or formatted into a multispecific format 

is likely to be necessary to minimise or ideally completely prevent virus 

changes. In addition, antibody effector function and a general antibody format 

improvement allowing optimisation of FcγR mediated functions, complement 

mediated function, pharmacokinetic profile and antigen binding might be 

necessary for optimal results.  

This potentially implicates another limitation of this study where mouse derived 

antibodies were used in poultry. To overcome Fc-domain and receptor 

incompatibility and possible immunogenicity the Fc-region was removed 
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altogether generating scFv antibodies which were shown to have noticeable 

but not statistically significant changes in activity when compared to antibodies 

containing mouse IgG1 or IgG2a Fc-domains in vitro. For future studies it 

would be worth checking if chicken derived Fc-domain incorporation instead of 

mouse constant regions would result in completely restored and identical 

functional activity observed with full mouse hybridoma-like antibodies. Some 

preliminary work has been carried out in the timeframe of this study, however, 

data generated was inconclusive indicating further characterisation and 

generation of larger antibody amounts is required. Although due to the small 

size scFvs would potentially be beneficial in multispecific format generation in 

this study single monomeric scFvs were expected to have further limitation of 

reduced half-life in vivo.  

Although, multiple reports have shown successful antibody recovery from 

human donors this area in poultry is lagging due to multiple constrains 

including a lack of well-defined reagents such as antibodies required for cell 

sorting in livestock species. To the best of this works’ knowledge only a single 

study has shown successful antibody recovery from chickens and other host 

species (77). To overcome this problem protocols in the avian influenza group 

at the Pirbright Institute are being established allowing antibody recovery from 

challenged or vaccinated bird splenocytes suggesting the work that has been 

started herein will be continued focusing on the improvement on these key 

areas. 

Intranasal antibody delivery has been chosen in this study. Such an approach 

works well in the experimental conditions and importantly it ensures accurate 

control of antibody dose reaching each bird. However, considering the 

magnitude of poultry flocks and requirement of each bird handling intranasal 

antibody delivery would not be efficient logistically. As discussed in chapter 3 

spray immunization already in use for massive vaccination is one of the best 

alternative variants. This could be further improved by introducing antibody 
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formulation into nanoparticles. For instance, some of the potential platforms 

that have not been discussed previously include SpyTag/SpyCatcher protein 

ligase concept allowing self-assembling nanoparticle generation or induction 

of spontaneously forming multispecific antibody formats (496-499).  

The animal experiment study testing scFv efficacy against H9N2 virus has 

addressed main questions evaluating morbidity levels and changes in virus 

titers in scFv treated vs non-treated birds. Several areas that were not 

addressed but would be beneficial to look at include investigation if therapeutic 

antibodies play immunomodulatory role and whether passive immunization 

leads to any differences in immune response generation in birds. Although, the 

HI assay performed in this study did not show any differences in serum ability 

to prevent red blood cell agglutination by UDL-01/08 virus, as this method can 

only assess levels of virus HA antigen head specific antibodies. Further assays 

examining the proportions of each antibody subclass generated could be 

performed in addition to a comparison of serum ability to neutralize 

homologous and heterologous antigens assessed by the MNT test. Although, 

in this instance the Fc-region in scFv antibodies was absent other studies 

demonstrated that immune complex formation between antigen and full-size 

antibody can lead to enhanced antigen uptake and presentation, therefore, 

leading to stronger and broader immune response that might also be possibly 

formed while therapeutic antibodies containing Fc-domain are administered 

(156). Moreover, only three cytokines (IL-6, IL-4 and IFNγ) were tested in the 

study corresponding to the acute phase response, Th2 stimulation and 

macrophage activation in poultry. Recent work also suggests high involvement 

of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), 2’-5’-oligoadenylate synthetase-like 

(OASL), myxovirus resistance 1 (MX1) and C-X-C Motif Chemokine Ligand 1 

(CXCLi1) amongst other immune-related gene expression following H9N2 

infection, assessment of which could have provided further insights into levels 

of protection development during subsequent exposures (433). Having seen 

rapid virus clearance it is envisaged that a shorter therapeutic administration 
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window would be sufficient and the use of maximal dosages rather than 

prolonged periods at smaller doses would be advisable for future studies. A 

further point can be raised addressing virus dose used for bird challenge with 

some school of thought supporting virus titration by 50% egg infectious dose 

(EID50) rather than plaque assays due to the relevance in poultry infection 

(433, 500, 501). However, the later method chosen herein was well-

established and proven to work in multiple studies suggesting if the infectious 

virus dose is adjusted the method used for virus titration should not have 

significant effect on study outcome (502, 503). Another potential shortcoming 

in this work was use of challenged, non-treated birds as a negative control 

instead of administering different specificity or ‘scrambled sequence’ antibody 

which would be beneficial to include in any other future studies. In addition, 

environmental sample analysis (such as water and food) could contribute to 

better understanding of therapeutic antibody effect on virus circulation in the 

environment. 

Nevertheless, conventionally purified antibodies are expensive to produce 

revealing another challenge with the costs of therapeutic antibodies likely 

exceeding the costs of pre-emptive stamping out of poultry if the outbreak 

occurs. Therefore, the next part of work focused on viral vectored 

immunoprophylaxis generation and this approach feasibility evaluation in 

poultry. One of the main advantages of antibody gene delivery by viral vector 

is once a lifetime administration ensuring antibody secretion at sufficient levels 

for prolonged periods of time. For this reason, careful selection of viral vector 

with tropism only to target tissues, likewise, respiratory tract for the delivery of 

influenza virus specific antibodies would be beneficial. In addition, controlled 

transgene expression in vivo can be achieved in several ways with some 

success demonstrated with inducible promoters incorporating tetracycline-

responsive transcriptional elements, micro RNAs or steroid dependant 

switches (504-506). The rationale of this study to use HVT virus as viral vector 

was based on licensed approval of this vector for various antigen delivery in 
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poultry and reagent availability. One factor within in ovo studies that would 

have been interesting to investigate was recombinant virus administration to 

older embryos (day 16-17) that would have specific tissues developed to allow 

tissue differentiation for susceptibility towards HVT and permissibility for 

therapeutic antibody expression. In addition, in ovo vaccinations with HVT are 

typically administered to amniotic rather than allantoic cavity; the impact of 

route of delivery should be assessed to understand how it can impact virus 

replication and distribution. Another important question that was not addressed 

in this study but would need further investigation is on the role of anti-antibody 

response and whether it would interfere with VHH binding to the antigen or its 

functional activity. 

Alternative approaches to viral vectored immunoprophylaxis that could sustain 

therapeutic antibody expression in vivo could be via delivery of DNA plasmid 

encoded antibodies into the muscle tissues or local mRNA formulated in a 

liposomal formulation administration (429, 507). In addition, even more 

complex approaches such as of engineering of target species and 

development of transgenic animals incorporating antibody genes into the host 

genome have been demonstrated as an efficient mechanism. This has been 

proven with generation of Aedes Aegypti mosquitoes carrying scFv antibody 

neutralizing multiple dengue virus subtypes or transgenic chickens carrying 

3D8 scFv with hydrolysing ability specific to nucleic acid (115, 508).  

Finally, as of current knowledge and understanding two major hurdles for 

passive immunization in poultry exist including therapeutic antibody production 

costs and with regards to avian influenza virus high virus ability to adapt and 

overcome selective pressure of immunoglobulin molecules. Although 

production costs can be greatly reduced by delivery of nucleic acid encoding 

desired antibody compatibility with massive immunization advantages would 

be extremely beneficial if poultry and other livestock becomes one of the target 

hosts. Regarding choice of antibodies, it appears that combination of several 
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immunoglobulins targeting diverse, yet well conserved epitopes might be 

required. Alternatively, to further enhance passive immunization effects 

combined therapies with antivirals might be necessary. However, current rules 

do not allow antiviral usage in poultry to prevent virus evolution; whether the 

same will not happen with therapeutic antibodies remains uncertain. 

Nevertheless, it is expected that for some antigens the choice of antibodies 

might be much easier and passive immunization approach more applicable as 

illustrated with well-established RSV example in humans. Plausibly if 

therapeutic antibodies are established in case of the emergence of the 

outbreak to achieve the best results a combination of nucleic acid encoding 

therapeutic antibodies and purified protein delivery should be considered that 

will act as additional control measures alongside vaccination. 
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Chapter 6 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

6.1 Materials 

 

6.1.1 General reagents 

2- Mercaptoethanol Sigma Aldrich (M6250-10ML) 

3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) 
substrate  

BD Biosciences (555124) 

30% Acrylamide/Bis solution 37.5:1 Bio-Rad (1610158) 

Acetone analar Sigma Aldrich (32201-2.5L) 

Amersham™ Protran® Western blotting 
membranes, nitrocellulose 

Sigma Aldrich (GE10600002) 

Ammonium persulphate (APS) Sigma Aldrich (A3678-25G) 

Ampicillin ready-made solution Sigma Aldrich (A5354-10ML) 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) Sigma Aldrich (A7906-100G) 

Bromophenol blue Sigma Aldrich (B0126-25G) 

CaptureSelect™ C-tag Affinity Matrix Thermo Fisher Scientific (191307005) 

Crystal violet solution Sigma Aldrich (V5265-500ML) 

DAB Chromogen and Substrate Buffer  Agilent (K3468) 

dNTP set Thermo Fisher Scientific (10297018) 

DTT Sigma Aldrich (10197777001) 

ELISA coating buffer The Pirbright Institute, cell culture 
services 

Ethanol absolute ≥99.8% VWR International (20821.321) 
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GelRed Nucleic Acid Gel Stain 10,000X 
in water 

Biotium (BT41003-5) 

Glycine Sigma Aldrich (G8898) 

HistoPaque 1083 Sigma Aldrich (10831-100ML) 

Hyperladder™ 1 kb Bioline Bioline (BIO-33026) 

Protein G IgG Binding Buffer  Thermo Fisher Scientific (21011) 

IgG Elution Buffer  Thermo Fisher Scientific (21004) 

Kanamycin solution from Streptomyces Sigma Aldrich (K0254-20ML) 

LB Broth (Miller)  Sigma Aldrich (L3522-1KG) 

Methanol analar Sigma Aldrich (32213-2.5L) 

MgCl2 Sigma Aldrich (M8266-1KG) 

Molecular Biology Grade Agarose for 
gel electrophoresis 

EUROGENTEC (18037G) 

PageBlue™ Protein staining solution  Thermo Fisher Scientific (24620) 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) The Pirbright Institute, cell culture 
services 

PBS’a’ (PBS without calcium, 
magnesium) 

The Pirbright Institute, cell culture 
services 

Pierce™ BCA protein assay Thermo Fisher Scientific (23225) 

Pierce protein G agarose Thermo Fisher Scientific (20397 

Precision Plus Protein™ All Blue 
Prestained Protein Standards 

Bio-Rad (1610373) 

Purified agar for plaque assay Oxoid (LP0028) 

QIAamp® One-For-All Nucleic Acid kit Qiagen (965672) 

Qiagen DNA blood and tissue kit Qiagen (69504) 

Qiagen Proteinase K Qiagen (19131) 
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Qiagen Qiafilter plasmid filter maxi kit Qiagen (12162) 

Qiagen Qiaprep miniprep kit Qiagen (27106) 

Qiagen Qiaquick gel extraction kit Qiagen (28704) 

Qiagen RNeasy mini kit Qiagen (74104) 

Skimmed milk powder Marvel 

Super Optimal broth with Catabolite 
repression 

(SOC) medium 

Thermo Fisher Scientific (15544034) 

 

Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) Bio-Rad (161-0800) 

Tris  Sigma Aldrich (T1503-25G) 

Tris Glycine SDS PAGE Buffer (10X) National diagnostics (EC-8700) 

Tween 20 Sigma (P1379-1L) 

Ultra-pure Tris/borate/EDTA (TBE) 
buffer 

  Thermo Fisher Scientific (15581044) 

UltraPure™ DNase/RNase-Free 
Distilled Water 

Thermo Fisher Scientific (10977049) 

 

6.1.2 Enzymes and master mixes 

ABsolute Blue qPCR Low ROX mix Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(AB4318B) 

GoTaq® Green Master Mix Promega (M7123) 

PfuUltra II Hotstart 2x Master mix Agilent (600852) 

Restriction enzymes     New England Biolabs 

Superscript III one-step RT-PCR with 
PlatinumTM Taq DNA polymerase 

Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(1257435) 
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T4 DNA ligase  New England Biolabs 
(M0202) 

T4 DNA polymerase New England Biolabs 
(M0203S) 

6.1.3 Antibodies 

Table 6.1. Antibodies used in this study 

Antibody Type Source  Notes 

ID2 IgG1 mouse 
monoclonal 

This study  Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

JF7 IgG1 mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

EC12 IgG1 mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

HA9 IgG1 mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

CGA12 IgG1 mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

JF8 IgG1 mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

ID2 IgG2a mouse 
monoclonal 

This study  Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

JF7 IgG2a mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

EC12 IgG2a mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

HA9 IgG2a mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

CGA12 IgG2a mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 
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JF8 IgG2a mouse 
monoclonal 

This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

ID2 scFv fragment This study  Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

JF7 scFv fragment This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

EC12 scFv fragment This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

HA9 scFv fragment This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

CG12 scFv fragment This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

JF8 scFv fragment This study Raised against UDL-1/08 
H9HA 

R1aB6 Bivalent VHH 
fragment 

This study Raised against pdm/09 

 

Table 6.2 Primary antibodies used in this study 

Antibody  Application (dilution) Source 

CaptureSelect™ Biotin 
Anti-C-tag Conjugate 

WB, ELISA, 
immunostaining 

(1:500 – 1:5000) 

Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 

Polyclonal chicken anti-
HVT serum 

Immunostaining (1:500)  In house raised by 
Iqbal group 

vNr-13 anti HVT-
encoded Bcl-2 
homologue clone EG2 

WB (1:20) Avian Oncogenic 
Viruses group, The 
Pirbright Institute 
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Table 6.3. Secondary antibodies used in this study 

Antibody  Application  Source 

Streptavidin – HRP 
conjugate 

ELISA (1:500) Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 

Polyclonal rabbit anti-
mouse immunoglobulins 
HRP 

ELISA (1:2000) Agilent 

Anti-chicken IgY (IgG) 
(whole molecule) − 
peroxidase antibody 

ELISA (1:10, 000) Sigma Aldrich 

IRDye® 680RD Donkey 
anti-Chicken IgG (H + 
L)  

WB (1:10, 000) LI-COR Biosciences 

IRDye® 680RD Donkey 
Anti-Chicken Secondary 
Antibody 

WB (1:10, 000) LI-COR Biosciences 

IRDye® 800CW 
Streptavidin 

WB (1:2000) LI-COR Biosciences 

6.1.4 Plasmids 

Table 6.4. Plasmids used in this study 

Name Description Source 

pExpres2.1 Expression plasmid for 
S2 cells 

ExpreS2ion 
Biotechnologies 

pNeoSec Expression plasmid for 
ExpiCHO cells 

The UK Immunological 
Toolbox 

pUC18 Donor plasmid carrying 
homology arms for 
recombinant HVT virus 
rescue 

Addgene (Cat no. 
#50004) 

pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro 
(PX459) V2.0 

Plasmid for guide RNA 
insertion and 

Addgene (Cat no. 
#62988) 

https://www.licor.com/bio/reagents/irdye-680rd-donkey-anti-chicken-secondary-antibody
https://www.licor.com/bio/reagents/irdye-680rd-donkey-anti-chicken-secondary-antibody
https://www.licor.com/bio/reagents/irdye-680rd-donkey-anti-chicken-secondary-antibody
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recombinant HVT virus 
rescue 

pHVT-BAC3 Plasmid for HVT qPCR 
standards 

Avian Oncogenic 
Viruses group, The 
Pirbright Institute 

pGEMT-Ovo Plasmid for 
ovotransferrin qPCR 
standards 

Avian Oncogenic 
Viruses group, The 
Pirbright Institute 

 

6.1.5 Eukaryotic cell culture 

Table 6.5. Cell lines used in this study 

Cell line  Notes Source 

S2 Drosophila Schneider 2 cells ExpreS2ion 
Biotechnologies 

ExpiCHO  Chinese Hamster Ovary cells Thermo Fisher Scientific 

MDCK Madin darby canine kidney 
cells 

ATCC 

CEF Chicken embryo fibroblast The Pirbright Institute 

 

6.1.5.1 Cell culture reagents 

Calcium Phosphate transfection kit Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(K278001) 

Dextran hydrochloride Sigma Aldrich (D-9885-50G) 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium Sigma Aldrich (D6429-
6X500ML) 

EX-CELL® 420 Serum-Free Medium for 
Insect Cells 

Sigma Aldrich (14420C-
1000ML) 

ExpiCHO™ Expression Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(A2910001) 
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ExpiCHO™ expression system kit Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(A29133) 

Foetal bovine serum (FBS) sterile filtered 
- Brazil 

Life Science Production (S-
001A-BR) 

Gentamicin sulphate salt bioreagent Sigma Aldrich (G1264-1G) 

Hepes solution Sigma Aldrich (H0887-100ML) 

L-glutamine Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(25030024) 

Medium 199 Sigma Aldrich (M4530-
6X500ML) 

Minimum Essential Medium Sigma Aldrich (M027-100ML) 

Nystatin bioreagent Sigma Aldrich (N6261-500KU) 

Ofloxacin HCl Sigma Aldrich (O8757) 

OptiMEM, reduced serum medium, no 
phenol red 

Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(11058021) 

Penicillin G potassium salt bioreagent  Sigma Aldrich (P7794-1MU) 

Penicillin-Streptomycin (10,000U/ML) Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(15140122) 

Polymyxin B sulphate salt bioreagent Sigma Aldrich (P4932-5MU) 

Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 
medium 

Sigma Aldrich (R8758-
6X500ML) 

Schneider’s insect medium Sigma Aldrich (S0146-
6X500ML) 

Sodium bicarbonate solution Sigma Aldrich (S8761-100ML) 

(SDS) Sigma Aldrich (L3771) 

Streptomycin sulphate salt bioreagent Sigma Aldrich (S9137-25G) 

Sulfamethoxazol vetranal Sigma Aldrich (31737-250MG) 

TPCK trypsin Sigma Aldrich (T8802-100MG) 
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TransIT-X2® Dynamic Delivery System  MirusBio (MIR 6003) 

Trypsin (2.5%), no phenol red Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(15090046) 

Tryptose phosphate broth (TPB) Sigma Aldrich (T8159-100ML) 

Versene Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(15040033) 

Zeocin Invivogen (ant-zn-5p) 

Table 6.6 Cell culture media composition used in this study 

CEF growth media 5% v/v FCS 

10% v/v TPB 

Medium 199 

MDCK growth media 10% v/v FCS 

DMEM 

S2 growth media 10% v/v FCS 

Schneider’s insect medium 

Influenza virus plaque assay 

overlay media composition 

0.0005% dextran hydrochloride 

0.15% w/v sodium hydrocarbonate 

0.2% w/v BSA 

100 U mL-1 Pen/Strep 

10 mM Hepes 

10x Minimum Essential Medium 
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2 mM L-glutamine 

2μg mL-1 TPCK trypsin 

Virus transport media (adjusted to 

Ph 7.4) 

0.5% v/v BSA,  

Gentamicin 250 mg L-1 

Medium 199, 

Nystatin 5x 105 U L-1 

Ofloxacin HCl 60 mg L-1 

Penicillin G 2 x 106U L-1   

Polymyxin B 2 x 106 UL -1 

Streptomycin 200 mg L-1 

Sulfamethoxazol 0.2 g L-1 

 

Table 6.7. Bacteria culture media composition used in this study 

Luria Broth (LB) medium LB Broth (Miller)  

100 µg mL-1 ampicillin or  

50 µg mL-1 kanamycin or 

25 µg mL-1 zeocin 

LB agar plates  Pre-made LB medium  

1.5% w/v agar 

100 µg mL-1 ampicillin or  

50 µg mL-1 kanamycin or 
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25 µg mL-1 zeocin 

 

 

6.1.6 SDS PAGE gels composition 

Stacking gel – always cast at 4% 

MQ Water  2.1 mL 

30% Acrylamide/Bis solution 37.5:1 0.5 mL 

1.0 M Tris-HCL (pH 6.8) 0.38 mL 

10% SDS 0.03 mL 

10% APS 0.03 mL 

TEMED 0.003 mL 

 

Resolving gel - 8% 

MQ Water  2.3 mL 

30% Acrylamide/Bis solution 37.5:1 1.3 mL 

1.0 M Tris-HCL (pH 8.8) 1.3 mL 

10% SDS 0.05 mL 

10% APS 0.05 mL 

TEMED 0.005 mL 

 

Resolving gel - 10% 

MQ Water  1.9 mL 
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30% Acrylamide/Bis solution 37.5:1 1.7 mL 

1.0 M Tris-HCL (pH 8.8) 1.3 mL 

10% SDS 0.05 mL 

10% APS 0.05 mL 

TEMED 0.005 mL 

 

Resolving gel - 12% 

MQ Water  1.6 mL 

30% Acrylamide/Bis solution 37.5:1 2.0 mL 

1.0 M Tris-HCL (pH 8.8) 1.3 mL 

10% SDS 0.05 mL 

10% APS 0.05 mL 

TEMED 0.005 mL 

 

6.1.7 Buffers/solutions 

*All buffers/solutions prepared in distilled water unless otherwise stated. 

Table 6.8. Buffers and solutions used in this study 

Crystal violet solution 

 

0.1% v/v crystal violet 

20% Methanol 

ELISA blocking buffer/antibody 
dilution 

PBS 5% w/v BSA 

ELISA stop solution 2 M H2SO4 
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Immunostaining blocking buffer PBS 5% v/v FCS 

Methanol:acetone 1:1 

 

50% methanol 

50% acetone 

SDS loading dye 

 

8 M urea 

2% w/v SDS 

10 mM Tris HCl pH 6.8 

0.01% v/v Bromophenol blue 

Wash buffer (WB/ ELISA/ 
immunostaining) 

PBS/0.1% v/v Tween20 

Western blot antibody dilution 

 

PBS/0.1% v/v Tween20 

1% w/v skimmed milk 

Western blot blocking buffer 

 

PBS/0.1% v/v Tween20 

Western blot transfer buffer 

 

25 mM Tris, 

192 mM glycine 

20% v/v methanol 

 

6.1.8 Viruses 

Table 6.9. Viruses used in this study 

Strain Alias Notes 

A/Chicken/Egypt/D7100/2013 (H9N2)  

 

Egy/D7100 1:1:6 recombinant with 
Egy/D7100 HA, UDL-1/08 
NA and PR8 internals 

A/Chicken/India/WB-NIV1057169/2010 
(H9N2) 

 

India/WB 1:1:6 recombinant with 
India/WB HA, UDL-1/08 
NA and PR8 internals 
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A/Chicken/Pakistan/UDL-01/08 (H9N2) 

 

UDL-1/08 2:6 recombinant 

A/Chicken/Pakistan/UDL-02/08 (H9N2) 

 

UDL-2/08 1:1:6 recombinant with 
UDL2/08 HA, UDL-1/08 
NA and PR8 internals  

A/Chicken/Wenzhou/606/2013 (H9N2) 

 

WZ/606 1:1:6 recombinant with 
WZ/606 HA, UDL-1/08 
NA and PR8 internals  

A/Chinese Hwamei/Vietnam/38/2006 
(H9N2) 

 

VN/38 1:1:6 recombinant with 
VN/38 HA, UDL-1/08 NA 
and PR8 internals  

A/environment/Bangladesh/10306/2011 
(H9N2) 

 

Env/BD 1:1:6 recombinant with 
env/BD HA, UDL-1/08 NA 
and PR8 internals  

A/Quail/United Arab 
Emirates/D1556/2014 (H9N2) 

 

UAE/D1556 1:1:6 recombinant with 
UAE/D1556 HA, UDL-
1/08 NA and PR8 
internals  

A/Chicken/Nepal/T-359/2014 (H5N1) 

 

Npl/T-359 1:6 recombinant with 
Npl/T-359 HA, PR8 NA 
and internals 

A/Duck/Vietnam/OIE-0062/2012 
(H5N1) 

 

VN/OIE/0062 1:6 recombinant with 
VN/OIE/0062 HA, PR8 
NA and internals 

A/Duck/Vietnam/OIE-2202/2012 
(H5N1) 

 

VN/OIE/2202 1:6 recombinant with 
VN/OIE/2202HA, PR8 NA 
and internals 

A/Tree 
Sparrow/Indonesia/D10013/2010 
(H5N1) 

 

IDN/D10013 1:6 recombinant with 
IDN/D10013 HA, PR8 NA 
and internals 
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A/Turkey/Egypt/137/2013 (H5N1) 

 

Egy/137 1:6 recombinant with 
Egy/137 HA, PR8 NA and 
internals 

A/Yunnan/0127/2015 (H5N1) 

 

CN-YN/0127 1:6 recombinant with CN-
YN/0127 HA, PR8 NA 
and internals 

A/California/7/2009 (H1N1) 09/pdm Full virus  

Fc126 HVT WT HVT Full virus 

Fc126 HVT - GFP GFP HVT Recombinant virus with 
GFP at US2 site 

Fc126 HVT – R1aB6 2.2.4 2.2.4 rHVT 
R1aB6  

Recombinant virus with 
GFP at US2 site clone 
2.2.4 

Fc126 HVT – R1aB6 11.1.2 11.1.2 rHVT 
R1aB6 

Recombinant virus with 
GFP at US2 site clone 
11.1.2 

 

6.1.9 Eggs 

Table 6.10. Eggs used in this study 

Species Supplier Age (from – to) Use 

VALO 
Biomedia 
clean eggs  

VALO 
Biomedia 

Embryonic day 10 - 
Embryonic day 12 

Influenza virus stocks 
growth 

Embryonic day 12 Production of CEF 
cells 

Embryonic day 16 - 
Embryonic day 19 

Assessment of HVT 
virus replication in 
eggs 

Dekalb White 
leghorn 

VALO 
Biomedia 

Day 1 post hatch - 42 
days old 

Assessment of HVT 
virus tolerability in 
adult birds 
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Rhode Island 
Red 

National Avian 
Research 
Facility 

20 days old - 42 days 
old 

Influenza virus 
challenge study 

 

6.1.10 Primers 

Table 6.11. cDNA primers used in this study 

Name Sequence Description 

UniHA FW AGCAAAAGCAGGGG Complementary to 
the 5’ end 

of vRNA of IAV HA 
segment 

UniHA RV AGTAGAAACAAGGGTGTTTT Complementary to 
the 3’ end 

of vRNA of IAV HA 
segment 

 

Table 6.12. qPCR primers and probes used in this study 

Name Sequence Description 

Influenza 
M FW 

AGATGAGTCTTCTAACCGAGGTCG Designed to 
amplify 
influenza M 
segment Influenza 

M RV 
TGCAAAAACATCTTCAAGTCTCTG 

Influenza 
M 

probe 

AM-TCAGGCCCCCTCAAAGCCGA-TAMRA 

IL-4 FW AACATGCGTCAGCTCCTGAAT  

IL-4 RV TCTGCTAGGAACTTCTCCATTGAA 
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IL-4 probe FAM-AGCAGCACCTCCCTCAAGGCACC-
TAMRA 

Designed to 
amplify chicken 
IL-4 

IL-6 FW GCTCGCCGGCTTCGA  Designed to 
amplify chicken 
IL6 IL-6 RV GGTAGGTCTGAAAGGCGAACAG 

IL-6 probe FAM-
AGGAGAAATGCCTGACGAAGCTCTCCA-
TAMRA 

IFNγ FW GTGAAGAAGGTGAAAGATATCATGGA Designed to 
amplify chicken 
IFNγ IFNγ RV GCTTTGCGCTGGATTCTCA 

IFNγ 
probe 

FAM-TGGCCAAGCTCCCGATGAACGA-
TAMRA 

28S FW GGCGAAGCCAGAGGAAACT Designed to 
amplify chicken 
ribosomal 
protein 28S 

28S RV GACGACCGATTTGCACGTC 

28S probe FAM-
AGGACCGCTACGGACCTCCACCATAMRA 

HVT FW GGCAGACACCGCGTTGTAT Designed to 
amplify HVT 
virus ORF1 HVT RV TGTCCACGCTCGAGACTATCC 

HVT 
probe 

FAM-AACCCGGGCTTGTGGACGTCTCC-
BHQ1 

Ovo FW CACTGCCACTGGGCTCTGT Designed to 
amplify 
Chicken 
ovotransferrin 

Ovo RV GCAATGGCAATAAACCTCCAA 

Ovo probe YAKIMA YELLOW-
AGTCTGGAGAAGTCTGTGCAGCCTCCA-
TAMRA 

R1aB6 
FW 

CGCTGCCGGTAAGCCTAT Designed to 
amplify R1aB6 
transgene 

R1aB6 
RV 

TGGGCCTCGAAGATGTCGTT 
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R1aB6 
probe 

FAM-TAACCCTCTCCTCGGTCTCGATT-
BHQ1 

 

 
Table 6.13. Sequencing primers used in this study 

Name Sequence Description 

pExpres2.1 
sequencing FW 

GACTCTTGCGTTTCTGATAGG Sequencing of 5’ 
end of insert in 
pExpres2.1 

pExpres2.1 
sequencing RV 

GGAGTGTGTAAATGGACAA Sequencing of 3’ 
end of insert in 
pExpres2.1 

pNeoSac Mm 
IgG1 

TAGTTTGGGCAGCAGATCCA Sequencing of 3’ 
end of insert in 
pNeoSac Mm 
IgG1 

pNeoSac Mm 
IgG2a 

CACCGAGGAGCCAGTTGTAT Sequencing of 3’ 
end of insert in 
pNeoSac Mm 
IgG2a 

pNeoSac Mm 
kappa 

CACCTCCAGATGTTAACTG Sequencing of 3’ 
end of insert in 
pNeoSac Mm 
kappa 

pUC18 FW CACACGTCAGCTCATCGGTTAGC Sequencing of 5’ 
end of insert in 
pUC18 

pUC18 RV GTACCGTCGCAGTCTTCGGTCT Sequencing of 3’ 
end of insert in 
pUC18 

M13 FW TGTAAAACGACGGCCAG Sequencing of 
PCR products 
containing M13 
extension 
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Table 6.14. Cloning primers used in this study 

Name Sequence Description 

CD33 FW ATGCCGCTGCTGCTACTGCTGCC
C 

scFv ID2, scFv JF7, 
scFv EC12, R1Ab6 
subloning into 
pExpres2.1 from 
GeneArt gene synthesis 
product 

C-tag RV 

TTAAGCCTCTGGCTCCTCGTGCCA 

CG12/HA9/JF8 
VL FW 

ATAGAATTCATGGGGATCCTTCCC
AGCCCTGGGATGCCTGCGCTGCT
CTCCC 

CG12 subcloning from 
IgG2a into scFv format 

CG12 VL linker 
RV 

TCCGCTTCCTCCGCCGCCACTTCC
GCCTCCGCCATCAGCCCGTTTGA 

CG12 VH linker 
FW 

GGCGGCGGAGGAAGCGGAGGCG
GAGGATCCGAGGTGCAGCTGGAG
CAGTCA 

CG12 VH RV ATAAGGCCTGGCTGTTGTTTTGGC
TGAGGAGACTGTGAGAGTGGAGC
CTTGGCCCCAGTAGTCAAAACCCC
AGTGAT 

HA9 VL linker 
RV 

TCCGCTTCCTCCGCCGCCACTTCC
GCCTCCGCCTGGTGCAGCATCAG
CCC 

HA9 subcloning from 
IgG2a into scFv format  

HA9 VH linker 
FW 

GGCGGCGGAGGAAGCGGAGGCG
GAGGATCCGGAGGCTTAGTGCAG
CCT 

HA9 VH RV GTTCAGGCCTTTTGGGGCTGTTGT
TTTGGCTGAGGAGACTGTGAGAG
TGGTGCCTTGGCCCCA 

JF8 VL linker 
RV 

TCCGCTTCCTCCGCCGCCACTTCC
GCCTCCGCCATCAGCCCGTTTTAT
TTCCA 

JF8 subcloning from 
IgG2a into scFv format 

JF8 VH linker 
FW 

GGCGGCGGAGGAAGCGGAGGCG
GAGGATCCGAGGTGCAGCTGCAG
GAGTCT 
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JF8 VH RV ATAAGGCCTGGCTGTTGTTTTGGC
TGAGGAGACTGTGAGAGTGGTGC
CTTGGCCCC 

ID2 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG1 FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGAGTTCCAC
CTGCAGCAG 

VH chain of ID2 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG1 
from scFv format ID2 pNeoSec 

MmFc IgG1 RV 
GGGTGTCGTTTTGGCTGAGGAGA
CGGTGAC 

ID2 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG2a 
FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTTCTGAGTTCC
ACCTGCAGCAGTC 

VH chain of ID2 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG2a 
from scFv format 

ID2 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG2a 
RV 

GGCTGTTGTTTTGGCTGAGGAGA
CGGTGACTGAGGTTCC 

ID2 pNeoSec 
MmFc kappa 
FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGACATCCAG
ATGACTC 

VL chain of ID2 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc kappa 
from scFv format 

ID2 pNeoSec 
MmFc kappa 
RV 

TGCAGCATCAGCCCGTTTGATTTC
CAGCTT 

JF7 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG1 FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTCAGGTCCAA
CTGCAGCAGCCT 

VH chain of JF7 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG1 
from scFv format JF7 pNeoSec 

MmFc IgG1 RV 
GGGTGTCGTTTTGGCTGAGGAGA
CGGTGACTGAGGTT 

JF7 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG2a 
FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTCAGGTCCAA
CTGCAGCAGCCT 

VH chain of JF7 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG2a 
from scFv format 

JF7 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG2a 
RV 

GGCTGTTGTTTTGGCTGAGGAGA
CGGTGACTGAGGTTCC 

JF7 pNeoSec 
MmFc kappa 
FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTAACATTGTAA
TGACC 

VL chain of JF7 
subcloning into 
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JF7 pNeoSec 
MmFc kappa 
RV 

GGTCATTACAATGTTAGCTACGCA
ACCCAT 

pNeoSec MmFc kappa 
from scFv format 

EC12 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG1 FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGAAGTGAAG
CTGGTGGAGTCTGA 

VH chain of EC12 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG1 
from scFv format EC12 pNeoSec 

MmFc IgG1 RV 
GGGTGTCGTTTTGGCTGAGGAGA
CTGTGAGAGTGGT 

EC12 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG2a 
FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGAAGTGAAG
CTGGTGGAGTCTGA 

VH chain of EC12 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG2a 
from scFv format 

EC12 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG2a 
RV 

GGCTGTTGTTTTGGCTGAGGAGA
CTGTGAGAGTGGTGCC 

EC12 pNeoSec 
MmFc kappa 
FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGAAATCCAGA
TGACA 

VL chain of EC12 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc kappa 
from scFv format 

EC12 pNeoSec 
MmFc kappa 
RV 

TGCAGCATCAGCCCCTTTGATTTC
CAGCTT 

CG12 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG1 FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGAGGTGCAG
CTGGAGCA 

VH chain of CG12 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG1 
from scFv format CG12 pNeoSec 

MmFc IgG1 RV 
GGGTGTCGTTTTGGCGGCTGTTG
TTTTGGCT 

HA9 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG1 FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGGAGGCTTA
GTGCAGCC 

VH chain of HA9 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG1 
from scFv format HA9 pNeoSec 

MmFc IgG1 RV 
GGGTGTCGTTTTGGCTGGGGCTG
TTGTTTTG 

JF8 pNeoSec 
MmFc IgG1 FW 

TGGGTTGCGTAGCTGAGGTGCAG
CTGCAGGA 

VH chain of JF8 
subcloning into 
pNeoSec MmFc IgG1 
from scFv format JF8 pNeoSec 

MmFc IgG1 RV 
GGGTGTCGTTTTGGCGGCTGTTG
TTTTGGCT 
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R1aB6 pUC18 
FW 

ATTGTCGACGGTACCTTAAGCCTC
TGGCTCCTCGTGCCA 

R1aB6 subcloning into 
pUC18 from 
pExpres2.1 

R1aB6 pUC18 

RV 

TCCACCGGTCGCCACCATGCCGC

TGCTGCTACTGCTGC 

 

6.2 Methods 

 

6.2.1 Molecular cloning techniques 

 

6.2.1.1 Sequencing of monoclonal antibodies variable 
domains  

Variable domain sequences of monoclonal antibodies derived from mice 

hybridomas F965-ID2, F965-JF7, F965-EC12 were obtained using Absolute 

Antibody Ltd services. Alternatively, variable domains from F965-HA9, F965-

CG12, F965-JF8 were determined using The UK Immunological Toolbox 

services, managed by The Pirbright Institute. All sequences, regardless of the 

provider, were obtained using Sanger sequencing of PCR products amplified 

via rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5′RACE) for variable heavy chains and 

V-region PCR for variable light chains. Briefly, total mRNA extraction from 

hybridomas was followed by conversion into cDNA. To facilitate variable heavy 

chain retrieval a homopolymer tail was added to 3’ of cDNA whilst variable light 

domains were determined in the presence of primers specific to signal peptide 

and framework region 1. 

 

6.2.1.2 In silico cloning 

A) Design of scFv, VHH antibody expression vectors 

Variable domain sequences were used for scFv generation in silico utilizing 

SnapGene software. To produce scFv ORF VL and VH domains were fused via 
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a (Gly4Ser)4 linker, a CD33 secretion signal sequence (Homo sapiens; 

accession number NM_001772.4) was incorporated at the 5’-end of scFv and 

C-tag sequence (EPEA) was added to the 3’-end. EcoRI and SacII restriction 

enzyme sites were added to 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively. The same strategy 

was used for bivalent R1aB6 generation by linking two R1aB6 sequences by 

a (Gly4Ser)4 linker. R1aB6 amino acid sequence was kindly provided by Simon 

Hufton (NIBSC). Constructs were inserted into pExpres2.1 vector (ExpreS2ion 

Biotechnologies) and checked for open reading frame (ORF) retention. The 

whole constructs for ID2, JF7, EC12 and bivalent VHH R1aB6 were submitted 

for commercial synthesis (GeneArt). Alternatively, primers were designed, and 

variable domains amplified from hybridoma clones F965-HA9, F965-CG12, 

F965-JF8 following scFv generation via overlapping PCR. 

B) Design of different mice isotype antibody expression vectors 

In silico cloning of variable domains into vectors containing different mouse 

antibody Fc regions was performed utilizing SnapGene software. Variable 

domain sequences were used for incorporation into pNeoSec vectors carrying 

mouse IgG1, IgG2a or kappa constant regions and checked for ORF retention. 

VL sequences were inserted into pNeoSec-Mm-Lc-ĸ plasmid map between 

KpnI and PstI restriction enzyme sites while VH chains were inserted into 

pNeoSac-MmFc-IgG1 or pNeoSac-MmFc-IgG2a using the same restriction 

enzyme sites. pNeoSec vectors were obtained from The UK Immunological 

Toolbox. Overlapping primers matching vector and insert sequence were 

designed for each of the constructs to facilitate ligation independent cloning. 

C) Design of CRISPR-Cas9 donor vectors 

For bivalent R1aB6 antibody ORF insertion into the pUC18 backbone 

(Addgene) carrying i) murine cytomegalovirus immediate-early promoter 

adjacent to synthetically generated ii) SV40 poly(A) polyadenylation site 

located between partial (HVT087) SORF3 and partial (HVT088) US2 

sequences homologous to HVT genome AgeI and SalI restriction enzyme sites 

were used. ORF retention was checked in SnapGene software and primers 
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designed allowing sub-cloning from pExpres2.1 vector (ExpreS2ion 

Biotechnologies).  

For guide (g) RNA insertion into pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 

(Addgene) BbsI restriction enzyme site was used. The complete plasmid map 

and plasmid was kindly shared by Avian Oncogenic viruses group from The 

Pirbright Institute. 

 

6.2.1.3 PCR amplification 

A) PCR amplification of DNA for cloning or sequencing reactions 

PCR reactions requiring maximum polymerase precision were performed 

using PfuUltra II Hotstart 2x Master mix (Agilent) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 25 μL reaction contained 1 μL of forward and 

1 μL of reverse primers (10 μM each), 1 μL of DNA (10 - 100 ng) and 12.5 μL 

master mix, the remaining volume was made up with nuclease-free water. 

Thermocycling conditions were as following i) 2 min denaturation at 95 °C, ii) 

20 sec denaturation at 95 °C, iii) 20 sec primer annealing at temperature as 

determined by Sigma oligonucleotide analysis tool, iv) 15 sec elongation at 72 

°C per 1 kb, with steps ii) – iv) performed for 30 cycles, and v) final 3 min 

elongation step at 72 °C. 

B) PCR amplification of DNA to confirm transgene insertion in HVT 

genome 

PCR reactions, to characterize an insert in recombinant HVT virus, were 

performed using GoTaq® Green Master Mix (Promega). Briefly, 25 μL reaction 

contained 1 μL of forward and 1 μL of reverse primers (10 μM), 1 μL of DNA 

template (extracted from infected cells) and 12.5 μL master mix, the remaining 

volume was made up with nuclease-free water. Thermocycling conditions were 

as following i) 3 min denaturation at 94 °C, ii) 45 sec denaturation at 94 °C, iii) 

30 sec primer annealing at temperature as determined by Sigma 

oligonucleotide analysis tool, iv) 1 min elongation at 72 °C per 1 kb, with steps 

ii) – iv) performed for 30 cycles, and v) final 10 min elongation step at 72 °C. 
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6.2.1.4 Restriction enzyme digestions 

Restriction enzyme digestions of vectors and inserts were performed using a 

single restriction enzyme or a combination of two enzymes per reaction as 

required. A typical reaction volume of 15 μL consisted of 1 μL (10 – 20 units) 

of restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs), 1.5 μL of appropriate 10x buffer 

as suggested by manufacturer, the remaining volume was made up by target 

DNA (10 – 1000 ng) and nuclease-free water. Digestions were carried out at 

37 °C for 6 h.  

 

6.2.1.5 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

PCR and restriction digestion products were run on a 1% (w/v) agarose gel. 

Molecular Biology Grade Agarose (EUROGENTEC) was boiled in 60 mL of 1x 

Tris/borate/EDTA (TBE) buffer (100 mM Tris, 90 mM boric acid, and 1 mM 

EDTA, pH 8.3) (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 1 μL of 1x GelRed nucleic acid stain 

(Biotium) was added to cooled molten agarose and then allowed to set. Each 

sample was mixed with 1x DNA loading dye (final concentration) prior to 

loading onto the set gel. Hyperladder™ 1 kb (Bioline) were used as standards 

for sample DNA size estimation. Gels were run in H1-Set Easigel Fast-Mini 

Gel Units (CamLab) between 50 - 70V for the required amount of time. DNA 

was visualised using a Gel Doc™ EZ Imager (BioRad) using the ‘GelRed’ 

setting. 

 

6.2.1.6 Ligation independent cloning 

Ligation independent cloning was performed using T4 polymerase (New 

England Biolabs). Briefly, vectors were linearized by KpnI and PstI restriction 

enzymes and treated with 3 units of T4 DNA polymerase in a total volume of 

20 μL. The reaction mix contained 50 ng digested vector, 100 mM dTTP, 100 

mM DTT, 2 μL 10x BSA, 2 μL of 10x NEB buffer 2 and nuclease-free water. 

Alternatively, PCRs were performed as described in step 6.2.1.3 on the 
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amplicon to be inserted with overhang containing primers listed in Table 6.14. 

The inserts were subjected to T4 DNA polymerase treatment as above with 

the only difference of 100 mM dTTP substituted by 100 mM dATP. Both vector 

and insert reaction mixtures were incubated at 22 °C for 30 min followed by 75 

°C for 20 min. Annealing reaction was done using 1:3 vector to insert ratio in 

15 μL reaction volume with the remaining volume made up by nuclease free 

water. Reactions were kept at room temperature for 5 min before addition of 1 

μL 25 mM EDTA and further 5 min incubation at room temperature followed by 

immediate bacteria transformation. 

 

6.2.1.7 Ligation 

All ligation reactions were performed using 400 units of T4 DNA ligase (New 

England Biolabs) equivalent to 1 µL and 1.5 μL of 10x buffer provided by 

manufacturer. Ligations were set using 1:3 molecular ratio of vector to insert 

in 15 μL reaction volume. Reactions were incubated for 2 h at room 

temperature. 

 

6.2.1.8 Bacteria transformation 

In-house made competent E.coli bacteria cells (DH5α, TOP10) were used for 

transformation with plasmid DNA. Typically, 1-2 μL of ligation reaction or 

ligation independent cloning product was added to freshly thawed cells and 

incubated on ice for 30 min. Cells were heat shocked at 42 °C for 45 sec and 

kept on ice for further 2 min. 250 μL of SOC medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

was added onto the heat shocked cells and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h while 

shaking. 100 μL of cells were plated onto appropriate antibiotic LB agar plates 

and incubated at 37 °C overnight. Single colonies were selected and grown in 

10 mL of LB medium supplemented with appropriate antibiotic (37 °C, 

overnight, shaking). 
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6.2.1.9 DNA purification from bacteria, gel extraction 

DNA purification from bacteria or agarose gel was performed using Qiagen’s 

kits (Qiagen). QIAprep spin miniprep or maxiprep kit was used for DNA 

extraction from bacterial pallets. Briefly, 10 mL of LB broth with appropriate 

antibiotic was inoculated for miniprep and 250 mL for maxiprep and grown at 

37 °C, overnight while shaking. Bacterial cells were pelleted by centrifugation 

(1,600x g, 15 min, 4 °C), the supernatant discarded, and cells processed as 

per manufacturer’s instructions. QIAquick gel extraction kit was used for gel 

extractions as per manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was eluted in the 

nuclease-free water and the nucleic acid concentration and quality was 

assessed by NanoPhotometer® NP80 (Implen). 

 

6.2.1.10 Plasmid sequencing 

Newly prepared DNA plasmids were sent for sequencing to ensure correct 

modifications. Sanger sequencing was performed by Source Bioscience and 

the results were analysed using MEGA7 software.  

 

 

6.2.2 Cell culture and eggs  

 

6.2.2.1 Passaging of continuous cell lines 

Drosophila Schneider 2 (S2) cells were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific 

and maintained in Schneider’s insect medium (Sigma Aldrich) supplemented 

with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS). Media was switched to EX-CELL® 420 

Serum-Free Medium for Insect Cells (Sigma Aldrich) after stable cell line 

establishment. Cells were grown at 25 °C without CO2 and passaged every 4 

- 5 days.  

ExpiCHO cells were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific, maintained in 

vented, non-baffled flasks using ExpiCHO™ Expression Medium (Thermo 
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Fisher Scientific). Cells were grown at 37 °C with 8% CO2 under continuous 

shaking and passaged every 3 - 4 days.  

MDCK cells were obtained from ATCC, maintained in Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Sigma Aldrich) supplemented with 10% FBS. Cells 

were grown at 37 °C, 5% CO2 and passaged every 4 - 5 days.  

 

6.2.2.2 Preparation and maintenance of primary cell 
lines 

Chicken embryo fibroblast (CEF) cells were prepared in-house from embryonic 

day 10 - 16 eggs. Briefly, chicken embryos were removed from the egg and 

decapitated. Each embryo was eviscerated, and feet were removed prior to 

whole body shredding via 10 mL syringe. The mashed embryos were washed 

in PBS’a’ and trypsinized in 20 mL of 0.05% Trypsin/Versene for 2 min under 

magnetic stirrer agitation. Supernatants were collected and neutralized with 

FBS, trypsinization process was repeated for 3 times. Isolated cells were 

centrifuged at 500x g for 5 min. Pelleted cells were resuspended in Medium 

199 (Sigma Aldrich) supplemented with 10% tryptose phosphate broth (TPB) 

(Sigma Aldrich), 5% FCS and 100U/ml Penicillin-Streptomycin and passed 

through 40 μm nylon cell strainers. The resulting cells were counted and 

maintained at 37 °C, 5% CO2. 

 

6.2.2.3 Embryonated chicken eggs 

Embryonated eggs were delivered to lab at embryonic day 10-16 and kept at 

Brinsea Ova-Easy 380 Advance Series II Incubator (Brinsea Incubation 

Specialists) supporting 37 °C, relative humidity and continuous egg turning.  

 

6.2.3 Antibody production and characterization 

6.2.3.1 Antibody expression in mammalian cell culture 

Full length antibodies were produced in ExpiCHO cells following supplier’s 

protocol for high titre protein production in a 25 mL cell culture volume. Briefly, 
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the day before transfection cells were split to have 3 x 106 cells mL-1 and diluted 

to 6 x 106 cells mL-1 with pre-warmed medium on the day of transfection. Total 

amount of 80 μg plasmid DNA (1:1 ratio for heavy and light chain plasmids) 

was diluted in 1 mL of cold OptiPRO™ medium. A separate tube with 80 μL of 

ExpiFectamine™ CHO Reagent diluted with 920 μL OptiPRO™ medium was 

prepared. Diluted ExpiFectamine™ CHO Reagent was added to diluted DNA 

and incubated at room temperature for 5 min. Complexed DNA was added 

onto the cells dropwise and returned into 37 °C, 8% CO2 incubator supporting 

continuous flask shaking. 18 h post transfection 150 μL of ExpiFectamine™ 

CHO Enhancer and 6 mL of ExpiCHO™ Feed was added onto the cells. Cells 

were returned to 32 °C, 5% CO2 with continuous shaking. Supernatants were 

harvested 10 days post transfection by centrifugation at 1,600x g at 4 °C for 

30 min.  

 

6.2.3.2 Antibody fragment expression in insect cell 
culture 

Antibody fragments were generated in S2 cells establishing stably expressing 

cell lines. Briefly, S2 cells were seeded to 1 x 106 cells mL-1 density on the day 

prior transfection and transfected using Calcium Phosphate Transfection Kit 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Solution A (total volume of 500 μL) was prepared 

containing 32 μg plasmid DNA, 60 μL of 2 M CaCl2 with remaining reaction 

volume made up using nuclease-free water. Solution B consisted of 500 μL 2x 

HEPES – buffered saline (HBS) (pH 7.05; pH was measured using Mettler 

Toledo 30130862 SevenCompact™ S210 Basic pH/mV BenchTop Meter). To 

facilitate calcium phosphate – DNA precipitate formation, solution A was added 

onto continuously aerated HBS. The reaction was left for 30 min at room 

temperature prior to addition onto the cells. 24 h post transfection the media 

were changed, and 72 h post transfection antibiotic selection was started. 

Antibiotic selection was carried out for a minimum of four weeks using Zeocin 

(Invivogen) at a concentration of 750 µg ml−1 for the first two weeks and 1500 

https://www.thelabstore.co.uk/ph-measurement/mettler-toledo-30130862-sevencompact-s210-basic-ph-mv-benchtop-meter.html
https://www.thelabstore.co.uk/ph-measurement/mettler-toledo-30130862-sevencompact-s210-basic-ph-mv-benchtop-meter.html
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µg ml−1 for the next two weeks prior to single cell clone isolation via limiting 

dilution. Successful single clones were screened by ELISA for protein 

production and clones showing the highest expression levels expanded and 

maintained in EX-CELL® 420 Serum-Free Medium for Insect Cells. 

 

6.2.3.3 Antibody purification from cell culture 
supernatants 

A) Antibody purification via protein G 

Harvested cell supernatants were passed through a 0.22 µm filter. Full length 

antibodies were purified via Protein G column (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

Briefly, Protein G resin was loaded onto the column, left to set for 1 h and 

equilibrated with 10 column volumes of Na3PO4 with 0.02% (v/v) sodium azide 

(pH 5) wash buffer. Supernatant samples containing full length antibodies were 

loaded onto the column and washing step with 10 column volumes of wash 

buffer was performed to eliminate non-specifically bound proteins. Antibodies 

were eluted with 0.1 M glycine (pH 3) in 1 mL fractions that were immediately 

neutralized with 100 µL of 1 M Tris HCl (pH 9). The column was washed with 

an additional 10 column volumes of 0.1 M glycine (pH 3) and re-equilibrated 

with wash buffer. The eluted fractions were pooled and dialysed into PBS 

overnight at 4 °C after which purified protein concentration was assessed. 

B) Antibody fragment purification via CaptureSelect™ C-tag affinity 

matrix 

Antibody fragments produced in insect cell culture were purified via a C-tag 

column. Briefly, as with protein G, supernatants were filtered through 0.22 µm 

filter and CaptureSelect™ C-tag Affinity Matrix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was 

loaded onto the column, left to set for 1 h and equilibrated with 10 column 

volumes of PBS wash buffer. The filtered supernatant was loaded onto the 

column followed by washing step with PBS. The bound protein was eluted with 

2 M MgCl2 (pH 7.1, pH was measured using Mettler Toledo 30130862 

SevenCompact™ S210 Basic pH/mV BenchTop Meter) and dialysed into PBS 

https://www.thelabstore.co.uk/ph-measurement/mettler-toledo-30130862-sevencompact-s210-basic-ph-mv-benchtop-meter.html
https://www.thelabstore.co.uk/ph-measurement/mettler-toledo-30130862-sevencompact-s210-basic-ph-mv-benchtop-meter.html
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overnight at 4 °C after which the purified protein concentration was assessed. 

The column was washed with 10 column volumes of 0.1 M glycine (pH 3) and 

re-equilibrated with PBS for long-term storage. 

 

6.2.3.4 BCA assay 

To determine the protein concentration Pierce™ BCA protein assay (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) was performed as per manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 25 

µL of albumin standards (2000 µg mL-1 - 0 µg mL-1) or the protein of interest 

was added to Nunc™ MicroWell 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 200 

µL of bicinchoninic acid working reagent was added on top and the plates were 

left for 30 min at 37 °C. Reactions were read at 562 nm absorbance using 

Thermo Scientific™ Multiskan™ GO Microplate Spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). A standard curve was generated from known sample 

concentrations to allow interpolation of unknown protein concentrations.  

 

6.2.3.5 Protein electrophoresis 

Sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

was used to separate proteins based on molecular weight differences. SDS 

gels were prepared in-house using 0.75 mm spacer plates with appropriate 

short plates and Bio-Rad reagents and buffers according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Stacking gels were always cast at 4% while resolving gel 

percentage was adjusted; depending on the size of the protein, by changing 

concentration of acrylamide: bisacrylamide (37.5:1) solution (whole recipes 

can be found in section 6.1.). Each sample was mixed with 1x protein loading 

buffer (final concentration) and if required 5% of 2 – Mercaptoethanol (final 

concentration). All samples were boiled for 5 min at 95 °C, briefly spun and 

loaded onto the gel alongside Precision Plus Protein™ All Blue Prestained 

Protein Standards (Bio-Rad). Gels were run at 70 V for the required amount of 

time in a Mini - PROTEAN tetra system (Bio-Rad). 
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6.2.3.6 SDS gel staining and Western blotting 

Polyacrylamide gels with separated proteins were used either for Coomassie 

staining or transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane. Briefly, for whole protein 

detection gels were washed thrice for 10 min in Milli-Q water and incubated in 

PageBlue™ Protein staining solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 h at room 

temperature while rocking. Excess of colloidal coomassie G-250 dye was 

washed overnight in Milli-Q water.  

For western blotting gels were briefly washed in Milli-Q water and equilibrated 

in Western blot transfer buffer together with nitrocellulose membrane and filter 

papers. To assemble the transfer sandwich 3 filter papers were placed on a 

positive anode side of Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System (Bio-Rad) followed 

by a nitrocellulose membrane, the SDS gel and 3 filter papers, negative 

cathode side was added last. Transfers were run for 14 min at 25 V, 2.5 A. 

Once transferred the nitrocellulose membranes were blocked in PBS’a’/0.1% 

(v/v) Tween20 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 10% (w/v) skimmed milk 

(Marvel) for 1 h at room temperature while rocking. Blocking solution was 

replaced with primary antibody diluted in PBS’a’/0.1% (v/v) Tween20 with 1% 

(w/v) skimmed milk and incubated at 4 °C overnight while rocking. Next day, 

the membrane was washed with PBS’a’/0.1% (v/v) Tween20 thrice for 10 min. 

Secondary antibody was diluted in PBS’a’/0.1% (v/v) Tween20 with 1% (w/v) 

skimmed milk and incubated at room temperature for 1 h prior to three 

additional washes and scanning by the Odyssey CLX (LI-COR Biosciences). 

6.2.3.7 ELISA 

A) Protein detection in cell culture supernatants, allantoic fluid or serum 

samples 

For protein detection in cell culture supernatants, allantoic fluid and serum 

samples ELISAs were performed. Briefly, Nunc MaxiSorp™ flat-bottom 96-well 

plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were used for coating with pure cell culture 

supernatants, allantoic fluid or serum samples diluted 2-fold across the plate. 
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Coated plates were incubated at 4 °C overnight prior to washing with 

PBS’a’/0.1% (v/v) Tween20 and blocking in 5% BSA (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

for 1 h at room temperature. The protein present in supernatant samples was 

captured via CaptureSelect™ Biotin Anti-C-tag Conjugate (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) diluted to 500 ng mL-1 in 5% BSA which was detected by streptavidin 

– HRP conjugate (Thermo Fisher Scientific) diluted to 500 ng mL -1 in 5% BSA. 

Four washes with washing buffer were performed between each step. All 

incubations were done for 1 h at room temperature. HRP was detected using 

3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate (BD Biosciences) and 

reactions stopped after 10 min with 2 M H2SO4. Plates were read at dual 

wavelength at 450 nm with 630 nm reference in an ELx808 Absorbance 

Microplate Reader (BioTek). Positive controls of purified antibody were 

included into each plate. 

B) Antibody and antibody fragment binding to virus 

To determine the antibody and antibody fragment ability to bind to respective 

antigens the procedure was identical as above apart from differences in 

coating conditions and subsequent capture steps. 64 HA units of live virus 

were used for initial coating step. Primary capture was done using purified 

antibodies diluted to a final concentration of 1 µg mL -1. Full length antibodies 

containing mouse Fc region were probed via polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse 

immunoglobulins HRP (Agilent) diluted to 500 ng mL -1. Antibody fragments 

were detected as in section 6.2.3.7. A).  

 

C) Anti- antibody response detection in serum samples 

To detect anti-antibody response plates were coated with antibody diluted to 

200 ng mL -1 in coating buffer and serum diluted 1 in 1000 in 5% BSA. Anti-

chicken IgY (IgG) (whole molecule) − peroxidase antibody produced in rabbit 

(Sigma Aldrich) diluted to 1 in 10.000 -1 in 5% BSA was used for detection. 
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6.2.4 Virus rescue, growth and titration techniques 

6.2.4.1 Virus rescue  

A) Recombinant HVT virus rescue  

Homology directed repair (HDR) – CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene insertion was 

used for recombinant HVT virus generation. Briefly, CEF cells were pre-

seeded were pre-seeded to 12-well plate. Once cells reached 70-80% 

confluency medium was changed to Opti-MEM reduced serum medium 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 10% FCS and transfection complexes 

containing 1 µg donor plasmid, 1 µg gRNA plasmid and 6 µL of TransIT-X2® 

Dynamic Delivery System (MirusBio) were prepared in a total volume of 200 

µL diluted in Opti-MEM reduced serum media. Complexes were left for 25 min 

at room temperature and added into two wells of 12-well plate. Cells were 

incubated at 37 °C for 12 h prior to media change into CEF growth medium 

and infection with HVT-GFP at MOI 0.01 (HVT-GFP virus was kindly provided 

by Pengxiang Chang from Avian Influenza Virus group at The Pirbright 

Institute). 72 h post-infection cells and cell-associated virus were harvested 

and used for limiting dilution onto the freshly seeded CEF cells. Plaques were 

allowed to form for the next 72 h when 24 GFP negative plaques under 

fluorescence microscope were picked and used to infect 24-well plate of pre-

seeded CEF cells. 3 days later HVT virus was harvested from each well and 

DNA extracted. DNA samples were used for gene - and site - specific PCRs to 

confirm genome editing. Double positive clones were transferred to 96-well 

plates and the process repeated twice to ensure purity of the plaques. 

 

B) Influenza virus rescue  

All viruses were rescued by previous lab members following bidirectional 

reverse genetics system described elsewhere (509). All viruses were rescued 

in PR8 backbone changing surface proteins (HA and NA) only.  
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6.2.4.2 Virus propagation  

A) Recombinant HVT virus propagation in primary cells 

Genome edited and wildtype HVT virus was propagated in primary CEF cells. 

T25 flasks were used for virus passaging and propagation every 5 days until 

P20 was reached. P5, P10, P15 and P20 stocks were grown in T150 flasks to 

obtain higher virus titers. 

B) Recombinant HVT virus propagation in eggs 

To propagate HVT virus in eggs 10 day old embryonated hens’ eggs were 

used. The shell was sterilised with 70% (v/v) ethanol and a small hole was 

introduced into the eggshell just below the air sac. 100 µL of 20, 000 PFU of 

P5 viruses, were inoculated into allantoic cavity using 25G needle and 1 mL 

syringe. Eggs were incubated at 37 °C, 40-50% humidity, for 24 h or 72 h and 

candled every 24 h to ensure embryo viability. The top of the eggshell was 

removed using sterile forceps and embryo was decapitated using sterile 

scissors. Leg muscle tissues were collected for snap freezing and storage at -

80 °C until further processing.  

B) Influenza virus propagation in eggs 

To propagate influenza virus stocks 10 day old embryonated chickens’ eggs 

were used. The shell was sterilised with 70% (v/v) ethanol and a small hole 

was introduced into the eggshell just below the air sac. P0 viruses, rescued by 

previous lab members, were diluted 1 in 1000 and 100 µL were inoculated into 

allantoic cavity using 25G needle and 1 mL syringe (330). Eggs were incubated 

at 37 °C, 40-50% humidity, for 72 h and candled every 24 h to ensure embryo 

viability after virus inoculation. Embryos were culled by chilling at 4°C overnight 

prior to allantoic fluid harvest. The top of the eggshell was removed using 

sterile forceps and a Pasteur pipette was used for air sac rupture and the 

allantoic fluid harvested. The allantoic fluid was subjected to low-speed 

centrifugation (1000x g, 10 min) and stored at -80 °C in 1 mL aliquots until 

further analysis. 
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6.2.4.3 Virus stock titration by plaque assay 

A) HVT virus stock titration in primary cells 

CEF cells were used to titrate HVT virus. Briefly, cells were pre-seeded to 12-

well plates to reach 90-95% confluency next day. Cell associated virus stocks 

were thawed in 37 °C and used for 10-fold serial dilutions in CEF growth 

medium. 200 μL of virus dilution was used per well, infected cells were left at 

37 °C for 72 h to allow plaque formation. After 3 days media was removed, 

cells washed with PBS’a’ and fixed with 500 µL of ice-cold methanol/acetone 

(50:50 v/v) for 15 min. Cells were washed twice with PBS’a’ and stored at 4 °C 

for a maximum of 1 week until plaque staining. 

B) Influenza virus stock titration in continuous cell lines 

MDCK cells were used to titrate influenza virus. Briefly, on the day prior plaque 

assay cells were seeded in 12-well plates to reach 90-95% confluency. Virus 

samples were thawed at room temperature and serially diluted 10-fold in 

serum - free DMEM (Sigma Aldrich). Cells were washed with pre-warmed 

PBS’a’ and infected with 200 μL of virus dilution. Cells were incubated at 37°C 

for 1 h prior to inoculum removal and cell wash with PBS’a’. 1 mL of overlay 

media containing 2 μg mL-1 of TPCK trypsin and 0.6% agar (Oxoid) as added 

onto the cells. Cells were incubated at 37 °C for 72 h, overlay was removed, 

and cells fixed/stained with crystal violet solution for 30 min and results read 

immediately.  

 

6.2.4.4 Influenza virus stock titration by TCID50 

On the day prior to virus titrations MDCK cells were seeded into 96-well plates 

to reach 90-95% confluency. Virus samples were thawed and serially diluted 

1-log in serum - free DMEM. Cells were washed with PBS’a’ and virus dilutions 

used to infect cells in quadruplets. Cells were incubated at 37 °C for 1 h prior 

to inoculum removal and cell wash with PBS’a’. Cells were overlayed with 

serum free DMEM containing 2 μg mL-1 of TPCK trypsin and incubated at 37 
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°C for 72 h. Overlay was removed and cells fixed/stained with crystal violet 

solution for 30 min.  

6.2.4.5 Influenza virus titration by hemagglutination 
(HA) assay 

The HA assay was performed in V-bottom 96-well plates (Greiner Bio-One 

Ltd, cat no. #651101). Briefly, virus was thawed and used to prepare 2-fold 

dilutions in PBS’a’ across the plate. A suspension of 1% (v/v) chicken red 

blood cells in PBS’a’ was added into each well. Plates were incubated at 

room temperature for 45 min and results read. The last well containing virus 

dilution that allowed formation of lattice was considered as an end-point virus 

titre. 

 

6.2.5 In vitro characterisation of viruses and antibodies 

6.2.5.1 HVT growth curve  

Virus was inoculated in 6-well plates of 90-95% confluent CEF cells at an MOI 

of 0.0001 (80 PFU/well) in triplicates. Cells and supernatant were harvested at 

6, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h post infection. 

 

6.2.5.2 HVT virus immunostaining  

Infected, methanol: acetone fixed cells were washed with PBS’a’ and blocked 

in 200 μL of PBS’a’/5% (v/v) FCS for 30 min at room temperature while 

shaking. Blocking buffer was removed and replaced with primary antibody 

(HVT serum diluted 1 in 500 or/and CaptureSelect™ Biotin Anti-C-tag 

Conjugate at 2 μg mL-1) diluted in PBS’a’/5% (v/v) FCS. Primary antibody was 

incubated for 1 h at room temperature while shaking and cells were washed 

with PBS’a’/0.1% (v/v) Tween20 thrice for 10 min. Secondary antibody was 

diluted in PBS’a’/5% (v/v) FCS. If assay was performed to differentiate 

between wildtype and recombinant virus, secondary antibodies used were 

compatible with Odyssey CLX: IRDye® 680RD Donkey anti-Chicken IgG (H + 

L) (LI-COR Biosciences) diluted to 100 ng mL-1 or/and IRDye® 800CW 

Streptavidin at concentration of 500 ng mL-1. Otherwise, anti-chicken IgY (IgG) 

https://www.licor.com/bio/reagents/irdye-680rd-donkey-anti-chicken-secondary-antibody
https://www.licor.com/bio/reagents/irdye-680rd-donkey-anti-chicken-secondary-antibody
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(whole molecule) − peroxidase antibody produced in rabbit was diluted to 1 in 

10.000 -1 in PBS’a’/5% (v/v) FCS. Plates were incubated at room temperature 

for 1 h following three washes with PBS’a’/0.1% (v/v) Tween20 for 10 min. 

Plates were either read with Odyssey CLX or 50 μL of DAB Chromogen and 

Substrate Buffer (Agilent) was added per well, incubated for 10 min, rinsed 

with water and brown - stained plaques counted.  

 

6.2.5.3 DNA extraction from HVT infected cells  

A) DNA extraction for PCR 

Infected cells were harvested using 0.05% (v/v) Trypsin/Versene solution and 

centrifuged at 500x g, 5 min. Supernatants were removed, and the cell pellet 

subjected to 200 μL squishing buffer. Resuspended cells were incubated for 

30 min at 65 °C. 

B) DNA extraction for qPCR 

Infected cells were harvested as in section A, centrifuged and pellets 

processed with DNeasy® Blood and Tissue Kit following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Briefly, cells were resuspended in 220 µL PBS’a’ containing 9% 

(v/v) proteinase K and 200 µL of lysis buffer was added followed by 200 µL of 

99-100% ethanol. Mixture was transferred to DNeasy mini columns which were 

washed twice with manufacturers’ provided buffer diluted in ethanol (96-

100%), DNA was eluted in elution buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 

9.0) in 50 µL volume. 

 

6.2.5.4 Influenza virus microneutralization (MNT) assay  

Briefly, MDCK cells were pre-seeded into 96-well plates to reach 90–95% 

confluency. On the day of experiment, 60 µL of 150 TCID50 (50% tissue 

culture infective dose) of virus was added onto 2-fold serially diluted antibodies 

in 60 µL volume (starting at 1 mg mL-1) and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. Cells 

were washed with PBS’a’ and inoculated with 50 µL antibody – virus mixture 

in triplicates. Cells only, virus only and heat inactivated positive H9N2 serum 
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collected from birds challenged with UDL-1/08 at day 14 post-infection (animal 

experiment request number AR000562) controls were included into each plate. 

The cells were incubated at 37 °C for 1 h prior to inoculum removal and wash 

with PBS’a’. The cells were overlayed with serum free DMEM containing 2 μg 

mL-1 of TPCK trypsin. Fixation/staining with crystal violet for 30 min was done 

after 72 h incubation at 37 °C. The average dilution of antibody at which the 

cells were completely protected from cytopathic effect by the virus were noted. 

 

6.2.6 In vivo techniques 

6.2.6.1 Ethics statement 

Animal studies and procedures were carried out in strict accordance with 

European and United Kingdom Home Office regulations and the Animals 

(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations, 2012. These 

studies were carried out under the United Kingdom Home Office approved 

project license number P68D44CF. All work undergone ethical scrutiny before 

approval by The Pirbright Institute’s Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board 

(AWERB) under request numbers AR000992 and AR001131. All procedures 

on live birds were performed by trained staff who held a personal licence (Prof. 

Munir Iqbal, Dr. Holly Shelton, Dr. Jean-Remy Sadeyen, Dr. Pengxiang Chang, 

Dr. Sushant Bhat, Dr. Joshua Sealy, Deimante Lukosaityte, Angita Shrestha). 

 

6.2.6.2 Influenza virus infectivity, transmission and 
pathogenicity study 

 

Mixed sex, SPF eggs of Rhode Island Red chickens were sourced from the 

National Avian Research Facility (Roslin Institute) and hatched at The Pirbright 

Institute BSU by members of animal services team. Hatched birds were 

housed in floor pens for 1 day. On day 2 post-hatch all chickens were wing 

banded and randomly divided into five groups (n = 20/group): (group-1) non-

treated and challenged with UDL-1/08; (group-2) scFv JF7 (200 µg/dose) 

treated and challenged with UDL-1/08; (group-3) scFv EC12 (300 µg/dose) 
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treated and challenged with UDL-1/08. Group-4 had 6 birds that were scFv 

EC12-treated and non-challenged and group-5 had 10 non-treated and non-

challenged birds. Chickens from groups 1, 2 and 3 were transferred into three 

separate BioFlex B50 Rigid Body Poultry isolators (Bell Isolation Systems) 

maintaining negative pressure or left in the pen (groups 4 and 5). 19 days post 

hatch all chickens were swabbed from buccal and cloacal cavities and wing 

prick bled to obtain pre-infection samples. All birds that were placed in the 

isolators were further subdivided into directly inoculated group (n = 10) 

receiving 5 × 105 PFU of virus, diluted in PBS’a’, delivered via intranasal route 

(50 μL in each nostril) and contact birds’ group (n = 10) allowing to investigate 

virus transmission. scFv treatment was given intranasally using 50 μL per 

nostril. Birds from group-2 and group-3 that were to receive direct virus 

inoculum via the intransal route were given prophylaxis of the respective scFvs 

24 h before the challenge (day 20 post-hatch) with the treatment continued 

daily until 7 days post-infection. Birds were challenged at 21 days of age (noted 

as day 0 of experiment) with no further procedures carried out on the same 

day. Birds that were considered as contacts started receiving scFv treatment 

at day 1 post infection. scFv treatment and sampling of the buccal and cloacal 

cavities with sterile polyester tipped swabs (on day 1-8, 10 and 14 post 

infection). Chickens were monitored for clinical signs and weight changes 

throughout the experiment by animal services staff. Four birds per group were 

sacrificed at day 4 post infection and the remaining birds were humanely killed 

at day 14 post virus inoculation when the experiment was terminated. All 

infected birds were culled by pentobarbital overdose while non- infected birds 

underwent cervical dislocation by animal services staff. Tissues were removed 

and snap frozen in dry ice or stored in RNAlater (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or 

10% neutral buffered formalin, blood samples were used for serum 

preparation. 
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6.2.6.3 HVT tolerability study 

Mixed sex, SPF eggs of Dekalb White leghorn chickens were obtained from 

VALO BioMedia and hatched at the Pirbright Institute BSU by members of 

animal services team. Hatched birds were housed in floor pens and wing 

banded by animal services staff randomly dividing chicks into two groups (n = 

11/group): (group-1) received WT HVT; (group-2) received recombinant HVT 

carrying R1aB6 antibody (clone 2.2.4). HVT virus was inoculated at day 1 post 

hatch subcutaneously using the highest titre of virus obtained - 37600 

PFU/dose of rHVT at P5 or 27200 PFU/dose of WT HVT at P5. 2 birds per 

group were removed at days 2, 3 and 4 post-hatch and culled by cervical 

dislocation by animal services staff prior to tissue harvesting and snap freezing 

in dry ice, spleens were collected and stored in Roswell Park Memorial Institute 

(RPMI) medium (Sigma Aldrich) at 4 °C until further processing. On day 6 post-

hatch all remaining birds were bled and repeated HVT administration was done 

on day 7. Blood samples were collected at weekly intervals and the experiment 

terminated at day 42 when all birds were culled by cervical dislocation by 

animal services staff and tissues collected for further analysis as described 

previously. 

 

6.2.6.4 Clinical scoring system 

Throughout the challenge experiment birds were monitored twice daily for 

clinical signs. Mild disease signs expected were ruffled feathers, eye and nasal 

discharge, eye reddening, pale comb/wattles. Additional signs of ruffled 

feathers, swollen head and sporadic diarrhoea were treated as an indicative of 

moderate disease whilst severe symptoms were attributed to weight loss, 

persistent diarrhoea, and laboured breathing. 
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6.2.6.5 Swab sample processing 

Swab samples were collected into 1 mL of virus transport medium (WHO, 

2008) placed in 15 mL falcons. Swabs were vortexed for 10 sec, removed from 

media and centrifuged (1,600x g, 10 min). The resulting clarified medium was 

aliquoted into three 300 µL aliquots and stored in -80 °C until further 

processing. Viral titers in swabs were determined via plaque assay (section 

6.2.4.2). 

 

6.2.6.6 Tissue sample processing and virus isolation  

A) Tissue processing from influenza virus study 

20 mg of snap frozen tissues (nasal tissue, trachea, lung, spleen, caecal 

tonsils) were weighed and added to 1 mL of serum-free DMEM in a safe-lock 

Eppendorf tube. One sterile 5mm stainless steel bead was added per tube and 

tissues homogenised using TissueLyser LT (Qiagen) (20Hz, 4min). After one 

round of homogenisation, tissue disruption was checked and repeated if 

necessary, until the tissue was fully homogenised. Homogenates were 

centrifuged (16,000x g, 5 min, 4 °C) and the supernatants separated into two 

aliquots (each containing 500 µL), one aliquot was serially titrated by plaque 

assay (section 6.2.4.2). Another aliquot of clarified tissue homogenate was 

used for RNA extraction. 

B) Tissue processing from HVT tolerability study 

20 mg of snap frozen tissues (feather follicles, skin, lung) were weighed and 

processed using DNeasy® Blood and Tissue Kit following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Briefly, cut tissue was placed in 200 µL of lysis buffer containing 

proteinase K in a safe-lock Eppendorf tube and incubated for a minimum of 4 

h at 56 °C with occasional vortexing. Lysed samples were applied to the 

provided columns, wash steps were performed as per instructions and bound 

DNA eluted in a total volume of 50 µL. Nucleic acid purity and concentration 

assessed by NanoPhotometer® NP80. 
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Spleens were used for B-cell isolation. Briefly, tissue was mashed using 

syringe plunger and cells passed through 40 μm nylon cell strainers prior to 

centrifugation at 200x g for 5 min at 4 °C. Palleted cells were resuspended in 

10 mL of RPMI medium and underlaid with 5 mL of HistoPaque 1083 (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). Samples were centrifuged at 390x g for 20 min with a low 

acceleration and deceleration rate. The ‘interface’ (‘buffy coat’) was removed 

into a new falcon tube, cells pelleted, washed with PBS’a’ and counted prior to 

infection of pre-seeded CEF cells. 

 

6.2.6.7 Blood processing for serum generation 

Blood samples obtained were stored at 4 °C for 24 h to allow blood cell and 

blood clot separation. Samples were centrifuged (16,000x g, 30 min, 4 °C) and 

clarified serum aliquoted and stored at -20 °C until further processing. If serum 

samples were to be used in MNT assay (section 6.2.5.5.) heat inactivation at 

56 °C for 30 min was performed to destroy complement activity. 

 

6.2.6.8 Haemagglutinin inhibition (HI) assays 

Briefly, HI assays were performed following WHO guidelines (510). The assay 

was done in V-bottom 96-well plates where 2-fold serum dilution in PBS’a’ was 

prepared and 4 HA units of virus was added. The plate was incubated at 37 

°C for 1 h prior to addition of 1% (v/v) of chicken red blood cells. The assay 

was read after 45 min incubation at room temperature. The first dilution of 

serum to result in red blood cell pellet in the presence of virus was recorded 

as an end-point dilution. 

 

6.2.6.9 RNA isolation from swab samples and tissues 

RNA extraction from swab samples was performed using BioRobot® Universal 

System (Qiagen) and QIAamp® One-For-All Nucleic Acid kit (Qiagen) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, swab samples were thawed 
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and lysed in a microbiological safety cabinet with the rest of steps performed 

in the automated manner. Total RNA was eluted in 100 μL volume. 

RNA isolation from tissue samples was carried out using an RNeasy kit 

(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 500 µL tissue 

homogenates (section 6.2.6.6) were lysed in 1100 µL volume and all lysate 

and applied onto the columns. Subsequent washing steps were performed to 

remove any contaminants and the RNA was eluted in 20 µl of RNase free 

water. Nucleic acid purity and concentration assessed by NanoPhotometer® 

NP80. 

 

6.2.6.10 qPCR 

A) qRT-PCR for M gene and cytokine quantification 

Single-step real-time reverse transcription PCR was used for determination of 

influenza virus M gene and specific cytokine mRNA levels. Superscript III 

Platinum One-Step qRT-PCR kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used with 

either neat RNA extracted from swab samples or 150 ng of RNA extracted 

from tissue samples. Reactions were set up following the manufacturer’s 

protocol in Optical FAST 96-well plates (Applied Biosystems) in 20 μL volume 

with primers and probes outlined in Table 6.12. qRT-PCR was run in a 7500 

FAST ABI RT-PCR thermocycler (Applied Biosystems). Briefly, cycling 

conditions were as follows i) 5 min hold step at 50 °C, ii) 2 min hold step at 95 

°C, and 40 cycles of iii) 3 sec at 95 °C, iv) 30 sec annealing and extension at 

60 °C. Each sample was run in triplicate and each plate contained T7 RNA 

polymerase-transcribed RNA standard for M gene (for M gene quantification) 

or 28S rRNA serving as a constitutively expressed gene (for cytokine 

quantification) alongside negative controls for unspecific amplification. 

B) qPCR for HVT genome quantification 

Real-time quantitative PCR on DNA from cells and tissues derived from in vitro, 

in ovo and in vivo experiments was run using ABsolute Blue qPCR Low ROX 

mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 7500 FAST ABI RT-PCR thermocycler. DNA 
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samples were diluted to 25 ng µL-1 with reactions prepared in 25 μL volume 

with primers and probes outlined in Table 6.12. using Optical FAST 96-well 

plates. Cycling conditions were as follows i) 2 min hold step at 50 °C, ii) 10 min 

hold step at 95 °C, and 40 cycles of iii) 15 sec at 94 °C, iv) 1 min annealing 

and extension at 60 °C. Each sample was run in triplicate and each plate 

contained pHVT-BAC3 and pGEMT-Ovo serially diluted plasmids as standards 

for HVT virus and for ovotransferrin gene, respectively, alongside negative 

controls for unspecific amplification. 

 

6.2.6.11 HA sequencing from swabs 

RNA from swab samples was used for HA sequence retrieval. Briefly, RNA 

conversion into cDNA was performed using universal primers and Superscript 

III one-step RT-PCR with PlatinumTM Taq DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 50 μg 

mL -1 of RNA was used in 25 μL reaction volume with cycling conditions i) 30 

min DNA synthesis at 95°C, ii) 2 min pre-denaturation  at 94°C, iii) 15 sec 

denaturation at 94 °C, iv) 30 sec primer annealing at 55 °C, v) 2 min elongation 

at 68 °C, with steps iii) – v) performed for 40 cycles, and vi) a final 5 min 

elongation at 68 °C. Segment specific primers were used for nucleic acid 

amplification with PfuUltra II Hotstart 2x Master mix as described in section 

6.2.1. PCR products were run on a gel and gel extracted prior to submission 

for Sanger sequencing. 

 

6.2.7 Bioinformatic analysis 

6.2.7.1 Analysis of antibody sequence and structure 

Antibody variable domains were analysed using NCBI IgBLAST software and 

germline encoded genes extracted from IMGT database. scFv structure 

prediction was done using freely available abYsis tool. 
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6.2.7.2 Multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetics 

HA gene segments and antibody variable domains were aligned using the 

MUSCLE algorithm in MEGA7 Software. All relevant HA sequences were 

downloaded from NCBI Influenza database and all antibody germline 

sequences were downloaded from IMGT database. The neighbour-joining 

algorithm with 1000 bootstrap replications were used for phylogenetic tree 

generation. The evolutionary distances were computed using the p-distance 

method. 

 

6.2.7.3 Mapping of hemagglutinin structures  

HA structure modelling and mutations of UDL-1/08 were generated using 

PDB ID 1JSD structure and rendered in PyMol v1.5.0. (www.pymol.org). 

 

6.2.7.4 Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were performed, and graphs generated using GraphPad 

Prism 8. p-values < 0.05 were considered significant. Nonsignificant (Ns) = p 

> 0.05; * = p ≤ 0.05; ** = p ≤ 0.01; *** = p ≤ 0.001; **** = p ≤ 0.0001. GraphPad 

Prism 8 was also used for curve fitting following nonlinear regression model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pymol.org/
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